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Abstract
Research involving joint mechanics is typically conducted at the macroscopic level.
However, joints and joint replacements often fail because load transfer at the microscopic
level is not well understood. This gap in knowledge reduces our ability to preoperatively
predict patient outcomes and assess irreversible failure modes for a variety of surgical
interventions prior to clinical adoption. The present work aims to advance full-field
experimental measurement techniques applied to better understand the internal load
transfer of the human shoulder joint by simultaneously combining mechanical testing
protocols, microCT imaging, and digital volume correlation (DVC) methods.
A CT-compatible loading apparatus was fabricated to allow for mechanical loading of
cadaveric shoulder specimens within a cone beam microCT scanner. DVC was used to
measure full-field displacements and strains throughout the internal structure of bone under
controlled loading scenarios. Initially, the full-field experimental data was used to assess
predictions generated by corresponding continuum-level finite element models (FEMs).
Varying assumptions (e.g., boundary conditions, material mapping equation used, etc.)
required to generate the simulations were assessed. The results of the validation efforts
demonstrated that continuum-level FEMs of the shoulder can predict the experimental fullfield displacements with high accuracy if the boundary conditions are replicated correctly.
Good agreement was found between the strains predicted and the experimental
measurements obtained by DVC with the highest predictive errors found in locations that
experienced the highest magnitude of experimental strain.
The full-field experimental methods were further applied to evaluate the magnitude of fullfield strain that trabecular bone within the shoulder can withstand prior to fracture. An
experimental workflow which involved stepwise compressive loading with microCT
images captured at each loading step was performed until macroscopic failure occurred.
Internal strains throughout the trabecular structure were resolved using DVC. Bone density
measurements and trabecular morphometric parameters were compared to outcome
measures such as apparent strength and the local strain measured by DVC. The
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experimental data collected provides fundamental knowledge for future studies
implementing DVC and lays the foundation for future validation studies that utilize fullfield experimental measures to assess the predictive accuracy of FEMs of the
musculoskeletal system.

Keywords: CT-Compatible Loading, Digital Volume Correlation, Full-Field Experimental
Analysis, Subject-Specific Finite Element Analysis, Shoulder FEM, Osteoarthritis,
Shoulder, Arthroplasty.
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Lay Summary
To ensure optimal surgical outcomes for clinical interventions involving bone, it is useful
to understand how bone will react under external mechanical forces. However, bone is a
complex living material and is constantly undergoing structural changes based on the
requirements of daily life. Therefore, understanding and predicting the mechanical
behaviour of bone before an orthopaedic surgery is challenging.
Within this dissertation, simulated joint loads were applied to cadaveric human shoulders
within a microCT scanner. The purpose was to capture 3D images of bone in an
undeformed and deformed state to better understand the structural response of bone under
controlled loading scenarios. First, the experimental data was applied to assess computer
simulations which are commonly used in the design of joint replacement components. For
the first time, the experimental validation data shed light on potential best practices that
should be considered when generating computer simulations of the human shoulder. In
addition, mechanical testing was performed on trabecular bone that was directly retrieved
from patients undergoing total shoulder arthroplasty due to end stage osteoarthritis.
Collectively, this knowledge provides fundamental knowledge for the biomechanics
research field seeking to improve patient outcomes for shoulder joint replacement
surgeries.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1
OVERVIEW
This introductory chapter provides a general overview of the concepts related to this
dissertation. First, a brief introduction of the anatomy of the shoulder is provided along
with an overview of shoulder arthroplasty, a common surgical treatment for
glenohumeral osteoarthritis. The mechanics of trabecular bone encompassing
mechanical testing, imaging, and common numerical techniques used to measure and
predict the mechanical response of bone at the apparent- and tissue-level is summarized.
The chapter is concluded with the overview, specific objectives, and hypotheses of this
dissertation.

1.1
1.1.1

Relevant Anatomy
The Glenohumeral Joint

The glenohumeral joint (GHJ) is one of four joints of the shoulder complex, driven by the
articulation of the bony anatomy between the scapula and humerus (Figure 1.1).
Structurally, the GHJ is representative of a ball and socket joint which provides the
shoulder with the greatest range of motion (ROM) of any joint within the human
musculoskeletal system. The glenoid fossa (i.e., the socket) and proximal humeral head
(i.e., the ball) make up the articular surfaces of the GHJ. Only discrete surfaces of the
humeral head are ever in contact with the glenoid fossa at any given point in time as the
articular surface area of the humeral head is approximately 3 to 4 times larger compared to
the glenoid fossa.1
An intricate combination of ligaments, tendons, and muscles provide structural stability to
the GHJ allowing it to function without dislocation. Ligaments provide static stabilization
to the joint; whereas muscles provide dynamic stabilization and allow for the humeral head
to be maneuvered while being maintained within the glenoid fossa. To promote efficient
low-friction articulation between the bony segments, the proximal humeral head and
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glenoid fossa are both lined with articular cartilage tissue. The underlying structure of bone
and cartilage are discussed further in Section 1.1.2.
Unfortunately, injury and/or disease can severely compromise the overall function of the
GHJ. Glenohumeral osteoarthritis (OA) is one debilitating musculoskeletal disorder that is
becoming increasingly prevalent due to an aging population. For patients suffering from
symptomatic end-stage OA, surgical intervention in the form of total shoulder arthroplasty
(TSA) can be beneficial. The etiology of glenohumeral OA and TSA surgical intervention
is further discussed in Section 1.1.3.

1.1.2

Bone and Articular Cartilage

Bone is a living skeletal material which provides the overall supportive framework to the
human body. The structural characteristics of bone are constantly undergoing adaptive
changes, attempting to optimize the local structure based on the external loading that the
bone is subjected to. This concept is often referred to as Wolff’s law.2 Both organic and
inorganic components make up the composition of bone.3 To effectively remodel,
osteoblast and osteoclast cells respectively build and degrade bone at the molecular scale.
Other organic components include collagen, bone matrix proteins, and blood vessels that
supply nutrients. The inorganic component is predominately calcium hydroxyapatite which
delivers the strength and hardness characteristics associated with bone. These unique
interactions between the organic and inorganic components lead to regular bone turnover;
an important feature that provides bone the ability to self-repair from injury and to react
and remodel based on external stimuli.4,5
At the apparent scale of 1 to 10 mm, bone can be subdivided into two distinct structural
organizations: cortical (compact) bone and trabecular (spongy) bone. Within the
musculoskeletal system, cortical bone forms the stiff outer shell of bone, whereas
trabecular bone makes up the internal structural framework. The distinction between
compact and trabecular bone is primarily based on porosity. A range of porosity between
5 to 30% is generally classified as cortical bone; whereas porosity values greater than 30%
is classified as trabecular bone.6 While the mechanical behaviour of bone at the apparent
scale is heterogeneous and anisotropic, the local mechanical properties of bone are highly
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correlated with local porosity. Porosity has previously been reported to account for up to
75% of the variation in cortical bone mechanical strength.7 Local porosity also influences
the mechanical strength of trabecular bone, but it is also imperative to consider the
trabecular microarchitecture that makes up the more porous structure.8 Further details
regarding the microstructural parameters of trabecular bone and the impact on mechanical
properties can be found in Section 1.2.
Within the musculoskeletal joint, the articular surfaces of bone are lined with cartilage
which provides low-friction articulation between the bony segments. The most prevalent
component of articular cartilage is water, which makes up between 75 to 85% of the total
weight.9 Articular cartilage is also composed of collagens, proteoglycans, and
chondrocytes.10 The concentration and orientation of these collagen links, proteoglycans,
and chondrocytes is highly dependent on the distance away from the subchondral cortical
bone that the cartilage covers. As such, articular cartilage is characterized into four distinct
regions: superficial zone, middle zone, deep zone, and calcified cartilage.11 Collectively,
the main function of cartilage is to provide the human joint with a smooth low-friction
surface for articulation. Cartilage itself is avascular, meaning it does not remodel based on
local mechanical stimuli, but it does play a key fundamental role in the bone remodeling
process. Cartilage is viscoelastic and can act as a shock absorber and therefore is essential
for effectively transmitting joint forces to the underlying cortical and trabecular bone. As
a result, an injury or disease that compromises the mechanical integrity of cartilage can
have a profound impact on the bone remodeling process and overall function of the
musculoskeletal joint.
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The Glenohumeral Joint
Humeral Head

Glenoid
Fossa
Humerus
Scapula

Figure 1.1: The glenohumeral joint, comprised of the humerus and scapula
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1.1.3

Glenohumeral Osteoarthritis

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative musculoskeletal joint disorder and the leading cause
of disability worldwide.12 OA is primarily characterized by the erosion of the joint’s
articular cartilage. If left to progress, OA can cause significant pain to the impacted
individual and lead to overall functional loss of the joint. Within Canada alone, OA impacts
more than 10% of the adult population with a diagnosis of OA occurring every passing
minute.13,14 Unfortunately, due to an aging population, the prevalence of OA is forecasted
to grow within the adult population.13,14
For the GHJ, the incidence rate of glenohumeral OA is between 4 to 26% and can be
clinically diagnosed by the narrowing of the joint as a result of articular cartilage erosion.15
The exact etiology of OA is still debated but involves a complex interplay between
biological and biomechanical factors.16 OA can cause significant alterations to the
mechanics of the GHJ as the internal load transfer deviates from the native state. Within
the joint, as the articular cartilage begins to degrade, subchondral bone thickening occurs,
which in turn promotes an unstable and rapid bone remodeling cycle (Figure 1.2). Common
morphological variations associated with OA include the loss of articular cartilage,
subchondral bone sclerosis, subchondral cyst formation and overall abnormal bone
formation.17
Patients with end-stage glenohumeral OA can benefit from surgical intervention in the
form of TSA. This procedure involves replacement of the articular surfaces of the OA joint
with separate synthetic components. Although considered an overall successful procedure,
complications remain.18,19 A common failure associated with TSA is aseptic loosening
which is initiated by the progressive wear and damage at the bone-implant interface.
Design iterations of TSA implants continue to evolve, with recent trends towards bone
preserving components. As a result, trabecular bone within the joint is becoming
increasingly relied upon to provide initial fixation and structural stability to bone-implant
constructs. Therefore, understanding the local mechanical properties and load carrying
capabilities of trabecular bone specific to patients undergoing TSA is important to ensure
longevity of these implants.
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Non-Pathologic Humeral Osteotomy
2D Radiographic

Humeral
Osteotomy

Humerus

Three Quarter Rendering

End-State OA Humeral Osteotomy

Moderate OA Humeral Osteotomy
2D Radiographic

2D Radiographic

Three Quarter Rendering

Three Quarter Rendering

Figure 1.2: 2D radiographs and three quarter renderings of the impact of OA on the humeral
head
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1.2

The Structure and Mechanics of Trabecular Bone

Trabecular bone is a highly porous material that is anisotropic and heterogeneous. At the
apparent scale, trabecular bone is composed of an arrangement of trabecular struts and
plates that provide stiffness and strength to the porous structure.20–22 As bone is a living
organism, the local structural arrangement is constantly remodeling in an attempt to
optimize load transfer at the microstructural scale.2
Fundamental to deriving relationships to capture inherent variability of the mechanical
properties of trabecular bone is the ability to measure and characterize the
microarchitecture of bone (Figure 1.3). Commonly, bone density and trabecular
morphometric parameters are used to characterize the microarchitecture of trabecular bone
and summarized in Section 1.2.1. As well, the influence of these parameters on the overall
mechanical properties of trabecular bone are further discussed in Section 1.2.2.

1.2.1

Characterizing the Microarchitecture of Bone

Due to its highly porous nature, the apparent mechanical behaviour of trabecular bone is
heavily dependent on the local structural arrangement of trabeculae.23,24 As a result, the
apparent mechanical properties of trabecular bone is site-specific within the
musculoskeletal system.25,26 The ability to capture the inherent variability in the
microarchitecture of bone using various descriptive metrics is critical in attempting to
predict the mechanical response of trabecular bone throughout the musculoskeletal system.
The measurement of bone density and morphometric parameters of trabecular bone has
improved with developments in non-destructive high-resolution 3-dimensional (3D)
computed tomography (CT) imaging. MicroCT is a common imaging modality used
extensively within the research community to capture images of trabecular bone ex-vivo,
providing high-resolution imaging (as low as 5 µm) within a laboratory setting. The
volumetric images of the trabecular bone are normally post-processed using a combination
of filtering and segmentation to obtain a stack of 2-dimensional (2D) images that solely
contain trabecular bone tissue. From these images, a wide array of 3D metrics that describe
the microstructure of trabecular bone have previously been reported.27,28
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A basic measurement to represent the amount of bone tissue within an image can be
represented by bone volume (BV) which represents the total number of bone voxels within
a specified volume of interest (VOI). Total volume (TV) represents the total voxels within
the image’s VOI and the ratio between these two values is the bone volume fraction
(BV/TV). To quantify the structural characteristics of the trabecular bone network,
trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), separation (Tb.Sp), and number (Tb.N) are common
morphometric parameters reported. To quantify Tb.Th and Tb.Sp, local sphere fitting
methods are used.29 Specifically, Tb.Th is calculated by continuously fitting the largest
sphere possible throughout the trabecular structure that is fully contained within voxels
segmented as bone. Tb. Th is reported as the average of all the fitted spheres. Tb.Sp is
calculated in a similar manner; however, the spheres are fitted within the background of
the image (i.e., voids within the trabecular structure). Tb.N is calculated as the inverse of
the mean distance between the main axes of the trabecular structure.30
As trabecular bone commonly exhibits a main loading direction and exhibits anisotropic
mechanical behavior, several morphometric parameters that depict the dominant
orientation of the trabecular structural framework exist. Degree of anisotropy (DA) is a
commonly reported metric that quantifies the magnitude of anisotropy of the trabecular
bone sample within the VOI. The most common method to determine the fabric tensor of
a trabecular bone sample involves the use of mean intercept length (MIL).31 MIL involves
passing multiple vectors through the segmented trabecular bone VOI and determining the
number of intercepts between the segmented bone and background. These intercepts are
then used to determine the main loading direction of the sample, where a relatively lower
number of intercepts indicates the principal loading direction. The spatial distribution of
the MIL measurements can be used to construct an ellipsoid in which eigenvalues relate to
the anisotropic structural characteristics of the bone sample. DA is calculated using the
ratio between the largest and smallest eigenvalues.
In addition to morphometric parameters, bone density measurements are also useful in
capturing variations in mineralization across and between trabecular samples. With the use
of a calibration phantom, intensity values obtained via CT imaging can be used to extract
local bone density measures. Commonly reported density metrics include bone mineral
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density (BMD), tissue mineral density (TMD), and bone mineral content (BMC). TMD is
calculated by averaging all density measurements of voxels segmented as bone tissue
within the VOI. BMD and BMC measurements also account for TV or BV within the VOI,
respectively. BMD is defined as the ratio between the average density of all voxels within
the entire VOI divided by TV. BMC is the product between TMD and BV.32 Bone density
measurements are of particular interest for clinical applications to predict the mechanical
strength of bone as the resolution associated with available clinical CT imaging is normally
too coarse to resolve the microarchitecture of trabecular bone.33

1.2.2

Mechanical Properties of Trabecular Bone

To characterize the mechanical properties of trabecular bone, conventional mechanical
testing methods are often employed. Measurement of the bone’s mechanical properties are
often separated by length scale, commonly applied at either the tissue-level (i.e., individual
trabeculae) or apparent-level (i.e., the whole trabecular structure). As a result, the methods
of experimental testing differ on whether tissue- or apparent-level mechanical properties
are of interest.
At the tissue-level, the stiffness of individual trabeculae has been characterized under
micro-mechanical testing that involves tension34, compression35, and/or bending36,37 of
individual trabeculae to measure resultant deformations. However, due to the scale at
which these tests are conducted, issues arise with specimen preparation and experimental
uncertainties. As a result, a high range of Young’s moduli measurements have been
previously reported, ranging from 0.8 to 16.9 GPa.38 Nanoindentation39,40 and ultrasonic41
methodologies have also been used to measure the mechanical properties of bone which
have resulted in similar tissue moduli measurements. The Young’s modulus of trabecular
bone at the tissue-level is of particular interest for numerical in-silico approaches used to
predict the mechanical response of trabecular bone. As a wide range of measurements have
been obtained experimentally, a separate method used to estimate the stiffness of trabecular
bone is through back-calculation methods using numerical approaches.42,43 With the
measurement of a separate independent experimental outcome, the back-calculation
method determines the effective tissue moduli of the in-silico trabecular bone to converge
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on the experimental result. A recent study that utilized full-field experimental methods
(detailed in Section 1.4) combined with microFE approaches resulted in a back-calculated
tissue modulus of less than 5 GPa.44
At the apparent-level, conventional tensile/compressive testing can be performed to
determine the mechanical properties of trabecular bone with the structural organization
intact (Figure 1.4). Mechanical testing at the apparent-level is often performed using cored
samples of trabecular bone, isolated from the whole joint. To aid in distributing external
loads, end caps are affixed to the ends of the cored specimen. A mechanical testing frame
is used to apply external forces to the trabecular bone sample and an extensometer can be
used to capture the deformation of the entire trabecular bone core.45–47 Outcome measures
commonly include mechanical strength and Elastic Modulus of the cored trabecular
samples. The variation of the Elastic Modulus and strength of trabecular bone at the
apparent-level is highly sensitive to the porosity and microarchitecture of the trabecular
bone tested.48 The Elastic Modulus of human trabecular bone normally ranges from 10 to
3,000 MPa at the apparent scale; whereas mechanical strength is generally in the range of
0.1 to 30 MPa.25,49 The elastic and plastic behaviour of trabecular bone is highly correlated
with the local porosity and apparent density of the trabecular bone sample.50,51 Yield and
fracture strain of trabecular bone are also used for construction of non-linear computational
models applied to preclinically assess joint replacement components.52–55 Contrary to
strong correlations exhibited between bone volume fraction and the stiffness and strength
of bone, only weak correlations were observed for the fracture strain of bone.25 Based on
previous studies performed using trabecular bone, compression yield strain was in the
range of 6,000 to 10,000 µstrain with ultimate failure strain ranging from 10,000 to 25,000
µstrain.56–58
Mechanical testing of trabecular bone retrieved from the shoulder is limited compared to
other anatomic sites.59 Recently, a benchtop indentation test performed on humeral head
osteotomies retrieved from patients receiving TSA elucidated a strong relationship (90%
of the variation) between indentation stiffness of trabecular bone at the resection surface
compared to corresponding BMD measurements.60 Similarly, destructive mechanical
testing was performed on osteoporotic trabecular bone samples harvested from humeral
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osteotomies of the proximal humeral head.61 A statistically significant correlation was
observed between TMD and failure strength (range between 1.25 to 4.75 MPa) of the cores
tested (Pearson correlation value = -0.59). No relationships were observed for Tb.Th,
Tb.Sp, and DA for the osteoporotic samples. Within the glenoid, indentation methods have
been used to measure the mean Elastic Modulus of trabecular bone which varied from 99
to 204 MPa.62–64 Strength measurements ranged from 0.3 to 73 MPa.62 Within these studies,
a weak correlation (r2 = 0.22, p < 0.001) was found between apparent density of trabecular
bone samples and Young’s modulus of the cores tested.63
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1.3

Mechanical Testing of the Musculoskeletal Joint

Understanding the mechanical behaviour of a human joint at the macroscopic scale is
critical for the diagnosis and effective treatment for a variety of musculoskeletal disorders.
While measuring mechanical properties of bone at the tissue-level is important (Section
1.2.2), translating this knowledge to understand the mechanical behavior at the whole
bone scale is arguably more clinically relevant. To measure and/or predict the mechanical
response of a musculoskeletal joint, in-vitro or in-silico approaches can be employed. Invitro experimental approaches and in-silico computational methods are discussed in
greater detail in Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 respectively.

1.3.1

In-vitro Joint Loading Simulators

Cadaveric in-vitro biomechanical testing can provide a baseline for joint function in many
scenarios. Dependent on the phenomenon under investigation, biomechanical testing can
be performed to measure full-scale outcome measures (e.g., stiffness or strength) or
localized surface measurements (e.g., surface strain). A major challenge associated with
cadaveric bench-top testing is replicating relevant physiological joint loading scenarios. To
determine the relevant joint forces to apply, numerical techniques or experimental studies
utilizing an instrumented prosthesis are normally employed.65 However, experimental
assumptions (e.g., the inclusion of soft-tissue, loading rate, mounting technique, etc.) can
hinder the translation between experimental outcomes and what practically occurs in-vivo.
Various experimental methods for generating relevant joint reaction loads exist, ranging
from cadaveric simulators that can control muscle forces to experimental bench-top testing
frames used to apply external joint forces.66 For the scope of this dissertation, only
experimental bench-top apparatuses that generate joint loads externally will be discussed
further.
A conventional and common form of musculoskeletal mechanical testing involves the use
of a servo-hydraulic loading frame.67 These testing frames can be used to apply a
prescribed displacement or force and subsequently measure the resultant load and/or
displacement using a load cell and a linear variable differential transducer or
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extensometer, respectively. Specific to the shoulder, these testing frames are often used to
apply external joint loads in accordance with the ASTM standard for mechanical
evaluation of arthroplasty components.68–70 While these systems offer benefits in the form
of rigidity and potentially low cost, they are usually limited to single degree of freedom
(dof) loading and therefore limited in replicating complex in-vivo loading conditions.
More recently, mechanical testing devices used in biomechanics research have evolved to
include 6 dof loading mechanisms to better replicate in-vivo loading conditions (Figure
1.5). One example of a previously developed 6 dof loading mechanism included the use
of an industrial robot, also known as a serial-link manipulator.71,72 These robots have been
used in a variety of biomechanical applications ranging from quantifying the stability of
the acromioclavicular joint to measuring changes in knee kinematics from alterations in
the external torque applied.73,74 Although these systems offer large working envelopes in
which the system can be positioned, these systems are high in cost, have issues with
system flexibility, and are limited by the amount of force that can be applied. To address
these limitations, 6 dof hexapod robots have recently been adapted to allow for
musculoskeletal joint loading.75–79 Hexapod robots, also known as Gough-Stewart
platforms, use six prismatic actuators that move a positioning platform with respect to a
fixed based (Figure 1.5). Due to the configuration of joints (universal, prismatic, and
spherical), the struts only experience linear tensile loads and thus can achieve high load
capacities. In addition, these systems are comparably much stiffer and cost-effective
compared to a similar sized industrial serial-link system. Due to these advantages,
hexapod loading robots have been used in biomechanical testing involving the spine,
where high force application and system stiffness is a critical design requirement.75–79
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Figure 1.5: An example of a previously developed Stewart platform used in
biomechanical testing of the lower extremity78

Reproduced with permission from Elsevier (Appendix B)
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1.3.1.1

Experimental Measurement of Strain

Strain is a commonly reported outcome measurement in in-vitro biomechanical testing.
The magnitude of bone strain experienced at specified locations can provide valuable
insight for assessing the potential bone remodeling process or fracture risk under
controlled loading conditions. Various experimental methods to measure strain exist, each
with their own benefits and drawbacks. Strain gauges, digital imaging correlation (DIC),
and digital volume correlation (DVC) are briefly summarized below. The underlying
principles and applications of DVC methods are discussed in greater detail in Section 1.4.
Strain gauges have been extensively used within musculoskeletal research and are often
considered an experimental gold standard due to their high accuracy and precision.80,81 To
measure the magnitude of bone strain induced by an external load, a gauge is first attached
to the specimen’s outer cortical shell using adhesive. Subsequently, as the bone deforms,
the electrical resistance of the gauge varies and is converted to a calibrated strain. Strain
gauges have been applied to characterize surface strains of specimens under physiological
loading configurations and to validate in-silico predictive models of the musculoskeletal
system.80,82–84 Within the shoulder, strain gauges have also been used to study the
mechanical response of bone from varying reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (RTSA)
implant design parameters.85,86 However, a critical limitation associated with the use of a
strain gauge is the requirement to fix the gauge onto the surface of the bone specimen.
Therefore, strain gauges are only capable of measuring strain at discrete locations on the
bone’s cortical shell and cannot provide experimental insight into the internal trabecular
strain.
More recently, digital image correlation (DIC) has been applied to measure full-field
surface strains of loaded biomechanical specimens.87–89 DIC is a non-contact imaging
technique where 2D images are acquired of a specimen at consecutive time points. To
obtain a precise and accurate DIC measurement, sufficient contrast contained within the
2D image is required. Therefore, a speckled pattern is often applied to the osseous
specimen prior to acquiring images for DIC measurements. As external loading is
experimentally performed, continuous 2D images are acquired, and the DIC algorithm
tracks the random speckled pattern between the pre- and post-loaded states. The changes
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in the pattern on the sample, captured through continuous images, are used to quantify
displacements over the surface of the specimen. These displacements are then
differentiated to calculate strains resulting from the external load. Previous studies have
utilized full-field surface strains measured by DIC to validate corresponding predictions
generated by FEMs, qualitatively88 and quantitatively.90–93 However, like strain gauges,
DIC is restricted to surface strain measurements and any internal strains within the inner
structure (i.e., trabecular bone) are not captured.
Recent advancements in mechanical loading coupled with non-destructive high-resolution
volumetric imaging and digital volume correlation (DVC) algorithms have allowed for
the ability to experimentally quantify internal trabecular displacements and strains of an
osseous specimen.94 To obtain full-field DVC experimental measurements, volumetric
images of the specimen must first be obtained in a pre- and post-loaded state. The
underlying DVC algorithm computes the full-field displacements between the images
based on the sub-volume size specified. Full-field displacements calculated by the DVC
registrations are then differentiated to determine strains throughout the pre-loaded image.
As a result, DVC can provide valuable experimental insight into the internal strains
experienced throughout the trabecular structure of an osseous specimen under controlled
loading conditions.95,96 As high-resolution volumetric images are required to perform the
DVC registrations, the main drawback of the DVC technique is the imaging time required,
which limits the testing protocol to static or stepwise loading cases. As well, for
applications involving bone, the imaging modality used must have sufficient resolution to
accurately distinguish the trabecular spatial pattern. In spite of these limitations, DVC is
a powerful experimental tool that provides the capability to measure full-field trabecular
displacements and strains and further our understanding of the internal loading
characteristics of the human joint.94 DVC is also a useful validation tool to assess the
accuracy of full-field predictions generated by subject-specific FEMs.44,95,97,98 The
underlying principles and applications of DVC are discussed in further detail in Section
1.4.
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1.3.2

In-silico Joint Loading

In-silico models of the musculoskeletal joint can be used to predict the mechanical response
of bone. These models are often used to better understand the potential impact of a specified
treatment to restore mechanical competence to a joint and offer several benefits over invitro experimental techniques. Namely, in-silico approaches offer the ability to run iterative
simulations that can isolate contributions of physiological relevant variables in a highly
controlled parametric fashion which is often not feasible with cadaveric in-vitro
experiments. The in-silico approach is also considered much more cost-effective, and
resource friendly compared to their in-vitro counterpart. Within the scope of this
dissertation, an in-silico technique referred to as finite element (FE) modelling is discussed
in greater detail in Sections 1.3.2.1 and 1.3.2.2.

1.3.2.1

The Finite Element Method

The finite element (FE) method is a common engineering tool used in a wide array of
industrial applications to predict the mechanical response of a component under simulated
loading conditions. The FE technique approximates full-field deformations using a
numerical approach and is frequently applied to objects with complex geometry where
basic methods of mechanics cannot be readily applied. To predict the deformations
throughout the structure of a complex component, the FE technique discretizes the virtual
component into smaller finite elements often referred to as the mesh of the model. These
elements are connected via nodes and a global stiffness matrix is formed. Element-wise
deformations can be solved based on the local material and geometric properties assigned
while considering the boundary conditions/loads virtually prescribed. The system of
equations containing the unknown element-wise displacements or forces are solved
throughout the FE model based on Hooke’s law (Equation 1.1), where F represents force,
k represents local stiffness, and x represents displacement.
𝐹 = 𝑘𝑥

Equation 1.1

After the element-wise displacements are computed, strains are calculated at integration
points within each element by differentiating local nodal displacements throughout the
virtual model. For a simple isotropic linear elastic model, the calculated strains can be
directly used to calculate the predicted internal stress throughout the component using
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Equation 1.2, where E represents Young’s modulus, σ represents stress, and ϵ represents
strain.
𝐸=

𝜎
𝜀

Equation 1.2

As the FE technique is applied in a wide array of applications, various modelling options
exist to optimize the approach based on the given problem. Generally, assumptions related
to the element type, material model, and boundary conditions prescribed must be weighed
and considered when applying the FE analysis. When discretizing the complex geometry,
the element type (e.g., surface, solid, etc.), shape (e.g., tetrahedral, hexahedral, etc.), and
order (e.g., linear, quadratic, etc.) must be specified (Figure 1.6). The type and shape relate
to the element’s geometry that compose the mesh; whereas element order determines the
amount of integration points and local shape function to apply when solving the numerical
system. The size of element must also be specified, which can be critical in obtaining
accurate numerical results. As such, mesh convergence studies are often performed to
understand the tradeoffs between numerical convergence of the model and the
computational resources required. To solve the element-wise deformations, material
properties that govern the numerical solutions are required. Dependent on the complexity
of the material simulated, anisotropic and plastic behavior can be implemented given
appropriate yield and fracture criteria. For biomechanical applications involving bone, the
assigned materials range from simple linear elastic material properties to more complex
models (e.g., anisotropic, viscoelastic, damage propagation) depending on the application.
Finally, boundary conditions must be prescribed to replicate the external loading conditions
of the object/component. Boundary conditions are often applied via specified forces or
displacements applied at either the nodes or faces of elements.
Collectively, the FE technique can be used to optimize design parameters and weigh
engineering tradeoffs prior to fabrication and use. However, it is imperative to understand
the underlying assumptions used to generate these models, as they can have a profound
impact on the predictions of the simulation. Therefore, it is generally recommended to
verify and validate any outcomes predicted by the FE model with experimental measures
prior to application.99
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Figure 1.6: Common element types used in biomechanical FEMs
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1.3.2.2

Finite Element Models of the Shoulder

In-silico FE models (FEMs) of the shoulder have been applied extensively to better
understand the biomechanical response of the shoulder complex (Figure 1.7). Different
approaches (continuum-level or tissue-level) exist for generating image-based shoulder
FEMs, mainly dictated by the resolution of the imaging modality used to generate the
shoulder FEMs. High-resolution imaging (e.g., microCT) is required to generate tissuelevel or microFEMs of the shoulder which preserve the microarchitecture of the inner
trabecular bone. However, high computational resources are required and thus
microFEMs are currently limited to research applications.100,101 Within the context of this
thesis, only continuum-level shoulder FEMs will be discussed further.
To generate continuum-level FEMs of the shoulder (scapula or humerus), quantitative
computed tomography (QCT) imaging is commonly used. The overall geometry of the
specimen is extracted from the QCT volumetric image using segmentation approaches.
From the segmented geometry, a discretized mesh is assigned, usually composed of
quadratic tetrahedral elements.52 To account for the inability to distinguish the trabecular
microarchitecture from the QCT images, a heterogeneous field of material properties is
assigned based on the local corresponding intensity values from the CT scan. These
intensity values are converted to density with the use of a calibration phantom and
constitutive equations establish the elastic behavior of bone using apparent density–
mechanical property relationships.102,103 However, a multitude of material mapping
equations exist and there lacks consensus on the optimal equation to use.45 Specific to the
shoulder, the material properties of bone are normally assumed to be linear and
isotropic.104 Anisotropic mechanical properties have been implemented for FEMs of the
femur, but the anisotropic material model was found not to drastically alter the predictions
generated by the FEM.105
While the use of shoulder FEMs is common, experimental validation of these models is
performed less frequently. Considering the multiple assumptions (e.g., element type,
material mapping equation to use, boundary conditions applied, etc.) inherently associated
with the FE approach, experimental validation is critical to assess the accuracy of the
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simulation and to ensure clinically relevant conclusions are correctly drawn. Previous
studies have implemented strain gauges to measure experimental strains for comparisons
to corresponding FEMs. This approach has been applied to scapular FEMs, where strain
gauges were adhered to cadaveric106 and sawbone107 scapulae and compared to FEM
predictions. Similarly, a combination of strain gauge and DIC experimental methods have
been used to assess the predictions of FEMs of the humerus with excellent agreement
observed between the local displacement and strain outcomes (r2 > 0.9).84,108
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Figure 1.7: A meshed scapular FEM extracted from CT imaging
.
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1.4

Time-lapsed Loading and Imaging of the Musculoskeletal
System

The development of high-resolution volumetric imaging simultaneously combined with insitu mechanical testing has allowed for the biomechanics research community to visualize
and quantify internal deformations of the musculoskeletal system under external loading.
These tests have been applied in a wide array of biomechanical situations to further
understand the mechanics of the joint. By comparing images of a specimen in a pre- and
post-loaded state, digital volume correlation (DVC) algorithms can track internal
deformations and measure full-field trabecular-level displacements and strains under
prescribed loading scenarios. Bone imaging modalities, specifically microCT imaging, is
summarized in Section 1.4.1. In addition, the underlying principles of DVC and previous
applications at the tissue-level and whole-bone level are summarized in Section 1.4.2.

1.4.1

Bone Imaging

Acquiring high-resolution images of bone is fundamental for applying experimental
methodology involving DVC. Within the scope of this thesis, only CT imaging will be
discussed further, but it is important to note that DVC can be applied using other imaging
modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).109,110 To obtain reliable and precise
DVC measurements (further details in Section 1.4.2), the spatial pattern contained within
the imaging data must provide a sufficient level of heterogeneity for the DVC algorithms
to track. As a result, due to the inability to distinguish the inner trabecular microarchitecture
of bone, current clinical imaging resolutions associated with the shoulder are too coarse.
Therefore, DVC methods involving the shoulder are mainly limited to research
applications. High resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography (HR-pQCT)
scanners have recently been developed to produce high-resolution images (isotropic voxel
size of 60 µm for second generation HR-pQCT) that can capture the microarchitecture of
bone in a clinical setting.111,112
The main principle of microCT imaging relies on the attenuation of an x-ray beam as it
passes through an object or specimen. As the x-ray beam interacts with manner, the
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intensity of the beam is attenuated dependent primarily on two factors: the
thickness/penetration depth of the beam and the attenuation coefficient of the specimen
being imaged. The influence of these two factors can be calculated using Equation 1.3.
𝐼𝑥 = 𝐼𝑜 𝑒 −µ𝑥

Equation 1.3

Where x is the distance from the source, 𝐼𝑥 is the intensity of the beam after passing through
the specimen at some distance x, 𝐼𝑜 is the magnitude of intensity of the beam omitted by
the source, and µ is the linear attenuation coefficient.113 To generate an x-ray beam, a
standard microCT system uses an x-ray tube which accelerates electrons onto a metal target
and directed towards a 2-D x-ray detector. The energy of the x-ray beam produced is
determined by the voltage and current across the x-ray tube. The voltage across the x-ray
tube alters the velocity of the electrons produced; whereas the current determines how
many electrons are released.
When acquiring a CT scan, multiple angular projections of the x-ray attenuation pattern
produced by the specimen are collected at known angular intervals. Following, the 2D
projections are transformed and reconstructed into a fully 3D volumetric stack of images.
The quality of the microCT image is influenced by the imaging parameters (e.g., beam
voltage, current, exposure time) that are required to be optimized dependent on the
specimen being imaged and the microCT system being used (Figure 1.8). As well, the
number of projections must be specified. Generally, the greater the number of projections
acquired results in an image with higher quality (e.g., signal to noise), but this also
increases the overall acquisition time of the microCT scan. Finally, the image voxel size
must also be specified which is driven by the x-ray focal spot size. For conventional
laboratory source microCT systems, resolutions as low as 3 µm can be achieved providing
sufficient imaging resolution to capture the microarchitecture of bone.114
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 1.8: (A) A microCT scanner with representative scans of (B) a trabecular bone
cores scanned at 4.75 µm isotropic voxel size and (C) a scapula specimen scanned at 33.5
µm isotropic voxel size
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1.4.2

Digital Volume Correlation

Digital volume correlation (DVC) is an experimental biomechanics tool used to measure
the internal deformations throughout the trabecular structure of a loaded osseous specimen.
By simultaneously combining mechanical testing with high-resolution time-lapsed
imaging, full-field displacements and strains throughout a specimen can be experimentally
measured. To resolve strains, DVC registrations are performed between two images of the
same specimen, commonly in a pre- and post-loaded state. The underlying principles of
DVC are discussed in greater detail in Section 1.4.2.1 and applications in Section 1.4.2.2.

1.4.2.1

Underlying Principles

The fundamental aspects of DVC rely on matching spatial patterns between two sets of
volumetric images. For images of a specimen in a pre- and post-loaded state, DVC
calculates the localized shift between the reference and deformed image throughout the
image’s volume. Two of the most common DVC approaches applied involve either a global
or local correlation technique.115–117 Consistent for both methodologies is the division of
overall image into sub volumes, which are represented by an array of voxel intensities or
grey-level values (Figure 1.9). The sub volume size is specified by the user as a multiple
of the voxels and is often referred to as the nodal spacing of the DVC registrations. The
nodal spacing selected is directly tied to the spatial resolution of the DVC measurement
(i.e., larger nodal spacing results in larger measurement resolution) but also influences the
accuracy and precision of the DVC measurements (i.e., larger nodal spacing results in
lower experimental uncertainties).115 The trade-off between DVC nodal spacing and the
experimental measurement uncertainties can also be impacted by the heterogeneity of
spatial pattern contained within the imaged specimen. As such, to ensure adequate
measurement accuracy and precision dependent on the application, it is generally
recommended to perform a standard zero-strain uncertainty test prior to the experiment. To
perform a zero-strain uncertainty analysis, two images of the same specimen are collected
in an undeformed state and the DVC registrations are performed at nodal spacings of
varying size.115,116 The experimental measurement uncertainties can then be expressed
using either the mean average error (MAE, Equation 1.4) and standard deviation of error
(SDE, Equation 1.5) associated with the strain measurements.
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𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

∑(𝑖,𝑗,𝑘)

(|𝜀𝑥𝑥 | + |𝜀𝑦𝑦 |+|𝜀𝑧𝑧 | + |γ 𝑥𝑦 | + +|γ 𝑦𝑧 | + |γ 𝑥𝑧 | )𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
6
𝑁

Equation 1.4

Where MAE is mean average error, 𝜀 is normal strain, and γ is shear strain.

𝑆𝐷𝐸 =

√∑(𝑖,𝑗,𝑘) |

2
(|𝜀𝑥𝑥 | + |𝜀𝑦𝑦 |+|𝜀𝑧𝑧 | + |γ 𝑥𝑦 | + +|γ 𝑦𝑧 | + |γ 𝑥𝑧 | )𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
− 𝑀𝐴𝐸|
6
𝑁

Equation 1.5

Where SDE is standard error, 𝜀 is normal strain, and γ is shear strain.
As previously mentioned, two types of DVC analysis exist, a global and local DVC
approach. Bone-DVC implements a global DVC approach44,98,115,118,119 which can be used
to quantify full-field displacements by superimposing a rectilinear cubic grid onto an
undeformed and deformed image. Local nodal displacements between the two images are
computed by comparing and attempting to minimize differences in grey-level intensity
values between the images. The global DVC approach ensures continuity throughout the
image such that all sub volumes within the image are connected by the nodes. After the
local displacement are calculated, an FE toolkit (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA) is used to
calculate strains throughout the image.
A separate method to perform the DVC registrations is to implement a local DVC
approach. DaVis DVC (LaVision Inc., MI, USA) is a commonly used commercially
available toolkit.120–122 Like the global DVC approach, the local DVC technique discretizes
the image into smaller sub volumes specified by the user. Continuity between the sub
volumes is not enforced and displacement vectors between the pre- and post-loaded images
are calculated by attempting to align the spatial patterns or grey-level values between the
images for each sub volume independently. Along with the calculated displacements, the
quality of match for each sub volume is also computed which is expressed in terms of a
normalized correlation value. The level of agreement ranges from 0, which represents poor
fit, to 1 which represents a perfect fit and provides the user with a sense of the accuracy of
the registration.123 After the local displacement vectors between the two images are
determined, strains throughout the image are calculated using a centered finite difference
(CFD) technique.
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Figure 1.9: To solve digital volume correlation registrations sub volumes are aligned between the pre- and post-loaded image
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1.4.2.2

Applications to Study the Mechanics of Bone

Experimental techniques implementing DVC have allowed for the ability to measure
internal deformations throughout bone that otherwise cannot be measured. An early
application of DVC within bone occurred in 1999, when Bay et al. applied DVC to
measure the internal trabecular bone strains from samples subjected to compressive
loading.117 Since, DVC has been applied in a wide array of scenarios ranging from
measuring internal strains of bone at the tissue-level to macroscopic-level along with
recent feasibility studies for clinical applications.96,124 At the tissue-level, DVC has been
applied to further understand localized fracture locations within trabecular bone from a
resultant load (Figure 1.10).125–127 To perform these studies, trabecular bone cores
(diameter ≈ 10 mm, height ≈ 20 mm) are commonly harvested from whole bones and
placed within a CT-compatible uni-axial loading device. Incremental loading steps are
applied within the CT scanner and high-resolution scans are acquired of the trabecular
bone cores in a deformed state. Internal strains are then resolved using the DVC
registrations.
Given the full-field displacements and strains measurements that DVC provides, the
experimental measures have also been used to evaluate and validate predictions of bone
FEMs. At the tissue-scale, early studies implementing DVC as a FEM validation tool have
highlighted the importance and sensitivity of simulating the prescribed boundary
conditions accurately to properly replicate the experimental conditions.98 When
simulating idealized boundary conditions (e.g., for a bone core subjected to a purely
compressive load: one end assumed rigid, and a uniform force applied to other end), poor
agreement was found between the predicted and experimental full-field displacement
measurements. However, when local displacements were extracted from the experimental
DVC measurements and applied directly as a local displacement boundary condition, the
accuracy of the FEM drastically improved.98 The importance of simulating the boundary
conditions of the experimental conditions accurately has also been highlighted in similar
FEM validation studies.44,118
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Building upon the success achieved at the tissue-level, recent studies have expanded the
DVC approach to study and quantify internal deformations at the whole-bone level.95,128,129
DVC has been applied to the vertebra to better understand contributing factors leading to
fracture of the joint. Jackman et. al. and Hussein et. al. used a custom CT loading device
to fracture vertebrae while collecting time-lapsed images of the specimen under step-wise
mechanical loads.95,128 Certain microstructural parameters of the bone (e.g., connectivity
density and trabecular number) were found to be associated with the failure patterns
observed at the yield point within the vertebrae.128 Within the femur, Martelli et. al.
previously designed a uni-axial loading apparatus to load femoral specimens to failure
within a synchrotron light source.130 This device was further used to analyze the
deformation and fracture behaviour of the femur. The energy absorption capacity of the
femur were captured under progressively loaded increments.131 DVC has also been applied
to study the heterogeneous strain distribution within end-stage osteoarthritic (OA) femoral
heads subjected to external loading.132 The OA femoral heads were harvested from patients
undergoing total hip arthroplasty and imaged to quantify the internal microarchitecture of
bone. High magnitudes of strain were found to localize within volumes of low bone volume
fraction. At the whole-bone level, DVC has also been applied to the lower extremity to
study the deformations due to press-fit implants133, femoral fracture type129, and within the
tibia subjected to external loading.134
Like the application of DVC to assess microFEMs, full-field experimental displacements
and strains have also been used to validate predictions of continuum-level image based
FEMs. While continuum-level FEMs offer a clinically feasible and low computational
resource modelling approach, they are unable to resolve the trabecular microarchitecture.
Rather, these models use established constitutive equations to define heterogeneous
material mechanical properties as a function of local intensity values acquired from the
corresponding CT scan. However, as multiple material mapping equations exist, consensus
lacks on the optimal mapping equation to apply. Previously, DVC has been used to evaluate
the local deformation predictions generated by continuum-level models of the
vertebra.95,128 The findings reported by Jackman et. al. and Hussein et. al., showed
improvements in patient-specific models when using DVC-driven boundary conditions;
however, overall moderate to weak correlations in local displacements predicted by the
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FEMs were found when compared to the DVC experimental measures.95,128 In a separate
study, the impact of two types of material models, based on either local BMD measures or
local fabric and volume fraction, was evaluated for continuum-level vertebra FEMs.38
Recently, within the tibia, promising agreement between continuum-level FEMs and
experimental DVC full-field measurements was found with low displacement errors
(RMSE% < 5% and R2 > 0.98) measured when using certain material mapping equations
extracted from the literature.134
Lastly, DVC has also found applications specifically for the shoulder to better understand
the internal mechanics and load transfer within the joint. To date, DVC has primarily been
applied to assess the resultant micromotion and distribution of internal bone strains of
cadaveric scapular specimens under external loading with a surgically implanted glenoid
joint replacement component.120,135,136 By spraying a polyethylene implant with a titanium
coating, Sukjamsri et. al. was able to quantify the full-field experimental micromotion
directly at the bone-implant interface using DVC.120 Within the human cadaveric shoulder,
internal strains within the glenoid vault have been measured under controlled compressive
loading scenarios before and after the specimen was treated with a glenoid joint
replacement.135,136
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Figure 1.10: An example of the DVC workflow applied to a trabecular bone core
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1.5

Thesis Rationale

The ability to measure and predict the mechanical response of bone within the shoulder is
desirable for various biomechanical applications to understand the impact of injury,
treatment, and/or disease. As such, computational FEMs are often employed to generate
local deformation predictions of bone under specified loading conditions. Due to their
ability to isolate and evaluate relevant design variables in a parametric fashion, these
models are extremely effective at preclinically assessing joint replacement designs in a
cost-effective manner.52 However, shoulder FEMs currently lack standardization and
underlying assumptions (e.g., material mapping, boundary conditions, etc.) can alter the
outcomes predicted by these models.
Recently, the emergence of full-field experimental techniques within the biomechanics
field has allowed for the ability to measure local bone deformations unconfounded by the
underlying assumptions required to generate subject-specific FEMs. While DVC has been
applied to evaluate full-field predictions of continuum-level FEMs of the vertebra, it has
yet to be applied to evaluate shoulder FEMs.95 Within the shoulder, DVC has found
applications to measure resultant full-field strains of cadaveric specimens treated with a
glenoid joint replacement.135,136 These experimental protocols will inevitably be useful as
preclinical implant assessment tools but there currently lacks complimentary experimental
full-field data regarding the magnitude of local strain which shoulder trabecular bone can
withstand prior to failure at the local scale. Thus, it is difficult to assess the full-field strains
based on the potential for fracture risk measured within these studies.
The initial motivation of this dissertation was to develop an experimental workflow
specific to the shoulder to provide the capability to measure internal displacements and
strains using DVC. At the whole-bone level, these full-field experimental measures are
intended to be used for validation purposes to assess the impact of modelling parameters
on the predictive accuracy of shoulder FEMs. In addition, the subsequent motivation of
this dissertation was to develop a similar experimental workflow to perform stepwise
destructive testing of patient specific trabecular bone to measure the magnitude of local
strain within trabecular bone prior to failure. Collectively, the outcomes of this dissertation
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will contribute to the fundamental knowledge specific to the internal load transfer of the
human shoulder joint.

1.6

Objectives and Hypotheses

The overall aim of this dissertation was to advance full-field experimental measurement
techniques to better understand the internal trabecular bone deformations within the
shoulder by combining mechanical loading, microCT imaging, and DVC algorithms.
These experimental techniques were applied to (1) evaluate displacement and strain
predictions generated by linear elastic shoulder FEMs commonly used to screen joint
replacements preclinically and (2) measure the local load carrying characteristics of
trabecular bone within the shoulder by applying stepwise destructive testing. Collectively,
these studies will provide fundamental knowledge in continual development of preclinical
assessment tools applied for orthopaedic applications (e.g., joint replacement) which rely
on either the measurement and/or prediction of trabecular strains to assess bone remodeling
and fracture risk. The dissertation is broken down into five specific objectives listed below
with the corresponding hypotheses following.
Objective 1 – (a) To develop a multi-axis loading apparatus with the capability of applying
mechanical loads to a scapular specimen within a microCT scanner. The apparatus will be
used to capture pre- and post-loaded images of the specimen without introducing imaging
artifacts. (b) Furthermore, these images will be used to perform DVC registrations to
quantify experimental local deformations between the pre- and post-loaded state. The
experimental measures will be used to evaluate the local displacement predictions of
corresponding continuum-level shoulder FEMs with varying types of boundary conditions
(idealized displacement, idealized force, DVC driven).
Hypothesis 1 – (a) Full-field displacements measured using the developed apparatus will
have a precision error < 5 µm in all directions, in-line with previous uncertainty analysis
studies implemented using DVC.116 (b) Boundary conditions using experimental
displacements extracted from DVC will result in the closest match (1 to 1 agreement and
r2 closest to 1) compared to the idealized boundary conditions.
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Objective 2 – (a) To use experimental full-field strains outputted by DVC to evaluate the
accuracy of corresponding predictions generated by subject-specific FEMs of the scapula.
The material properties assigned to the FEMs will be evaluated using three different
density-modulus equations commonly used and compared based on agreement with the
experimental strain measurements.
Hypothesis 2 – (a) Material mapping equations assigned will not have an impact on strain
predictions of the scapular FEMs for DVC-driven boundary conditions. (b) Subjectspecific FEMs with DVC-driven boundary conditions will result in the strongest agreement
with experimental strain measurements (linear regression slope and r2 greater than 0.7).137
Objective 3 – (a) To develop an experimental apparatus to induce deformations using a
multi-pegged indenter to apply an external mechanical load directly to trabecular bone
lying on the resection surface of humeral osteotomies retrieved from TSA surgeries. (b) To
use the experimental DVC strain measurements to evaluate corresponding strain
predictions of patient specific FEMs of the humeral head derived from preoperative clinical
QCT images.
Hypothesis 3 – (a) Internal strains measured within the trabecular bone will be highest at
the resection surface and consistent amongst the locations (i.e., independent of peg
location). (b) The patient specific computational models will be able to replicate the
experimental strains measured by DVC (r2 > 0.7 between experimental measures and FEM
predictions).137
Objective 4 – (a) To extend the loading scenario developed in Objective 3 to perform
destructive mechanical testing of trabecular bone lying on the resection surface of the
humeral osteotomies. (b) Bone morphometric parameters and internal strains will be
measured to explore the likelihood of a trabecular region to result in fracture.
Hypothesis 4 – (a) The trabecular regions with the highest magnitude of strain measured
at a stepwise load prior to fracture will be indicative of fracture. (b) Regions with the lowest
bone volume fraction will correspond to regions with the highest magnitude of strain.
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Objective 5 – (a) To perform mechanical testing on isolated trabecular bone cores excised
from humeral osteotomies from both osteoarthritic and normal humeral heads. (b) To
explore relationships between bone density measurements and trabecular morphometric
parameters compared to ultimate strength and local DVC strain measurements of the tested
cores.
Hypothesis 5 – (a) There will be no significant differences between trabecular bone from
OA and normal humeral heads. (b) Apparent strength will be strongly correlated (r2 > 0.7)
with bone volume fraction (BV/TV) and bone mineral content (BMC). (c) Full-field third
principal strains measured by DVC will be less than 10,000 µstrain prior to failure and not
correlated with any of the bone density measurements or trabecular morphometric
parameters.

1.7

Thesis Overview

Following the introductory chapter, Chapter 2 deals with the development of a custom CTcompatible 6-dof loading apparatus used to apply mechanical loading to a scapular
specimen. Internal experimental displacements were measured using DVC registrations
and compared to corresponding continuum-level FEMs with varying boundary conditions.
Chapter 3 builds upon Chapter 2 using a similar experimental approach but compares
differences between the experimental strain measurements and predictions generated by
corresponding continuum-level FEMs derived from QCT images. The impact that material
mapping equations have on the strain predictions of the simulation is evaluated. Chapter 4
focuses on applying mechanical loads using a multi pegged indenter directly to the
trabecular surface of humeral osteotomies retrieved from patients undergoing TSA surgery.
Corresponding FEMs generated from clinical QCT imaging are compared to the
experimental full-field strain measurements. Chapter 5 deals with stepwise destructive
testing of similar humeral osteotomies with experimental full-field strain measurements
collected prior to macroscopic failure. Trabecular morphometric parameters under each of
indenter’s pegs are compared to the internal strain developed and the likelihood of the
region to result in fracture. Chapter 6 performs compressive stepwise mechanical testing
on isolated trabecular bone cores and explores the relationships between bone density and
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trabecular morphometric parameters, and their effects on apparent ultimate strength and
local DVC strains. Finally, the dissertation concludes with Chapter 7 which summarizes
the research findings and presents possible future directions.
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Chapter 2 - Performance of QCT-Derived Scapula Finite
Element Models in Predicting Local Displacements Using
Digital Volume Correlation
2
OVERVIEW
Subject-specific finite element models (FEMs) of the shoulder complex are commonly
used to predict differences in internal load distribution due to injury or disease.
However, these models rely on various underlying assumptions, and although
experimental validation is warranted, it is difficult to obtain and often not performed.
The goal of Chapter 2 was to quantify the accuracy of local displacements predicted by
subject-specific QCT-based FEMs of the scapula through correlations with experimental
measurements obtained by combining digital volume correlation (DVC) and mechanical
loading of cadaveric specimens within a microCT scanner. Four cadaveric specimens
were loaded within a microCT scanner using a custom-designed six degree-of-freedom
hexapod robot augmented with carbon fiber struts for radiolucency. BoneDVC software
was used to quantify full-field experimental displacements between pre- and post-loaded
scans. Corresponding scapula QCT-FEMs were generated and three types of boundary
conditions (BC) (idealized-displacement, idealized-force, and DVC-derived) were
simulated for each specimen.1

2.1

Introduction

Subject-specific finite element models (FEMs) of the shoulder complex provide the
capability to predict the internal load distribution of the joint. Although quantitative
computed tomography (QCT)-derived FEMs have been accepted as an established research

1

A version of this work has been published: Kusins, J., Knowles, N., Ryan, M., Dall’Ara, E., & Ferreira, L.
(2019). Performance of QCT-derived scapula finite element models in predicting local displacements using
digital volume correlation. Journal of the mechanical behavior of biomedical materials, 97, 339-345.
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tool to further understand the mechanics of the shoulder1-3, the accuracy of predictions
generated by these models is to some extent unknown. Currently, experimental validation
of QCT-FEMs of the shoulder is limited to localized predictions of strain on the cortical
shell4,5; while the accuracy of internal predictions within the trabecular bone has yet to be
explored.
To observe the internal load distribution within human bone, recent experimental protocols
have combined mechanical loading with simultaneous time-lapsed volumetric imaging of
bone specimens undergoing deformation.6 Digital volume correlation (DVC) techniques
have been introduced to quantify full-field localized displacement measurements between
pre- and post-loaded volumetric images.7,8 In addition, previous experimental studies that
have combined volumetric imaging with DVC analysis techniques have shown great
promise to elucidate internal fracture mechanisms by quantifying progressive strain and
damage evolution within composite materials.9-11 To acquire volumetric images of a
deformed specimen, a CT-compatible loading device is required. Current CT-compatible
joint loading devices are based on screw-type mechanisms and are restricted by the
degrees-of-freedom (dof) of load they can apply.12-17 However, to properly replicate
physiological joint loads at the shoulder complex, a 6-dof loading mechanism would be
desirable. Regardless, current experimental protocols developed with DVC techniques
have shown tremendous promise by quantifying internal localized deformations within
trabecular bone that otherwise cannot be captured experimentally.18-21
DVC has been applied at the micro (e.g., trabecular bone cores) and joint level (e.g.
vertebra) to validate µCT- and QCT-FEMs respectively.13,20,22-25 At the micro level, the
accuracy of the predictions generated by µCT-FEMs was found to be sensitive to the
boundary condition (BC) modelled.20 Specifically, when using BCs derived directly from
local DVC measurements, any inherent experimental limitations (e.g., specimen fixation
rigidity or structural stiffness of the loading mechanism) were assumed to be eliminated
and thus excellent agreement (slope (m) ≈ 1, coefficient of determination (r2) ≈ 1, yintercept (b) ≈ 0) was achieved.20,22,26 However, when extrapolating these techniques to
QCT-FEMs at the joint level, similar success has not been reported. Previous studies
performed by Jackman et. al. and Hussein et. al. within the vertebra found improvements
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in performance of QCT-FEMs when using BCs derived from DVC measurements obtained
at the yield point; but only moderate agreement between the experimental local
displacements and FEM predictions were observed.13,23 A similar validation study has yet
to be performed to quantify the performance of shoulder QCT-FEMs in predicting local
experimental displacement measurements obtained through DVC.
Hence, the primary objective of the current study was to quantify the accuracy of local
displacements predicted by subject-specific shoulder QCT-FEMs compared to
experimental measurements obtained through mechanical loading and simultaneous
volumetric imaging of cadaveric scapular specimens. A secondary objective was the design
and fabrication of a CT-compatible 6-dof loading apparatus capable of applying articular
loads within a microCT scanner.

2.2
2.2.1

Materials and Methods
Development of a CT-Compatible 6-DOF Loading Apparatus

A custom 6-dof hexapod parallel robot was designed to apply external loads to a scapula.
A third-party supplier (Picard Industries) fabricated the hexapod parallel robot to provided
design specifications. The robot consisted of a base, loading platform and six prismatic
actuators that connected the base and platform (Figure 2.1) in a configuration consistent
with a Stewart platform design. Although variations exist, the Stewart platform design
commonly uses six linear actuators attached in pairs by universal joints to a movable
platform and fixed base. Each prismatic actuator is composed of a lead screw mechanism
driven by independent servo-motors. Although the robot consisted of only linear actuators,
its hexapod configuration transforms linear displacements into complete 6-dof motions that
include all possible translations and rotations, within its range of motion. In addition, the
Stewart platform design is noted to have a high load carrying capacity within a small
working envelope and has been used in previous applications involving 6-dof
biomechanical testing applications.27-29
The hexapod robot was augmented with radiolucent carbon fiber extensions to provide CTcompatibility with a Nikon XT H 225ST cone-beam microCT scanner. Custom fixtures
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were fabricated to allow for loads to be applied to the glenoid of a cadaveric scapula within
a microCT scanner. A hemispherical platen (diameter equal to 48 mm) was fabricated from
acetal plastic and attached to the loading platform via an acrylic extension rod. A 6-dof
load cell (Mini 45, ATI Industrial Automation, NC, USA) was instrumented to the loading
platform to provide real-time force feedback during the experimental loading protocol.
Overall, the current system can apply 1.5 kN of compression and weighs 9.6 kg.

2.2.2

Specimen Preparation and Experimental Loading

Four cadaveric shoulders (two male and two female) were tested (Table 2.1). Prior to
experimental loading, the specimens with soft tissue intact were imaged within a clinical
QCT-scanner (GE Discovery CT750 HD, Milwaukee, WI, USA) at clinical scan settings
(pixel size: 0.625 mm to 0.668 mm, slice thickness: 0.625 mm, 120 kVp, 200 mA,
BONEPLUS). A dipotassium phosphate (K2HPO4) calibration phantom (QCT Pro,
Mindways Software Inc., Austin, TX, USA) was included in each QCT scan for specimenspecific QCT-density relationships. QCT scans obtained at clinical resolution were used
for development of continuum-level QCT-derived finite element models described further
in Section 2.2.4. Following the scanning protocol, each scapula was denuded of all soft
tissue. The glenoid articular surface was resurfaced using a clinical shoulder reaming tool
to provide a consistent uniform surface for experimental loading. The scapula was then cut
on a medial plane (sectioned approximately 55 mm from the articular surface) and
cemented in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) for fixation in the hexapod robot. A custom
jig was used to orient the axis at which the glenoid was resurfaced perpendicular to the
loading platform of the hexapod robot.
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Figure 2.1: A custom-designed six degree-of-freedom hexapod robot
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Table 2.1: Age, sex, and QCT density (±1 SD) of cadaveric scapulae specimens
Sex

Age

QCT Density (gK2HPO4/cm3)

Specimen 1

Male

80

0.333 ± 0.256

Specimen 2

Male

73

0.245 ± 0.198

Specimen 3

Female

62

0.376 ± 0.240

Specimen 4

Female

52

0.377 ± 0.253

Experimental loading for each scapula was performed within a cone-beam microCT
scanner (Nikon XT H 225ST). Each specimen was wrapped with tissue-soaked phosphatebuffered saline solution to ensure hydration throughout the scanning protocol. The hexapod
robot, previously described, was used to apply external loads. Consistent for each
specimen, an initial stabilizing load (10 N, settling time of 20 minutes to allow for specimen
relaxation) was applied and a pre-loaded microCT scan was acquired (33.5 µm isotropic
voxel size, 95 kVp, 64 μA, 3141 projections, 55 minute scan time, 1000 ms exposure). Two
post-loaded scans of the specimen were then obtained with identical settings as the preloaded scan. The first load consisted of a target compressive load of 500 N with a settling
time of 20 minutes. The second load consisted of a target 500 N load applied off-axis, 5°
posterior for each specimen and 5° inferior for specimens 1, 2, and 4 with respect to the
robot’s frame. An inferior off-axis angle was not applied to specimen 3 due to interference
between the acrylic extension rod and the acromion of the specimen. Both loading cases
were performed directly within the microCT scanner, without repositioning the loading
apparatus between scans. Load cell measurements were acquired via a NI-USB 6210 data
acquisition unit (National Instruments Corporation, Austin, Texas) obtained after the 20
minutes settling time but prior to the microCT scan. The resulting field of view (FOV) for
each scan was a cube with edge lengths of 65 mm, which captured the glenoid vault
(approximately 25 mm medial from the articular surface) and the loading platen in the preand post-loaded states.

2.2.3

Digital Volume Correlation

Local experimental displacement measurements between the pre- and post-loaded images
were obtained using DVC algorithms (Figure 2.2). To prepare the images for DVC, a
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specimen-specific threshold was applied (Mimics v.20.0, Materialise, Leuven, BE) to
segment and isolate the glenoid vault from other objects captured within the microCT scans
(e.g. loading platen). Values outside the selected threshold were assigned a constant grey
level value similar to bone marrow (equivalent to 85 in 8-bit greyscale). The images were
then cropped and converted to 8-bit greyscale (ImageJ, NIH).30
A previously established and validated deformable image registration toolkit, BoneDVC,
was used to quantify the full-field experimental displacement field between the pre- and
post-loaded images.31,32 BoneDVC is a global based DVC approach that computes fullfield local displacement vectors between two sets of volumetric images using cross
correlation techniques.31 Furthermore, BoneDVC has previously been used to validate
µFEMs for various osseous structures.20,22,26 To compute the precision of the local
displacement measurements quantified by BoneDVC, a standard procedure of comparing
two pre-loaded scans with various nodal spacing was performed.31,32 Local displacement
measurements between the previously collected pre-loaded scans were computed using the
BoneDVC software and random error was calculated using the standard deviation (SD)
between each component of the displacement measurement for various nodal spacings,
separated by increments of 10.19
Based on these results, a nodal spacing of 30 voxels, (approximately 1 mm), was decided
as an optimal tradeoff between spatial resolution and precision (error along x, y, and z
direction lower than 2.5 µm).
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Specimen loaded in microCT

Pre- and Post- loaded microCT scans
were acquired for DVC measurements
Pre-loaded
Specimen

Post-loaded
Specimen

Posterior

Superior

Anterior

Hexapod
Loading
Robot

Pre- vs. PostLoaded State

Displacement (mm)

X-Ray
Source

Full-field displacements
generated using BoneDVC

Inferior

Figure 2.2: DVC measurements of scapula specimens
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2.2.4

Computational In-Silico Modelling

Specimen-specific QCT-FEMs were generated for each scapula to simulate the
experimental loading set-up. The geometry of each scapula was extracted from the
corresponding QCT scan acquired prior to experimental loading. To identify the medial
border at which the experimental scapulae were cut, laser surface scans (Artec Spider,
Artec 3D, Luxembourg) were acquired for each prepared specimen. From these, STL
models were generated and registered to the QCT models. Anything below the PMMA
surface was removed by Boolean subtraction. In addition, any elements within the volume
of the reamed articular surface were removed to match the prepared cadaveric scapulae. A
surface triangular mesh was generated (3-matic v.12.0, Materialise, Leuven, BE) with a
target edge length of 1 mm.33 The surface mesh was then converted to a quadratic
tetrahedral mesh using ABAQUS (v.6.14, Simulia, Providence, RI).
Linear elastic isotropic material properties were applied to the volumetric mesh (Mimics
v.20.0, Materialise, Leuven, BE) based on the local density measure using Equation 2.1
and Equation 2.2.34,35
𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 < 1.54 g/cm3

𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑏 = 60 + 900 ∗ 𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 2

Equation 2.1

𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 ≥ 1.54 g/cm3

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 90 ∗ 𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 7.4

Equation 2.2

Where Etrab is Young’s modulus of trabecular bone [MPa], Ecort is Young’s modulus of
cortical bone [MPa], and ρapp is apparent density.
To assign material properties to the tetrahedral mesh from the rectilinear CT grid, an
elemental material mapping strategy was implemented (Mimics V.20.0). The elemental
material mapping strategy, performed by commercial software, uses exact volume element
averaging of the FEM tetrahedral mesh that is overlaid on the CT-scalar field. 36 To convert
between 𝜌𝑞𝑐𝑡 , 𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 , and 𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ , Equations 2.3 and 2.4 were used.37-39
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𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 = 2.192 ∗ 𝜌𝑄𝐶𝑇 + 0.07

Equation 2.3

𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ = 0.6 𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝

Equation 2.4

Where 𝜌𝑄𝐶𝑇 is QCT density [gK2HPO4/cm3], 𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ is ash density [g/cm3], ρapp is apparent
density [g/cm3].
To register the QCT-FEMs to the coordinate system of the microCT, an iterative closest
points algorithm (3-matic Research 11.0, Materialise, Leuven, BE) was performed aligning
the outer geometry of the QCT-derived scapula to the corresponding microCT-derived
scapula.40 Three separate boundary conditions (BCs) were modelled (ABAQUS v.6.14,
Simulia, Providence, RI) to investigate their effect on the accuracy of the QCT-FEMs. The
first two simulations consisted of idealized BCs (idealized-displacement BC and idealizedforce BC). For both idealized BCs, a deformable virtual loading platen, meshed with
hexahedral elements (assigned Delrin mechanical properties of E = 3100 MPa, ν = 0.35),
was constructed and general contact between the virtual platen and scapula was modelled
(coefficient of friction = 0.2). The medial border of the scapula was assumed to be fixed
and either a force (idealized-force BC) or displacement (idealized-displacement BC) was
applied to the virtual loading platen (Figure 2.3). For the idealized-force BC, the
experimental force measured after the relaxation period and immediately prior to the
microCT scan was prescribed to the top nodes of the virtual loading platen. For the
idealized-displacement BC, a displacement was prescribed to the top nodes of the virtual
loading platen forcing the platen to the post-loaded experimental position. The
experimental post-loaded position of the loading platen was quantified by segmenting out
the experimental platen in the corresponding raw post-loaded microCT image.
In addition, DVC-derived BCs were modelled (Figure 2.3).13,20,22,25 First, to generate the
DVC-derived BCs, each specimen was further cropped medially due to the limited FOV of
the microCT scans. Subsequently, local displacements were prescribed to each node lying
on the articular surface of the glenoid and the medial surface of the cropped scapula. A
custom Matlab code (v.R2017a, Mathworks, Natick, MA) applied tri-linear interpolation
to local displacements provided by the DVC measurements onto the corresponding QCTFEM nodes.
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Idealized Boundary Conditions

DVC-Derived Boundary Conditions
Interpolated DVC
Experimental Displacements

Z (mm)

Prescribed force or
displacement to nodes
lying on top surface
of the virtual platen

Contact between platen
and articular surface of
the
scapula
was
modelled

Prescribed
Experimental
Displacements

Medial border of scapula
was assumed rigid

Figure 2.3: Boundary conditions of the finite element models
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2.2.5

Statistical Analysis

To quantify the performance of the scapula QCT-FEMs, local displacement predictions
were correlated to DVC experimental measurements using linear regression. To pair the
outcome measures, local DVC displacements were paired with averaged QCT-FEM
predicted displacements, region averaged within a 1mm cubic voxel, equivalent to the
DVC nodal spacing and dependent on the nodal location of the DVC measurement.13,23
Furthermore, to exclude any measurements prescribed by the DVC-derived BCs, only
nodes within the middle 80% of the scanned specimen were used for comparison. Outliers
were removed from the paired QCT-FEM predictions and local DVC results along the x,
y, and z direction using 5x the Cook’s distance.22 Slope (m), coefficient of determination
(r2) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) were quantified for both loading conditions
(compressive and off-axis) and with each BC (idealized-force, idealized-displacement, and
DVC-derived).
In addition, reaction forces predicted by the QCT-FEMs with idealized-displacement BCs
and DVC-derived BCs were compared to the experimental applied force. Idealized-force
BCs were not included, as the input force required to generate the model was equal to the
experimentally measured force. Absolute percentage error, calculated by normalizing the
error by the maximum measurement, was quantified for each specimen and for both
loading cases.

2.3

Results

The accuracy of predictions generated by the QCT-FEMs was found to be highly sensitive
to the boundary conditions simulated. For all four specimens subjected to the compressive
load, the performance of QCT-FEMs in predicting experimental local displacements were
vastly improved with DVC-derived BCs (Table 2.2, Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5). DVC-derived
BCs resulted in the closest match to the experimental results, with ranges of m = 0.93 to
1.05, b = -0.02 to 0.01, and r2 = 0.83 to 1.00 for each specimen along the x, y, and z
direction. Similar agreement between the experimental and QCT-FEM predictions were
not obtained when using idealized BCs. High variations within m (-0.13 to 1.66), b (-0.09
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to 0.28) and r2 (0.002 to 0.93) were observed for QCT-FEMs with idealized-force BCs. In
addition, high variations in m (-0.03 to 2.84), b (-0.29 to 0.75), and r2 (0.001 to 0.95) were
observed when using idealized-displacement BCs for all specimens. Overall, RMSE was
decreased by two orders of magnitude when using DVC-derived BCs (average RMSE of
4.1±0.9 µm, 4.7±2.2 µm, 4.8±2.3 µm along x, y, and z direction respectively) compared to
the idealized-force BC (average RMSE of 414±479 µm, 401±356 µm, 331±170 µm along
x, y, and z direction respectively) and idealized-displacement BC (average RMSE of
367±342 µm, 322±273 µm, 175±96 µm along x, y, and z direction respectively).
Table 2.2: Linear regression results between local displacements predicted by QCTbased FEMs and DVC experimental results due to a compressive load.
Slope (m)
Specimen #

IdealizedForce BC

IdealizedDisplacement
BC

DVCDerived BC

Coefficient of
Correlation (r2)

y-intercept (b)

Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) (µm)

x

y

z

x

y

z

x

y

z

x

y

z

1

0.52

0.21

0.11

0.12

0.08

0.00

0.89

0.38

0.10

237

447

234

2

-0.02

-0.10

-0.13

0.00

0.07

-0.09

0.01

0.59

0.47

37

866

565

3

0.01

0.31

0.10

0.02

-0.07

-0.02

< 0.01

0.50

0.48

1117

274

248

4

1.05

1.66

0.88

0.28

-0.01

0.17

0.93

0.82

0.77

265

18

199

1

2.84

1.00

0.54

0.66

0.39

-0.02

0.95

0.37

0.06

211

398

158

2

-0.03

0.17

0.08

-0.11

0.05

-0.29

< 0.01

0.01

< 0.01

126

655

299

3

0.90

0.96

1.01

0.75

-0.20

0.06

0.48

0.16

0.94

873

223

66

4

1.39

1.69

1.65

0.38

0.00

0.31

0.85

0.62

0.82

258

12

178

1

1.00

0.99

1.01

0.00

-0.01

0.00

0.97

0.98

0.99

4.9

6.7

6.4

2

0.99

0.99

1.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.99

1.00

1.00

2.9

2.5

2.5

3

0.99

1.05

1.02

-0.01

-0.02

0.00

1.00

0.95

1.00

4.7

6.5

7.3

4

0.93

0.93

1.02

-0.02

0.00

0.00

0.97

0.83

0.99

3.6

3.1

3.2

FE Predicted Local Displacements (mm)

65

Experimental DVC Displacements (mm)

Figure 2.4: A representative plot of FE predicted local displacements against
experimental DVC measurements
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Figure 2.5: Representative full-field experimental displacements for specimen 1 during a compressive load, compared to predictions
generated by a QCT-FEM with idealized-force BC, idealized-displacement BC, and DVC-derived BC
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For the off-axis load, similar results to the compressive load were observed (Table 2.3).
High variability in m (ranges -0.40 to 2.35), b (-0.70 to 0.98), and r2 (0.002 to 0.98) were
observed for both idealized BCs. However, when using DVC-derived BCs, excellent
agreement with the experimental results were obtained with ranges of m (0.87 to 1.09), b
(-0.03 to 0.03), and r2 (0.79 to 1.00) for each specimen. In addition, RMSE between the
QCT-FEM predictions and experimental measurements was greatly reduced when using
DVC-derived BCs (average RMSE of 4.8±0.7 µm, 5.3±1.0 µm, 6.0±1.4 µm along x, y, and
z direction) compared to idealized-force BC (average RMSE of 541±268 µm, 443±681
µm, 337±225 µm along x, y, and z direction) and idealized-displacement BC (average
RMSE of 494±343 µm, 345±484 µm, 196±147 µm along the x, y, and z direction).

Table 2.3: Linear regression results between local displacements predicted by QCTbased FEMs and DVC experimental results due to an off-axis load
Slope (m)
Specimen #

IdealizedForce BC

IdealizedDisplacement
BC

DVC-Derived
BC

Coefficient of
Correlation (r2)

y-intercept (b)

Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) (µm)

x

y

z

x

y

z

x

y

z

x

y

z

1

-0.04

-0.40

0.53

-0.01

0.14

0.09

< 0.01

0.08

0.74

311

110

185

2

-0.07

-0.02

-0.05

-0.03

0.03

-0.05

0.55

0.14

0.31

719

1460

670

3

0.79

0.90

0.80

0.57

-0.15

0.20

0.98

0.92

0.98

822

175

260

4

0.68

1.20

0.61

0.20

-0.03

0.13

0.89

0.68

0.66

311

28

230

1

0.47

0.32

1.53

0.16

0.09

0.24

0.09

0.02

0.84

322

66

139

2

0.86

0.75

0.78

0.29

-0.70

0.25

0.75

0.80

0.74

394

1063

405

3

0.99

0.89

1.18

0.98

-0.19

0.06

0.43

0.07

0.93

1001

233

62

4

2.13

2.35

2.27

0.64

-0.03

0.48

0.84

0.60

0.79

259

35

177

1

1.03

1.05

1.05

0.01

-0.01

0.01

0.96

0.98

0.99

4.2

4.4

6.6

2

0.98

0.98

1.00

-0.02

0.03

0.00

0.99

1.00

1.00

5.8

5.0

5.0

3

0.99

1.09

1.01

-0.01

-0.03

0.00

1.00

0.95

1.00

4.9

6.7

7.8

4

1.03

0.87

1.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.97

0.79

0.98

4.2

5.1

4.8
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High percentage errors (average error = 333%, range = 169 to 429%) in reaction forces
were required to displace the virtual loading platen when using idealized-displacement
BCs. Comparatively, the percentage error was reduced when using QCT-FEMs with DVCderived BCs (average error = 32%, range = 8 to 44%). Similar results were observed with
an off-axis load, with higher percentage errors when using idealized-displacement BCs
(average error = 350%, range = 152 to 520%) compared to DVC-derived BCs (average
error = 26%, range = 6 to 50%).

2.4

Discussion

The goal of this chapter was to quantify the performance of scapula QCT-FEMs in
predicting local displacement measurements obtained from combining digital volume
correlation (DVC) and mechanical loading within a microCT scanner. Due to the inability
to resolve trabecular microarchitecture at a resolution associated with clinical in-vivo
imaging of bone, QCT-FEMs rely on continuum-level assumptions and ignore the
geometry of the inner trabecular network. However, the accuracy of local predictions
generated by subject-specific vertebra QCT-FEMs has recently been questioned.13,23 The
results of the current study found that QCT-FEMs of the scapula can accurately predict
local displacement measurements when using DVC-derived BCs. A two orders of
magnitude decrease was observed in RMSE when using QCT-FEMs with simulated DVCderived BCs compared to the idealized BCs during a compressive or off-axis load.
Furthermore, excellent agreement (m ranging from 0.87 to 1.09, r2 ranging from 0.79 to
1.00) was found between experimental results and QCT-FEM predictions when using
DVC-derived BCs, consistent with previous studies performed using µFEMs on different
bone structures.20,22,26 Reaction forces predicted by the QCT-FEMs with DVC-derived BCs
were also within reasonable error (compressive error range 8 to 44%, off-axis error range
6 to 50%). The excellent performance of the QCT-FEMs with DVC-derived BCs within
the current study may partly be attributed to the fact that loading only within the elastic
range was performed, simplifying the QCT-FEMs generated, compared to stepwise
fracture loading previously performed.13,23 In addition, inherent differences between the
vertebra and scapula, and their constitutive equations used to assign material properties
may contribute to the performance differences in QCT-FEMs of this study compared to
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previous vertebral studies. Therefore, although excellent agreement between the QCTFEM predictions and DVC results were observed within the current study in the shoulder,
it is unknown whether these findings can be extrapolated to QCT-based FEMs of other
joints.
To perform cadaveric experimental loading within a microCT, a secondary objective
included the design of a CT-compatible loading device. The robot’s ability to generate
articular loads within a small working envelope overcame a major design constraint
imposed by space restrictions within a CT scanner. Furthermore, controlled loading in 6dof is a marked improvement over previously developed screw-based CT-compatible
devices.13-16 Precision of the DVC measurements was found not to be affected by the
hexapod robot, as errors < 2.5 µm along each Cartesian direction were recorded during the
repeated scans procedure further demonstrating the feasibility of the apparatus.
For QCT-FEMs with idealized-force BCs, local displacement predictions generally
underestimated the experimental results. In addition, computed reaction forces required to
displace the virtual platen were much higher in QCT-FEMs with idealized-displacement
BCs compared to idealized-force BCs. This may suggest that the QCT-FEMs may have
been too stiff due to over-constrained idealized BCs. Only stiffness of the specimen mount
(including the PMMA cement) is relevant since the experimental displacement was
measured from microCT rather than from the apparatus itself. Potentially, local DVC
displacement measurements could have been applied to the bottom surface of the idealized
QCT-FEMs and this may have reduced the observed differences; however, this would
require localized displacement measures as an input into the QCT-FEMs that may not
always be attainable. Nonetheless, stiffness of the experimental setup was not accounted
for in this study, as the idealized BCs were modelled according to the literature.13,20 Now
that it has been observed that QCT-FEMs with DVC-derived BCs can in fact replicate
experimental displacement measures, future work could include modelling the
experimental apparatus to allow for the QCT-FEMs to become more generalizable.
Limitations within the current study should be noted. First, QCT-FEMs were only validated
using linear-isotropic material properties subjected to loading in the elastic region.
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Therefore, further validation is required to investigate failure mechanisms that arise due to
loading within the plastic region. Furthermore, only local displacement measurements and
global reaction forces were used to quantify the performance of scapula QCT-FEMs. While
strain is a commonly used metric produced by QCT-FEMs to predict failure, experimental
strains calculated from microCT-based DVC displacements exhibit higher uncertainties.
As the scope of the current study only included evaluating local displacements and global
reaction forces, the impact of boundary conditions on other local outcome predictions such
as strain was not explored. A Synchrotron light source could be used which may reduce
experimental uncertainties41,42; however, this was outside the scope of the current study.
Finally, the low sample size (n = 4) of this study is a limitation, which was a product of the
complex and time-consuming loading and imaging protocol.
The results of Chapter 2 demonstrate that errors in local displacements predicted by QCTFEMs of the shoulder can be minimized using DVC-derived boundary conditions. This
work also demonstrated that a novel CT-compatible hexapod robot design was effective
for applying 6-dof loading vectors to a scapula while acquiring high-resolution microCT
scans in a cone beam scanner. Combining volumetric imaging with DVC analysis allowed
for the ability to evaluate full-field internal displacement predictions generated by the
QCT-FEMs that otherwise could not be captured with traditional surface-based
measurement techniques.4 Further development of these methods should be conducted to
examine fracture mechanisms.
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Chapter 3 - Full-Field Comparisons Between Strains
Predicted by QCT-Derived Finite Element Models of the
Scapula and Experimental Strains Measured by Digital
Volume Correlation
3
OVERVIEW
The objective of Chapter 3 was to evaluate the accuracy of strain predictions generated
by subject-specific scapula FEMs through comparisons against full-field experimental
strains measured using digital volume correlation (DVC). Three cadaveric scapulae
were mechanically loaded using a custom-hexapod robot within a micro-CT scanner.
Scapula FEMs were generated using three different density-modulus relationships to
assign material properties. Two types of boundary conditions (BCs) were simulated:
DVC-displacement-driven or applied-force-driven. Overall, this chapter utilized fullfield DVC-derived experimental strains for comparison with FEM predicted strains in
models with varying material properties and BCs. It was found that fair agreement can
be achieved in localized strain measurements between DVC measurements and FEM
predictions when DVC-displacement BCs are used. However, performance suffered
with use of applied-force BCs.2

3.1

Introduction

Subject-specific finite element models (FEM) of the shoulder offer the capability to
evaluate the performance of joint replacement designs prior to clinical adoption.1 As these
models can isolate and alter design variables in a cost-effective and parametric fashion,
they offer distinct advantages over experimental bench-top testing. However, simplifying

2

A version of this work has been published: Kusins, J., Knowles, N., Ryan, M., Dall'Ara, E., & Ferreira, L.
(2020). Full-field comparisons between strains predicted by QCT-derived finite element models of the
scapula and experimental strains measured by digital volume correlation. Journal of Biomechanics, 113,
110101.
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assumptions can influence the predicted outcomes. For strain-based outcomes, the
assignment of material properties using density-modulus relationships and simulated
boundary conditions are cited sources of variability.2,3 Therefore, experimental validation
should be performed whenever possible to ensure the fidelity of the FEM.
In-vitro biomechanical testing has previously been conducted to assess the accuracy of
subject-specific shoulder FEMs in predicting strain-based outcomes.4,5 To quantify strain,
a common experimental method includes the use of a strain gauge which is adhered to the
surface of a cadaveric specimen.6 However, as strain gauges only provide a discrete surface
measurement, they do not offer insight into the mechanical strain distribution beneath the
cortical shell. Recently, mechanical testing combined with high-resolution computed
tomography (CT) and digital volume correlation (DVC) algorithms have been used to
measure full-field strains throughout the structure of bone and has previously been applied
to the shoulder.7,8 DVC has also been applied to other bones such as the vertebra9-11 and
femur12,13 and has previously been used as an experimental benchmark for comparison to
full-field predictions of whole bone FEMs.10,14,15
The objective of the current study was to quantify the accuracy of subject-specific FEMs
of the scapula in predicting experimental full-field strains obtained from an in-vitro
mechanical testing protocol. Two factors in the generation of subject-specific FEMs were
evaluated: (1) three different density-modulus equations used for material property
assignment and (2) two types of simulated boundary conditions.

3.2
3.2.1

Materials and Methods
Specimen Acquisition and Experimental Testing

Three fresh-frozen cadaveric arms were used for experimental testing (Table 3.1). Each
arm was scanned using a clinical QCT-scanner (GE Discovery CT750 HD, Milwaukee,
WI, USA) at clinical settings (pixel size: 0.625-0.668 mm, slice thickness: 0.625 mm, 120
kVp, 200 mA, BONEPLUS) with a dipotassium phosphate (K2HPO4) calibration phantom
as detailed in a previous study.7,16 Following the scanning protocol, the scapula was
removed, denuded of all soft tissues, and potted in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). The
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articular surface of the glenoid was then resurfaced using a surgical shoulder arthroplasty
reamer to ensure a uniform surface for experimental loading.
Table 3.1: Specimen demographics
Specimen 1
Specimen 2
Specimen 3

Sex
Male
Female
Female

Age (Years)
73
62
52

The experimental testing protocol used within the current study has previously been
detailed7,16 and is briefly discussed here. A CT-compatible loading device was used to
apply an external load to the cadaveric scapulae (Figure 3.1) measured by a load cell (Mini
45, ATI Industrial Automation, NC, USA). Experimental loading was performed on each
specimen within a cone-beam micro-CT scanner (Nikon XT H 225 ST, Nikon Metrology,
NV). A hemispherical platen (48 mm diameter, Delrin®) transferred loads from the loading
device to the articular surface of the specimen. A pre-loaded micro-CT scan (33.5 µm
isotropic voxels, 95 kVp, 64 µA, 3141 projections, 1000 ms exposure) was acquired with
an applied pre-load of 10 N. A target 500 N compressive load was then applied using the
loading device within the micro-CT scanner. For one cadaveric scapula, two pre-loaded
scans were acquired to quantify the accuracy and precision of the strain measurements
using a standard procedure that compares two undeformed images and assumes a zerostrain condition.17,18 A settling time of 20 minutes was allowed for tissue relaxation prior
to acquiring the post-loaded micro-CT scan with similar imaging settings to the pre-loaded
scan.
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(A)

(B)

Loading Platen
Cadaveric
Scapula
Clamp

(C)

Figure 3.1: Compressive loading and microCT imaging was performed on cadaveric
scapula
(A) Compressive loading was performed within a micro-CT scanner using a custommade CT-compatible loading device. The cadaveric scapula (B) was denuded of all
soft-tissue for simultaneous experimental loading and micro-CT imaging (C).
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3.2.2

Strain Measurement

BoneDVC (https://bonedvc.insigneo.org/dvc/) was used to quantify full-field local
displacements and strains by registering the micro-CT images of the pre- and post-loaded
specimen (Figure 3.2). BoneDVC is a global DVC software based on a combination of
elastic registration to compute the displacements and differentiation with a finite element
software for calculating the strains. The underlying algorithms have previously been
reported in detail.17,19 Prior to performing the DVC registrations, pre-processing of the
images was conducted. A mask that contained only scapula bone was obtained through
segmentation of the micro-CT images. Any voxels outside of the mask were set to a
constant value. The images were then converted to 8-bit binary for the DVC registrations.
To determine the optimal spatial resolution of BoneDVC, a standard procedure of
comparing two unloaded scans (known zero-strain case18) was performed to assess the
accuracy and precision of the resultant strain measurements. Based on these results, a
distance between two measurements of displacement (nodal spacing) of 30 was found to
provide the best compromise between spatial resolution (≈ 1 mm) and experimental
uncertainties (strain accuracy equal to 220 µstrain and strain precision equal to 366 µstrain
quantified). The accuracy and precision of the DVC strain measurement was calculated
using Equations 1.4 and 1.5 using the measurements between the two pre-loaded scans.

3.2.3

Finite Element Model Generation

Scapula FEMs were generated for each specimen using the previously acquired clinical
QCT scans. The rationale of using QCT scans to generate the FEMs was to use a clinically
feasible imaging technique for model generation and to be consistent with previous scapula
FE modelling approaches.20 For each scapula, the geometry was extracted using a global
threshold segmentation and filled using Mimics software (Mimics v.20.0, Materialise,
Leuven, BE). To identify bone that was removed during specimen preparation, a hand-held
surface scanner (Spider, Artec 3D, Luxembourg) was used to generate STL surface models
of the scapulae. The models were co-registered using an iterative closest point registration
(3-matic v.12.0, Materialise, Leuven, BE) and any bone removed during specimen
preparation was virtually removed via Boolean subtraction.
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Pre-Loaded Image Stack

Full-Field Experimental Strains

Strain Resolution
≈ 1 mm

Post-Loaded Image Stack

0

-7,500

-15,000

Third Principal Strain [µstrain]

Figure 3.2: Full-field experimental strains (resolution ≈ 1 mm) between pre- and postloaded micro-CT images (33.5 µm) were calculated using BoneDVC
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To assign material properties to the FEMs, a quadratic tetrahedral (edge length = 1 mm)
mesh was generated using Abaqus (v.6.14, Simulia, Providence, RI). Three separate FEMs
with varying material properties were created using specimen-specific densiometric
calibrations and three different density-modulus relationships (Table 3.2). Material
property assignment and density conversion equations were employed in a similar manner
as outlined in Chapter 2.
Two types of boundary conditions (BCs) were simulated: DVC-displacement-driven and
applied-force-driven. DVC-displacement BCs consisted of applying local DVC
experimental displacements to the articular surface and medial surface of the scapula FEM
(Figure 3.3).7,21 A custom-code (Matlab v.R2019a, Natick, MA) was used to tri-linear
interpolate local displacements in the Cartesian directions from the DVC results to the
nodes of the FEM. Applied-force BCs consisted of applying the experimentally measured
force to a virtual loading platen. The virtual loading platen was meshed with hexahedral
elements (E = 3100 MPa, ν = 0.35) and contact between the loading platen and virtual
scapula was simulated.7,16 To isolate the load transfer at the platen-scapula interface, DVCdisplacements were assigned to the medial aspect of the virtual scapula (Figure 3.3).

Table 3.2: Density-modulus equations used for FEM material assignment
Density-modulus relationship
Equation 3.1
Equation 3.2
Equation 3.3

a

E = 32790 ∗ 𝜌𝑞𝑐𝑡 2.307
𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 2

E = 15000 ∗ (

b

Density range
𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 < 1.54 g/cm3
𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 ≥ 1.54 g/cm3

1.8

)

Density-modulus relationshipc,d
𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑏 = 60 + 900 ∗ 𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 2
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 90 ∗ 𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 7.4

Density-modulus relationships are from: aKnowles et al., 2019; bBüchler et al., 2002; cSchaffler and Burr, 1988; dRice et al., 1988. E in
[MPa], 𝜌𝑞𝑐𝑡 in [gK2HPO4/cm3 ] and 𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝 in [g/cm3].
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Figure 3.3: Finite element models of the scapula were generated from clinical QCT scans
Three separate density-modulus equations were used to assign material properties to the finite element
model. Two separate boundary conditions (DVC-displacement and applied-force) were simulated.
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3.2.4

Statistical Analysis

To compare third principal strains predicted by the scapula FEM to the experimental strains
measured by DVC, regions of interest (ROI) throughout the glenoid vault were defined.
Four depth ROIs were created, divided into four volumes of equal depth (1 mm thick). The
first depth ROI (depth 1) was located 1.5 mm below the articular surface of the glenoid.
Each depth ROI was further subdivided into four concentric rings centered about the
reamed pilot hole (diameter = 8 mm). The inner diameter of the most central ring (radius
1) was equal to the outer diameter of the pilot hole and the remaining rings were spaced
peripherally by 2.5 mm but constrained by the geometry of the scapula. In total, 16 ROIs
were included within the glenoid vault. The average value of third principal strain within
each ROI of the FE models were compared with the DVC results using linear regression
analyses. Slope and intercept of the regressions were compared using an analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) with α = 0.05. Within each ROI, root-mean-square error (RMSE)
was also calculated by comparing region-averaged FEM strains to corresponding DVC
experimental strain measurements. RMSE% was calculated by dividing the RMSE by the
maximum experimental strain measurement for each specimen.

3.3

Results

The accuracy of strains predicted by the FEM was impacted by the BC simulated. For the
pooled results, DVC-displacement BCs (slope range: 0.54 to 0.59, r2 range: 0.73 to 0.75)
was found to improve strain predictions compared to applied-force BCs (slope range: 0.16
to 0.19, r2 range: 0.04 to 0.30) (Figure 3.4) with differences in slope (p < 0.001) for all
three density-modulus equations. For models with DVC-displacement BCs, varying the
density-modulus equation did not alter the agreement with the experimental measurements
(no significant differences for slope or intercept were present between the models (p >
0.05)). Colour maps of each specimen depicting the experimental DVC strains and the
FEM predicted strains with density-modulus equation three and both types of BCs are
shown in Figure 3.5. For each specimen, coefficient of correlation was improved with the
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Figure 3.4: Pooled linear correlation results comparing experimental strains measured
using DVC to predicted FEM strains
The results of the FEM with three separate density-modulus equations are shown. As well,
two types of boundary conditions were simulated for each FEM: applied-force (grey) and
DVC-displacement (black).
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Figure 3.5: Experimental and FEM strain maps
Colour maps of experimental third principal strain fields as measured by DVC compared to FEM predicted
strains using density-modulus equation 3 with applied-force or DVC-displacement BCs. All ROIs (depth and
radius) are included within the colour maps.
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use of DVC-displacement BCs (r2 range: 0.63 to 0.79) compared to applied-force BCs (r2
range: 0.50 to 0.66) (Table 3.3).
Highest errors associated with strain predictions of the FEM were found within the ROI
closest to the loading platen (depth 1, radius 1) and this was consistent for all FEMs (Figure
3.6). Within this ROI, higher errors were observed with the use of applied-force BCs
(RMSE% of 31.9% to 33.1%) compared to DVC-displacement BCs (RMSE% of 19.3% to
21.3%). When considering all ROIs together, lower errors were present in FEMs with
DVC-displacement BCs (RMSE% between 10.1% to 11.3%) compared to applied-force
BCs (RMSE% between 13.3% to 17.0%).

Table 3.3: Linear regression results comparing experimental DVC and predicted FEM
strains
DVC-displacement BCs
Specimen #
1
2
3

Slope (m)
0.72
0.49
0.75

Coefficient of
Determination (r2)
0.79
0.76
0.63

Applied-force BCs
Slope (m)
0.40
0.14
1.39

Predicted strains compared from FEMs were simulated using density-modulus relationship 3

Coefficient of
Determination (r2)
0.50
0.66
0.59
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Figure 3.6: Average RMSE% (n=3) for predicted FEM strains as a function of density-modulus equations and boundary conditions
(BCs)
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3.4

Discussion

The objective of Chapter 3 was to evaluate the accuracy of full-field strains predicted by
scapula FEMs compared to experimentally measured DVC strains. The strains predicted
by the FEMs were found to be sensitive to the BC simulated. Within this study, DVCdisplacement-driven BCs (r2 between 0.73 to 0.75) was found to improve the accuracy of
full-field strains predicted by the FEM compared to applied-force-driven BCs (r2 between
0.04 to 0.30). This result highlights the importance of accurately reproducing the FEM’s
BCs in validation studies, as reported also for micro-FEMs of trabecular bone.21 For DVCdisplacement BCs, the FEMs generally underpredicted the experimental strains as
indicated by a slope less than 1. Highest errors for each FEM occurred within the ROI
closest to the loading platen. Within this region, high experimental strains were also
measured (>10,000 µstrain) which may indicate that local experimental plastic deformation
of the trabecular bone occurred.22 Material non-linearity was not accounted for within the
FEMs as material properties were assumed to be linear isotropic20 and this may have
affected the accuracy of strains predicted within this study. As strains are often used as a
surrogate measure for bone remodeling algorithms to assess implant longevity23,
implementing local yielding criteria for scapula FEMs warrants further investigation.
A validated FEM with force-controlled BCs is desirable as it can be extrapolated outside
the experimental conditions. The applied-force BCs simulated within the current study
resulted in poor agreement regardless of the material property equation used. Although the
placement of the loading platen was extracted from the microCT images, the FEMs’ strain
patterns observed with applied-force BCs disagreed with the experimental results. This
may be attributed to the contact constraints imposed within the FEMs but also the material
properties that were assigned to the scapula FEMs. We found that the agreement between
the predicted and experimental strains of the pooled results improved with the use of either
density-modulus relationship 1 or 2 compared to relationship 3; however, overall poor
agreement was observed regardless of the relationship used (r2 less than 0.35) when using
applied-force BCs. Evidently, further refinement is required before the model can be
considered experimentally validated. However, this finding demonstrates the strength of
using DVC as an experimental validation tool, as it provides the capability to quantify
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internal strains throughout the glenoid vault and allows for a full-field validation
assessment that would not be possible with traditional surface-based strain measurement
tools.6
There were limitations with this study. First, a low sample size (n = 3) of specimens was
tested. As well, strains were compared within volumetric ROIs rather than a full-field point
by point validation. It should be noted that by region-averaging strains, the pooled linear
regression results within the current study are more indicative of whether the FEM can
replicate the overall pattern of strain rather than predictions at discrete continuous locations
throughout the trabecular structure. This in turn limits the overall strain spatial resolution
of our validation procedure. In order to resolve strains at the trabecular level, combining
mechanical loading techniques with volumetric imaging at the nano scale would be
required.24,25
Overall, this study builds upon previous work in validating full-field displacements and
global reaction forces obtained for scapula FEMs.7,16 Consistent with previous work, the
use of DVC-displacement-driven BCs was found to improve the full-field predictions of
scapula FEMs. Continual development of modelling approaches in conjunction with DVC
should continue to improve the clinical translatability of FEMs of the scapula.
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Chapter 4 - The Application of Digital Volume Correlation
(DVC) to Evaluate Strain Predictions Generated by Finite
Element Models of the Osteoarthritic Humeral Head
4
OVERVIEW
Continuum-level finite element models (FEMs) of the humerus offer the ability to
evaluate joint replacement designs preclinically, however, experimental validation of
these models is critical to ensure accuracy. The objective of Chapter 4 was to quantify
experimental full-field strain magnitudes within osteoarthritic (OA) humeral heads by
combining mechanical loading with volumetric microCT imaging and digital volume
correlation (DVC). The experimental data was used to evaluate the accuracy of
corresponding FEMs. Six OA humeral head osteotomies were harvested from patients
being treated with total shoulder arthroplasty and mechanical testing was performed
within a microCT scanner. MicroCT images (33.5 µm isotropic voxels) were obtained
in a pre- and post-loaded state and BoneDVC was used to quantify full-field
experimental strains (≈1 mm nodal spacing). Continuum-level FEMs with two types of
boundary conditions (BCs) were simulated: DVC-driven and force-driven. This study
quantified mechanical strain distributions within OA trabecular bone and demonstrated
the importance of BCs to ensure the accuracy of predictions generated by corresponding
FEMs.3

4.1

Introduction

Bone tissue is a dynamic, continuously remodeling material that is sensitive to local
mechanical stimuli.1 While remodeling is essential to ensure the bone’s structural integrity,
pathologies such as OA can result in abnormal remodeling which has the potential to

3

A version of this work has been published: Kusins, J., Knowles, N., Columbus, M., Oliviero, S., Dall’Ara,
E., Athwal, G. S., & Ferreira, L. M. (2020). The Application of Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) to
Evaluate Strain Predictions Generated by Finite Element Models of the Osteoarthritic Humeral Head. Annals
of biomedical engineering, 48(12), 2859-2869.
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compromise the overall function of the joint. In severe cases of functional loss or pain, the
joint can be surgically treated by replacement with a prosthetic implant. Although bone is
highly adaptable to local mechanical stimuli, differences in localized strains at the boneimplant interface compared to the native state can result in suboptimal bone adaptation that
increases the risk of implant fixation failure.2,3 Therefore, to ensure the overall success rate
of a joint replacement, it is important to consider how bone redistributes external loads on
a local scale.
To predict localized strain within bone, specifically for shoulder joint arthroplasty,
continuum-level patient-specific FEMs are often used which rely on density-modulus
equations to assign linear isotropic material properties.4-7 These FEMs, combined with
bone remodeling analytical algorithms8, can be used to screen various joint replacement
designs preclinically. However, before clinical adoption is feasible, experimental
validation is critical to ensure the accuracy of displacements and strains predicted by these
models. Recently, a round-robin study involving FEMs of the femur illustrated the impact
of modelling assumptions, specifically the choice of material properties, on resultant strain
predictions.9
To measure strain, strain gauges and DIC are a common surface-based measurement tool
that provides an experimental benchmark for comparison to FEMs.10 While useful, these
experimental measures on the surface offer no insight into the accuracy of strains predicted
at the bone-implant interface, a critical region of interest for arthroplasty FEMs. To
overcome this, DVC has recently been proposed as an experimental measure that provides
the capability to measure the resultant full-field strain within osseous specimens.11,12
Moreover, DVC has been applied at the whole bone level for the scapula 13–15, vertebra16–
19

, and femur20,21 to further understand the internal deformations of bone. To the author’s

knowledge, DVC has yet to be applied to evaluate strain predictions generated by FEMs
of the osteoarthritic humeral head, a growing field of interest as humeral head implants
trend towards stemless designs.
The goal of the current study was to evaluate the accuracy of local strain predictions
generated by continuum-level FEMs of the humeral head, through correlations with
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experimental strains measured using DVC. There were two specific objectives: (1)
combine mechanical loading with volumetric imaging to experimentally measure internal
strains within OA humeral heads in a controlled experimental set-up; and (2) replicate the
experimental set-up with continuum-level patient specific FEMs to assess the accuracy of
strain predictions compared to the experimental measures.

4.2

Materials and Methods

A controlled experimental loading protocol was designed to induce localized load transfer
in osteoarthritic (OA) trabecular bone at various locations with a pegged indenter, while
obtaining micro computed tomography (CT) scans. Experimental trabecular strains were
quantified using DVC. Continuum-level patient specific FEMs were generated for each
humeral head to model the experimental conditions. Predicted strains from the FEMs were
compared to the experimental strains.

4.2.1

Specimen Acquisition and Experimental Testing

Six humeral head osteotomies were harvested from patients diagnosed with OA (Table 4.1)
being treated with total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) in accordance with institutional ethics
(HSREB#113023). The superior direction of each humeral head osteotomy was marked at
the time of surgery by a fellowship-trained surgeon. This direction was later confirmed on
the corresponding clinical quantitative CT (QCT) scans following the registration process
detailed in Section 4.2.3. The humeral heads were wrapped in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) soaked gauze and stored at -20 °C until testing.
Table 4.1: Patient demographics

Specimen 1
Specimen 2
Specimen 3
Specimen 4
Specimen 5
Specimen 6

Sex

Age (Years)

Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male

62
76
54
59
68
82
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Prior to experimental testing, specimens were thawed for 1 hour at room temperature in
PBS solution. The articular surface of the humeral head osteotomy was potted in a silicone
casting compound (durometer 65A) within an acrylic cylindrical tube (inner diameter =
76.2 mm, thickness = 3.2 mm) with the resection surface exposed. An additional custom
fixture was used to ensure the plane of the resection surface was perpendicular to the
cylindrical tube. After 1 hour, the humeral head osteotomy was removed and refrozen. A
simplified loading scenario was carried out which consisted of a custom fabricated indenter
that was used to apply forces to the trabecular bone lying on the resection surface of the
humeral osteotomy. A seven-pegged acrylic indenter (peg diameter = 7 mm, flat ends) was
fabricated with six peripheral pegs equally spaced at a diameter of 22.5 mm (Figure 4.1).
The multi-pegged indenter was designed to apply an external load to the trabecular bone at
multiple locations and to mimic localized loads concentrations of pegged glenoid implants.
A previously reported CT-compatible loading device22,23 was used to apply compressive
loads to the acrylic indenter within a cone-beam microCT scanner (Nikon XT H 225ST)
and a 6-dof load cell (Mini 45, ATI Industrial Automation, NC, USA) measured the
experimental loads applied by the loading apparatus. On testing day, each potted humeral
head osteotomy was thawed for 2 hours in PBS solution. After thawing, the acrylic tube
containing the potted humeral head was centered within the loading device using a milled
channel. Throughout the experimental loading and scanning protocol, the specimen was
kept fully hydrated with PBS solution. The loading protocol began with a stabilizing load
of 10 N while acquiring a pre-loaded microCT scan (33.5 µm isotropic voxel size, 120
kVp, 110 μA, 1571 projections, 2 frames per projection, 55-minute scan time). Following,
a post-loaded microCT scan was acquired with the specimen under a predefined applied
load. The loading protocol consisted of applying a load of 500 N at a rate of 0.1 mm/s
within the microCT scanner. A settling time of 20 minutes for tissue relaxation was allowed
before acquiring a post-loaded scan. The resultant load, after allowing for 20 minute
relaxation, was between 402 to 445 N for each specimen, measured immediately prior to
the post-loaded scan. The resulting field of view (FOV) for each microCT scan (cube with
edge lengths of 65 mm) was sufficient to capture the entire humeral head in both the preand post- loaded states.
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Figure 4.1: An acrylic indenter with seven pegs was used to load OA humeral head
osteotomies (n=6) within a microCT
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4.2.2

Trabecular Bone Strain Measurements

Local experimental trabecular bone strains between the pre- and post-loaded microCT
images were obtained using a previously validated DVC algorithm (BoneDVC).24,25 Prior
to performing the DVC analysis, pre-processing of the images was performed. First, a
specimen-specific threshold was applied (Mimics v.20.0, Materialise, Leuven, BE) to
generate a mask that contained only bone of the humeral head. Any values outside of the
mask were assigned a constant grey level value (85 in 8-bit greyscale). The pre- and postloaded images were then co-registered for each image set. Registration was performed
(Amira 6.2.0, FEI Visualization Sciences Group, France) aligning the post-loaded image
to the pre-loaded image using normalized mutual information as the optimization criterion.
The normalized mutual information criterion uses the grey value histograms of each image
and computes the joint entropy between them. The post-loaded image was then resampled
using the resultant transformation matrix with Lanczos interpolator.26
To quantify full-field strain between the pre- and post-loaded images, BoneDVC was used.
Details of the underlying algorithms have previously been reported.24,25 Briefly, BoneDVC
is a global DVC registration technique that computes local displacements between two
image sets. The displacements are then differentiated using finite element software (Ansys
Mechanical APDL v.15.0, ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, USA) to calculate the full-field strain
field between the pre- and post-loaded image sets. BoneDVC has previously been applied
to validate full-field predictions of microCT- and QCT- based FEMs.16,22,23,26,27 To ensure
the accuracy and precision of local strain measurements, a standard procedure of
comparing two pre-loaded scans with various nodal spacing was performed.24 Based on
these results, a nodal spacing of 30 voxels (sub-volume size of ≈ 1 mm) was determined as
the optimal nodal spacing for the DVC registrations (mean average error for strain equal
to 351 µstrain; standard deviation of the error for strain equal to 518 µstrain; precision for
each components of displacement better than 2.79 µm). The mean average error and
standard deviation of error was calculated using Equations 1.4 and 1.5.
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4.2.3

Finite Element Model Generation

Continuum-level FEMs were generated from preoperative clinical QCT scans acquired for
each patient (in plane pixel size = 0.55 to 0.65 mm; slice thickness = 1.25 mm). To identify
the resection surface where the surgical osteotomy was made on the preoperative QCT
scans, the corresponding pre-loaded microCT scans were used. Images generated from the
QCT scans were registered to the coordinate system of the microCT using an iterative
closest points algorithm (3-matic Research 11.0, Materialise, Leuven, BE) that aligned the
outer geometry of the humeral heads derived from both scanners.28 The resection surface
of the humeral head was then identified on the QCT scan and anything below the resection
plane was removed by Boolean subtraction. A surface triangular mesh, edge length of 1
mm, was assigned to the virtual QCT humeral head osteotomy (3-matic v.12.0, Materialise,
Leuven, BE). The mesh was then converted to a quadratic tetrahedral mesh using
ABAQUS (v.6.14, Simulia, Providence, RI).
Linear isotropic elastic material properties were assigned in a similar manner as a prior
experimentally validated humerus FEM29 that based its material properties on previous
density-modulus relationships.30,31 A calibration phantom could not be included with
patients within preoperative clinical QCT scans; therefore, a post hoc calibration equation
was applied.32 This equation was obtained from six QCT scans that included a dipotassium
phosphate (K2HPO4) calibration phantom (QCT Pro, Mindways Software Inc., Austin, TX,
USA) using the same clinical scanner at the same settings, while scanning a full cadaveric
human arm. Local mechanical properties were assigned to the FEMs derived from the
preoperative QCT scans based on Equations 4.1 to 4.3 and using similar methods as
Chapter 2.
𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑏 = 33900 ∗ 𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ 2.2 [MPa]
𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑏 = 2398 [MPa]
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑡 = 10200 ∗ 𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ 2.01 [MPa]

𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ ≤ 0.3 [g/cm3]

Equation 4.1

0.3 < 𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ < 0.486 [g/cm3]

Equation 4.2

𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ ≥ 0.486 [g/cm3]

Equation 4.3

Where 𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑏 is Young’s modulus of trabecular bone, 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑡 is Young’s modulus of cortical
bone, and 𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ is ash density.
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For each FEM model, two types of boundary conditions (BCs) were simulated: DVCdriven and force-driven (Figure 4.2). DVC-driven BCs consisted of applying local
experimental displacements to the nodes lying on the resection and articular surfaces of the
humeral head osteotomy. The experimental displacements were extracted from the DVC
measurements using custom-code (Matlab R2019a, MathWorks, Natick, USA) that used
tri-linear interpolation to calculate the local displacements at the specified QCT-FEM
nodes.22,23 For DVC-driven BCs, the predicted reaction force was calculated using the sum
of local reaction forces computed at the nodes.23 Force-driven BCs were simulated by
applying the experimentally measured force obtained by the load cell to a virtual loading
platen that represented the multi-pegged indenter. The placement of the pegged indenter
relative to the humeral head was ensured by registering the profile of the indenter to the
pre-loaded microCT scan. A hexahedral mesh with homogenous material properties (E =
2960 MPa, ν = 0.37) were assigned to the virtual loading platen, and the surface between
the virtual loading platen and humeral head resection surface were tied. To isolate load
transfer at the peg-bone interface, experimental displacements were assigned to the
articular surface of the humeral head consistent with the DVC-driven BCs (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Finite element models were generated with two types of boundary conditions:
DVC-driven and force-driven
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4.2.4

Statistical Analysis

Experimental first (tensile) and third (compressive) principal strains were analyzed in
varying regions of interest (ROI) that included peg position and depth from the resection
surface. For each humeral head, seven cylindrical volumes of interest (7 mm diameter x 5
mm depth) were located 0.5 mm underneath each of the indenter’s pegs within the
trabecular bone, to avoid the influence of DVC-driven boundary nodes. These cylindrical
volumes of interest were further subdivided at 1 mm depths from the resection surface
(Figure 4.3). In total, 35 regions of interest were identified as a function of peg position
and depth from the resection surface (Figure 4.3). Within each ROI, first and third principal
experimental strains were averaged for each specimen. To determine the influence of peg
position and/or depth on the resultant strain measured, a 2-way repeated measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was performed. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.
To determine the accuracy of strains predicted by the corresponding FEMs, third principal
strains were averaged within each corresponding ROI for both force-driven and DVCdriven BCs. Linear regression was performed to analyze the agreement between the FEM
predicted strains and the experimental measurements. Slope (m), y-intercept (b), and
correlation coefficient (r2) were quantified for each humeral head specimen. The regression
coefficients between the groups (DVC-driven and force-driven) were compared using an
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) (Matlab v.R2019a, Natick, MA) with α = 0.05. A
pooled linear regression was also completed which included all specimens and ROIs. A
Bland-Altman analysis was performed to analyze the variance in agreement between the
experimental and FEM results. To examine the influence of depth on the agreement
between the FEM strain predictions and DVC results, root-mean-square error (RMSE) was
calculated within each ROI. To pair the outcome measures, the FEM predicted strains were
region averaged to be paired with corresponding DVC strain measurements.22 RMSE%
was calculated for each ROI by dividing the RMSE by the maximum strain value measured
for each individual specimen (range of 15,768 to 19,025 µstrain). Finally, for FEMs with
DVC-driven BCs, the percentage error associated with the predicted reaction force was
calculated using the experimentally measured force as reference.23
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Figure 4.3: Regions of interest for analyzing full-field strains within the humeral head
were divided based on peg position (A) and depth (B)
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4.3
4.3.1

Results
Experimental Trabecular Bone Strains

Consistent for all humeral osteotomies, highest third-principal experimental strains were
found at depth 1, the region closest to the indenter’s peg (Figure 4.4). Depth from the
indenter was found to have a statistically significant effect on the magnitude of third
principal strain (p < 0.001) but not first principal strain (p = .183). Within depth 1, higher
strains were observed for third principal strain (mean = -5322 µstrain, range: -4531 to 6652 µstrain) compared to first principal strain (mean = 1042 µstrain, range: 682 to 1587
µstrain). While the highest strains were observed underneath the 12 O’clock peg for four
of the six specimens, peg position had no statistically significant effect on resultant third
(p = 0.297) or first (p = 0.688) principal strains (Figure 4.5).

4.3.2

FEM vs Experimental Comparison

Only third principal strains were compared between the FEM and DVC measurements due
to the low magnitude of experimental first principal strains. Accuracy of the FEMs in
predicting experimental strain was found to be sensitive to the BC simulated as indicated
by the linear regression results (Table 4.2). Slope and y-intercept values improved (1:1
agreement indicated by slope = 1, y-intercept = 0) with the use of DVC-driven BCs (slope
range = 0.68 to 1.02, y-intercept range = 78 to -892) compared to force-driven BCs (slope
range = 0.02 to 0.72, y-intercept range = -582 to -1920) and this was significant (p < 0.05)
for five of the six specimens (Table 2). Strong correlations (0.81 < r2 < 0.94) were observed
for all six specimens with the use of DVC-driven BCs; conversely, only weak to moderate
correlations (0.02 < r2 < 0.62) were observed with the use of force-driven BCs.
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Table 4.2: Specimen-specific regression results for FEM predictions of third principal
strains
Coefficient of
Slope (m)
Y-intercept (b) [µstrain]
Specimen
Correlation (r2)
#
ForceDVCForceDVCForceDVC1
2
3
4
5
6

Driven

Driven

0.72
0.08
0.20
0.07
0.45
0.02

0.93
0.75
0.68
0.96
1.02
0.70

p-value

0.108
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

Driven

Driven

-1136
-1082
-582
-1081
-1108
-1920

-892
-505
78
243
-452
-764

p-value

0.618
0.049
0.007
0.003
0.041
0.004

Driven

Driven

0.62
0.22
0.23
0.06
0.37
0.02

0.82
0.86
0.81
0.84
0.94
0.87
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Figure 4.4: Experimental strain at varying depths
Experimental first (square) and third (diamond) principal strains averaged within each
depth ROI defined from the resection surface. The average of all specimens (black) and
specimen-specific strain (grey) are shown.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental strain by peg position
Experimental first (square) and third (diamond) principal strains averaged for each
peg position within depth 1. The average of all specimens (black) and specimenspecific strain (grey) are shown.
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When pooling the results of all specimens together, improvements in slope (p < 0.001), yintercept (p < 0.001), and coefficient of determination were observed with DVC-driven
BCs (m = 0.83, b = -484, r2 = 0.80) compared to force-driven BCs (m = 0.22, b = -1237, r2
= 0.12) (Figure 4.6). The Bland-Altman analysis indicated lower bias and tighter
confidence intervals with the use of DVC-driven BCs (average error = 11 ± 2053 µstrain)
compared to force-driven (average error = -899 ± 4496 µstrain) BCs (Figure 4.6).
RMSE was found to be highest within depth 1 with the use of force-driven BCs (RMSE =
4468 ± 723 µstrain, RMSE% = 25.4 ± 5.6%) (Figure 4.7). This error was reduced with the
use of DVC-driven BCs at the same depth (RMSE = 1922 ± 400 µstrain, RMSE% = 10.9
± 2.7%). RMSE% < 10% was observed in depth regions 3, 4 and 5 (average RMSE% <
10%) regardless of the BC simulated (Figure 4.7).
The average predicted reaction force by the FEMs with DVC-driven BCs was 628 N
(range: 396 to 863 N) which corresponded to an average absolute percentage error of 47%
(range: 7 to 94%) when compared to the experimentally applied load.
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Figure 4.6: Linear regression results between experimental measures vs FEM predictions
(A) Linear regression results between experimentally measured strains and FEM predicted strains with DVC-driven (black) and
force-driven (grey) BCs. There were significant differences between BCs in slope (p<0.001) and intercept (p<0.001). (B) A BlandAltman analysis of the error between FEM predictions and experimental strains for DVC-driven (black) and force-driven (grey) BCs.
The mean difference and 95% limits of agreement (+/- 1.96 SD) are shown for both the DVC-driven and force-driven BCs on the
Bland-Altman plots.
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Figure 4.7: RMSE and RMSE% of FEM predictions with DVC-driven (black) or forcedriven (grey) BCs compared to experimental third principal strain magnitudes
Values are represented as mean with standard error.
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4.4

Discussion

The main goal of Chapter 4 was to evaluate the accuracy of full-field strains predicted by
continuum-level FEMs of the osteoarthritic humeral head. The prevalence of continuumlevel FEMs continues to grow due to their ability to screen TSA implant designs
preclinically4,7,33–35; but they rely on various modelling assumptions. Therefore,
experimental validation is critical to ensure appropriate conclusions are drawn from these
simulations. Within the current study, an experimental protocol that included microCT
imaging of humeral head osteotomies under load combined with digital volume correlation
(DVC) allowed for the validation of full-field strains predicted by corresponding FEMs.
The accuracy of our FEMs was found to be highly sensitive to the boundary condition (BC)
simulated. For each specimen, improvement was observed with the use of DVC-driven
BCs over force-driven BCs, and this was also consistent for the pooled results (DVC-driven
BCs: m=0.83, r2=0.80, force-driven BCs: m=0.22, r2=0.12). The reaction forces predicted
by FEMs with DVC-driven BCs were relatively large (average percentage error = 47%
(range: 7 to 94%)); however, these errors are in line with previous work that was conducted
which used DVC-driven BCs within the shoulder.23 While improvements were observed
with the use of DVC-driven BCs, a validated force-driven BC is desirable as it has the
ability to extrapolate outside the experimental bounds. However, poor agreement within
the current study highlights that further work is still required for experimental validation
of these BCs. To generate the force-driven BCs, the surfaces between the pegged platen
and trabecular bone were tied, which is a common modelling approach used in shoulder
implant FEMs4,7,36; however, this may be an oversimplifying assumption that led to the
observed poor agreement. While recent work has demonstrated the sensitivity that BCs
have on whole-bone stiffness predictions of the femur37, similar work has not investigated
the dependence of localized strains on the BCs modelled for bone-implant constructs
specifically for the shoulder. The results of this study highlight the importance of modelling
these BCs accurately in order to obtain reliable simulation predictions.
The mechanical loading protocol within the current study relied on a simplified loading
scenario which used a multi-pegged indenter to transfer load to the trabecular bone of the
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humeral head. As expected, highest experimental strains were observed at regions closest
to the indenter within the trabecular bone. In addition, high variations in strain were
observed underneath each individual peg at similar depths in the same specimen. Although
peg position itself was found not to produce a statistically significant effect (p > 0.05) this
may be attributed to the low sample size within the current study. Previous studies have
shown that the stability of implant-bone interfaces within the humeral head are dependent
on local morphometric parameters38,39; therefore, it may also be conceivable that the
resultant mechanical strain distribution observed within our results may be governed by
similar parameters. While the use of a multi-pegged indenter is representative of glenoid
implant designs and recent designs of stemless humeral implants40, the lack of a single
independent peg inhibited the ability to isolate and mechanically test local regions of
trabecular bone. As well, the trabecular bone tested within the current study lies on the
opposite side of the bone that receives the joint arthroplasty. However, this trade-off was
accepted to allow for testing of patient-specific bone. Further mechanical testing of isolated
trabecular bone cores, in combination with DVC and morphometric analyses, may
elucidate optimal fixation strategies for future designs of glenoid or humeral implants.
The errors of our FEMs were found to be sensitive to the depth examined, with highest
errors observed at the osteotomy resection plane. This coincided with the location of
highest experimental strains at the platen-bone interface and is thus a critical region of
interest to ensure the accuracy of predictions generated by FEMs. This highlights a strength
of the current study, which is the use of DVC to quantify full-field strains immediately
below the platen-bone interface that would otherwise not be attainable with surface-based
measurement techniques (e.g., strain gauges or digital imaging correlation). Surface-based
techniques may be more applicable for measuring cortical bone strains in fracture type
scenarios29,41 but they are unable to resolve strain within the trabecular bone network. By
measuring the internal strain throughout the bone, full-field predictions of the FEM
predictions can be evaluated which is particularly relevant for applications interested in
bone remodeling or fracture healing.42,43 Therefore, full-field experimental validation
should be encouraged when attempting to examine the accuracy of FEM strains for boneimplant constructs.
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This study had limitations. First, the FEMs of the humeral head were modelled using a
linear isotropic material even though bone exhibits orthotropic material behavior. The use
of isotropic material properties is commonly implemented by FEMs involving the
humerus29,41; however, the effect of this assumption on local strain predictions should be
further evaluated against full-field experimental measures for the humeral head. In
addition, only one experimental load was applied within the elastic range of the humeral
head; however, it is possible that local experimental yielding of trabeculae occurred. The
developed experimental protocol could easily be adapted to examine fracture progression
with stepwise loading; however, the poor agreement associated with our force-driven BCs
makes it difficult to validate a non-linear FEM material model that includes fracture
prediction or damage accumulation. Therefore, future work should aim to explore various
methods in accurately modelling the load transfer between the loading platen and
trabecular bone. As well, only first and third principal strains were examined within the
current study; however, if non-linear loading is applied, additional strain metrics (e.g., von
mises strain) may become more prevalent. Finally, this study had a low sample size, a total
of six humeral head osteotomies collected from patients undergoing TSA.
In conclusion, this study quantified mechanical strain distributions within OA trabecular
bone at an osteotomized surface that is adjacent to the clinical bone-implant interface.
Quantification of strains at this interface may be critical to ensure the longevity and success
rate of joint replacement surgeries. The experimental data collected was used to evaluate
the performance of corresponding CT-derived finite element models of the humeral head
and elucidated the importance of modelling boundary conditions appropriately to ensure
model accuracy.
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Chapter 5 - 3D Strain Analysis of Osteoarthritic Trabecular
Bone within the Humeral Head Subjected to Stepwise
Compressive Loads
5
OVERVIEW
Understanding the local mechanical properties of trabecular bone at the humeral headneck junction is essential for the safe design of stemless humeral head implants. Recent
advancements in mechanical testing coupled with volumetric imaging have allowed for the
ability to quantify full-field strain distributions throughout trabecular bone. Within
Chapter 5, DVC was applied to micro-computed tomography images to investigate the
local load carrying characteristics of trabecular bone within OA humeral heads subjected
to stepwise loading. A multi-pegged indenter was used to transfer loads from a customfabricated loading apparatus to trabecular bone on the resection surface of OA humeral
head osteotomies retrieved from patients undergoing TSA.4

5.1

Introduction

Glenohumeral OA is a debilitating musculoskeletal disorder which involves degeneration
of the joint’s articular cartilage.1 The underlying bone structure can also be affected,
typified by increases in BV/TV and Tb. Th compared to the healthy state.2 Combined, these
structural changes alter the underlying mechanics of the joint.3 To restore function to an
arthritic shoulder joint, TSA is a common surgical treatment which involves replacing the
glenoid and humeral head with separate synthetic components. Various humeral head
component designs are employed in TSA, ranging from stemmed to stemless designs, but
most rely on the remaining trabecular bone within the humeral metaphysis to provide initial
fixation and structural stability to the bone-implant construct. Therefore, understanding the

4
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Columbus, M., Athwal, G., Ferreira, L. (2021) 3D Strain Analysis of Osteoarthritic Trabecular Bone within
the Humeral Head Subjected to Stepwise Compressive Loads. Submitted to the Journal of the Mechanical
Behavior of Biomedical Materials.
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mechanical properties and local load carrying capabilities of bone tissue specific to patients
receiving TSA is essential to ensure the longevity of humeral head implants and to offer
insight into new implant designs.
Mechanical testing of bone is often performed on isolated trabecular bone cores extracted
from the human joint.4 These mechanical tests have elucidated strong relationships
between the mechanical properties and morphometric structural parameters of trabecular
bone.5,6 However, mechanical testing of isolated trabecular bone cores may not be truly
representative of the in-vivo load transfer at the whole bone scale, as these cores are
disconnected from the broader trabecular architecture.7,8 Furthermore, these mechanical
tests have been performed less frequently on bone harvested from the arthritic humeral
head, even as the popularity of TSA procedures to treat end-stage OA continues to rise.
Recently, mechanical testing of osseous specimens has transitioned to full-field
experimental imaging techniques that allow for the evaluation of internal strains throughout
the trabecular structure in-situ.9,10 These methods combine traditional mechanical testing
methods with high-resolution volumetric imaging and DVC algorithms to quantify internal
deformations that otherwise cannot be captured using conventional surface-based
measurements.11 Experimental studies involving DVC have previously been applied at the
whole bone level to quantify the internal load transfer within the shoulder joint.12-15 As
well, DVC has been applied to end-stage OA femoral heads to quantify resultant
heterogeneous strain distributions throughout the trabecular structure.16 To the authors’
knowledge, DVC has yet to be applied to investigate the local load carrying capabilities of
trabecular bone specific to end-stage OA humeral heads subjected to stepwise compressive
loading.
In Chapter 5, stepwise mechanical loading was combined with microCT imaging and DVC
to investigate the local load carrying characteristics of trabecular bone within OA humeral
heads retrieved from patients receiving TSA. Specifically, full-field strain distributions
within trabecular bone were quantified and the magnitude of the resultant principal strains
were compared between fractured and non-fractured regions. A secondary objective
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included analyzing the influence of local trabecular bone morphometric parameters on the
magnitude of internal strains and subsequent associated risk of fracture.

5.2
5.2.1

Materials and Methods
Specimen Acquisition and Experimental Testing

Six humeral head osteotomies were collected from patients (3 male, 3 female, age range:
54-82) that had undergone TSA for end-stage OA in accordance with institutional ethics
(HSREB#113023). Each specimen was wrapped with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
soaked gauze and stored frozen. To facilitate mechanical testing, each specimen was
independently potted in a silicone casting compound. To perform the potting procedure,
the specimen was first thawed in a room temperature PBS solution for 1 hr. The articular
surface of the humeral head osteotomy was then placed in the casting compound with the
trabecular bone of the resection surface exposed. A custom jig ensured the plane of the
humeral head’s resection surface was perpendicular to the axis of the acrylic tube (inner
diameter ≈ 75 mm) that contained the specimen. After the casting compound settled, the
specimen was removed and refrozen until mechanical testing.

5.2.2

Experimental Loading

Mechanical testing of the humeral osteotomies was performed using a custom Computed
Tomography (CT) compatible loading apparatus (Figure 5.1).17 The loading apparatus
consisted of a Stewart platform augmented with carbon fiber struts for radiolucency and
fixturing to apply compressive loads to each humeral head osteotomy. A seven-pegged
indenter (peg diameter = 7 mm, six pegs equally spaced at a diameter of 22.5 mm with the
7th peg centered) transferred loads from the loading apparatus directly to the exposed
trabecular bone of the resection surface of the humeral heads. The multi-pegged indenter
was designed to mimic simultaneous load transfer across multiple regions of the trabecular
bone in a controlled manner similar to various stemless humeral head component designs.
A six degree-of-freedom load cell (Mini 45; ATI Industrial Automation, NC, USA) was
instrumented within the loading apparatus to measure the applied force.
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A stepwise compressive mechanical testing protocol was consistently applied between
each humeral head osteotomy and performed directly within a microCT scanner (Nikon
XT H 225ST; Nikon Metrology, Inc., MI, USA) using the loading apparatus. First, a 10 N
stabilizing load was applied and a pre-loaded microCT image (33.5 µm isotropic voxel
size, 120 kVp, 110 µA, 1571 projections, 2 frames per projection, 55-min scan time) was
acquired. For the first specimen only, two pre-loaded scans were collected to perform a
standard uncertainty analysis10,18 of the strain measurements quantified by DVC, detailed
in Section 5.2.3. Following the pre-loaded scan, the loading device was used to apply
stepwise compressive loads at 250 N increments (loading rate of 0.1 mm/s) with microCT
images captured at each loading increment. A 20-minute settling time was allowed for
tissue relaxation before obtaining any post-loaded microCT scan. Stepwise loading
continued until macroscopic failure of the trabecular bone occurred, which was observed
using the microCT imagery as penetration of the multi-pegged indenter into the resection
surface. The microCT image prior to macroscopic failure was used as the post-loaded
image for DVC analysis (Section 5.2.3) and the post-fracture image was used to identify
regions of trabecular failure (Section 5.2.4).
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Figure 5.1: A custom-made CT compatible loading apparatus was used to apply
compressive stepwise loads to a potted humeral head specimen directly within a microCT
scanner
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5.2.3

Trabecular Strain Measurements

For each humeral osteotomy, the post-loaded image prior to macroscopic failure was
compared to the pre-loaded image for DVC registrations. Full-field experimental
displacement and strain measurements were quantified using DaVis 10.1 (LaVision Inc.,
MI, USA) software. To perform the DVC registrations, each microCT image was first preprocessed in a consistent manner. An initial Gaussian blur filter (σ = 0.75, support = 2) was
applied to remove high frequency noise (Mimics V22; Materialise, Leuven, Belgium). A
specimen-specific threshold was then assigned to segment and isolate bone tissue of the
humeral osteotomy from the surrounding objects within the image (e.g., the loading platen,
potting resin). Any voxel not segmented as bone was reassigned a constant null value. The
post-loaded image was then manually registered to the pre-loaded image (MeVis Lab,
MeVis Medical Solutions AG) by aligning the articular surfaces between the two images.
Finally, the images were converted to 8-bit for the DVC registrations.
A standard constant-strain uncertainty analysis was performed to select a suitable nodal
spacing for the DVC registrations.18,19 Based on the results of the uncertainty analysis, a
nodal spacing of 32 and overlap of 0% was selected, which provided the best compromise
between spatial resolution (≈ 1 mm) and strain uncertainties (accuracy and precision both
< 150 µstrain) and calculated using Equation 1.4 and Equation 1.5. For each pair of preand post-loaded images, DVC registrations were performed. The underlying algorithms of
DaVis DVC have previously been detailed20 and briefly discussed here. First, the
volumetric image is subdivided into smaller volumes of interest specified by the nodal
spacing selected. The DVC algorithm then calculates the local displacement vectors
between the pre- and post-loaded image for each sub-volume in the pre-loaded image. A
normalized direct correlation method was used which attempts to maximize the correlation
coefficient of grey-level values between the two images. To mitigate potential noise
associated with the local DVC technique, only sub volumes with a valid voxel size of 30%
and a minimum correlation value of 0.8 were included. Following this, the displacement
vectors were used to calculate full-field strains using a centered finite difference (CFD)
technique. Full-field first principal, third principal and von Mises equivalent strains for
each humeral specimen were extracted for further analyses.
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5.2.4

Statistical Analysis

For all six humeral head osteotomies, the distributions of full-field first principal, third
principal and von Mises equivalent strains were compared. Each humeral head was divided
into 7 separate regions of interest (ROI) located 0.5 mm beneath each of the seven pegs of
the indenter (diameter = 7 mm, depth = 2 mm). The ROIs were selected as they have
formerly been identified to produce relatively high strain magnitudes based on a similar
study previously reported.17 Morphometric parameters (bone volume fraction (BV/TV),
trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), trabecular number (Tb.N), and
degree of anisotropy (DA)) were calculated for each ROI (SkyScan CTAn; Bruker microCT, Kontich, Belgium) (Table 5.1). The ROIs were classified as either fracture or nonfracture by qualitative observation of the post-fracture microCT scan. If a clear disconnect
in the trabecular structure was identified where the indenter’s pegs penetrated the humeral
osteotomy, then the respective ROI was labelled as a fractured ROI (Figure 5.2).
Table 5.1: Trabecular morphometric values of the ROIs
Specimen

BV/TV (%)

Tb.Th (mm)

Tb.Sp (mm)

Tb.N (mm-1)

DA

1
2
3
4
5
6

16.5 (9.2-23.5)
12.5 (9.7-17.2)
13.8 (9.6-17.4)
17.5 (9.5-25.0)
15.4 (11.9-21.4)
15.5 (8.3-21.1)

0.17 (0.14-0.19)
0.13 (0.11-0.14)
0.19 (0.17-0.22)
0.17 (0.12-0.23)
0.17 (0.15-0.19)
0.18 (0.17-0.20)

0.76 (0.66-0.89)
0.65 (0.58-0.69)
0.85 (0.75-1.01)
0.66 (0.62-0.73)
0.71 (0.61-0.79)
0.86 (0.66-0.99)

0.97 (0.64-1.27)
0.94 (0.78-1.20)
0.71 (0.51-0.86)
1.01 (0.79-1.14)
0.91 (0.77-1.11)
0.85 (0.50-1.15)

1.56 (1.13-1.84)
1.61 (1.39-1.81)
1.58 (1.40-1.91)
1.24 (1.10-1.46)
1.60 (1.32-1.84)
1.39 (1.29-1.58)

Values are reported as averages of all seven ROIs within each specimen (range in brackets).

The median and 95th percentile of the first principal, third principal, and von Mises
equivalent strain were quantified within each ROI. For each specimen, linear regression
was performed to quantify the relationship between morphometric parameters and the
resulting third principal strain magnitude. To determine each ROI’s likelihood of fracture
based on the morphometric parameters or measured strain values, a binomial logistic
regression was performed. Normalized morphometric parameters, calculated by dividing
the ROI’s morphometric value by the maximum value for each respective specimen, were
also included in this analysis to investigate the influence of relative differences within the
specimen on the likelihood of fracture.
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Figure 5.2: Full-field humeral head strains were calculated through digital volume correlation (DVC) using the pre- and post-loaded
microCT image prior to fracture
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5.3

Results

Within the pooled trabecular ROIs that fractured, third principal strains were significantly
(p<0.001) higher (third principal strain: median = -6,511 µstrain, 95th percentile = -12,558
µstrain) compared to non-fracture ROIs (third principal strain: median = -2,944 µstrain,
95th percentile = -7,806 µstrain) (Figure 5.3). The magnitude of third principal strains (95th
percentile = -12,558 µstrain) exceeded the magnitude of first principal strains (95th
percentile = 4,398 µstrain, p < 0.001) and von Mises equivalent strains (95th percentile =
6,678 µstrain, p < 0.001).
A within-specimen analysis revealed that consistently for each specimen, third principal
strains measured within the fractured trabecular ROIs were higher (p < 0.001) when
compared to the non-fractured ROIs (Table 5.2). Between specimens, the variation of 95th
percentile of third principal strain was large (95th percentile third principal strain range: 8,523 µstrain to -16,708 µstrain). Specimen-specific strains for first principal and von
Mises equivalent strains can be found in Appendix C.

Table 5.2: Specimen-specific median and 95th percentile measurements of third principal
strain for fractured and non-fractured ROIs
Median
95th Percentile
pFractured
Non-Fractured
Fractured
Non-Fractured
Specimen
value
ROIs
ROIs
ROIs
ROIs
#
(µstrain)
(µstrain)
(µstrain)
(µstrain)
1
-6,741
-3,353
-16,706
-7,300
<0.001
2
-8,071
-2,206
-16,374
-2,906
<0.001
3
-8,352
-6,753
-14,233
-10,167
<0.001
4
-6,396
-2,177
-11,358
-5,173
<0.001
5
-5,101
-2,407
-8,523
-3,531
<0.001
6
-5,794
-2,663
-11,680
-4,922
<0.001
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Figure 5.3: Strain distributions of fracture and non-fracture regions
Distributions of pooled third (A), first (B), and von Mises equivalent (C) microstrain
belonging to the non-fracture (blue) and fracture (red) trabecular ROIs. The magnitude
of strain was significantly (p<0.001) higher in the fracture ROIs compared to the nonfracture ROIs for third, first, and von Mises equivalent microstrain.
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Linear regression results did not reveal any strong relationships (r2 < 0.7) between bone
morphometric parameters (BV/TV, Tb.Th, Tb.Sp, Tb.N, and DA) with the corresponding
magnitude of third principal strain measurements (median or 95th percentile).
Of the five predictor morphometric variables tested, BV/TV (p = 0.012), Tb.Sp (p = 0.014)
and Tb.N (p = 0.007) were statistically significant at predicting fracture (Table 5.3). Of
these parameters, BV/TV best predicted fracture or non-fracture with an accuracy
classification rate of 81%. Similar results were obtained with normalized morphometric
parameters (Table 5.3). An accuracy classification rate of 93% resulted when attempting
to predict if a ROI would fracture based on the 95th percentile of third principal strain (p
< 0.001).

DVC Local
Strain
Measurements

Morphometric
Values
Normalized

Morphometric
Values

Table 5.3: Binomial logistic regression results for predicting fracture based on trabecular
morphometric parameters or DVC local strain measurements

5.4

BV/TV
Tb.Th

p-value
0.012
0.343

Cut-off Value
14.6%
NS

% Correct
81
NS

Tb.Sp
Tb.N

0.014
0.007

0.61 mm
1.12 mm-1

74
79

DA
BV/TVnorm
Tb.Thnorm
Tb.Spnorm
Tb.Nnorm
DAnorm

0.269
0.005
0.245
<0.001
0.003
0.129

NS
92%
NS
80%
95%
NS

NS
72
NS
76
76
NS

Median
Strain

<0.001

-3.671 µstrain
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95th
Percentile
Strain

<0.001

-5,475 µstrain

93

Discussion

This study combined stepwise mechanical loading with high resolution volumetric imaging
to assess the magnitude and distribution of in-situ 3D mechanical strains throughout the
trabecular structure within OA humeral head osteotomies. A multi-pegged indenter was
used to apply external forces simultaneously to multiple regions of trabecular bone on the
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resection surface of the humeral head, and DVC methods were used to measure resultant
strains within the trabecular bone.
Trabecular bone morphometric parameters (BV/TV, Tb.Sp, Tb.N) were found to be
predictive of trabecular bone fracture. BV/TV had the highest correct prediction rate of
81% with a critical value of 14.6%. These findings are consistent with previous studies
performed within the shoulder that have emphasized the importance of considering
trabecular bone morphometrics when assessing the bone-implant interface using
computational approaches21 or traditional mechanical testing methods.22 In addition, with
the use of DVC, the 95th percentile of third principal strain predicted fracture in trabecular
bone with a success rate of 93%. Currently, capturing in-vivo full-field strains within the
shoulder is impractical due to the coarse imaging resolutions associated with clinical CT
imaging of the shoulder, but clinical imaging resolutions continue to improve, and
feasibility studies utilizing full-field mechanical analysis have been applied in other clinical
applications.23,24 It is self-evident that the mechanical testing protocol performed within
the current study was an idealized case using a multi-pegged indenter which may not be
truly representative of the load transfer of a bone-implant construct. Therefore, future work
should aim to further correlate the likelihood of trabecular fracture at the bone-implant
interface compared to local full-field strain measurements, potentially collected with
coarser imaging resolutions, within cadavers treated with TSA.
Pooled strains measured within this study indicated that strains were highest in the third
principal direction which is in line with the compressive loading protocol that was applied.
Third principal strains were also significantly higher in trabecular regions that eventually
fractured (magnitudes up to -22,000 µstrain, pooled 95th percentile third principal strain
of -12,558 µstrain) compared to trabecular regions that did not fracture. The magnitude of
strains recorded within this study were higher compared to the previously reported
compressive yield strain of trabecular bone (≈ 7,500 µstrain) but on the lower end of
ultimate strain measured using traditional mechanical testing methods (10,000 to 25,000
µstrain).6
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A major strength of this work was the use of DVC, which allowed for the ability to quantify
strains throughout the trabecular structure and eliminated the need to remove representative
cores as per traditional mechanical testing methods. These results can help inform future
studies that combine full field experimental techniques and ASTM mechanical testing
standards to evaluate shoulder joint replacement components prior to clinical adoption.12,15
High variations of 95th percentile third principal strains were measured within the six
specimens tested as indicated in Table 5.2 (-8,523 to -16,706 µstrain). These strains were
not correlated with any of the corresponding morphometric parameters. Previous studies
using full-field techniques have elucidated relationships between local morphometric
parameters (notably Tb.Th) and failure regions using trabecular bone cores; however,
higher resolutions of volumetric imaging were used (isotropic voxel size = 3.6 µm3).25 The
imaging resolution used within this current study (isotropic voxel size = 33.5 µm3) was
limited due to the size of the humeral head specimen. Therefore, strains measured in this
study were more representative of apparent-level strains rather than trabecular-level strains
and may explain differences in these findings.
There were limitations with this study. Only six specimens were tested, therefore, any
correlations should be interpreted in the context of the limited sample size. Also, the fullfield mechanical testing analysis used required a stepwise loading approach with
volumetric images captured at each load increment. The DVC experimental strains were
therefore not measured directly at the yield point of each humeral osteotomy but rather a
loading step prior to macroscopic failure. The magnitude of strain at the point of failure
would likely be higher. The effect of this limitation could be mitigated with a synchrotron
light source which offers the potential to reduce the associated imaging times by a
significant factor, allowing for a higher resolution and signal-to-noise ratio, as well as a
smaller load increment when approaching the expected yield strength of each humeral
head. Finally, mineral density measurements of the trabecular bone were not recorded as a
phantom was not included within the microCT images of the humeral heads. Clinically, it
may be useful to investigate the correlations between bone mineral density measurements
that can be captured using clinical CT scanners to full-field trabecular strain measurements
within the shoulder.
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In conclusion, this study quantified full-field strain distributions within the trabecular bone
of osteoarthritic humeral heads and the association between local bone morphometric
parameters and fracture risk. The experimental trabecular deformations measured within
this study can be useful for validating future computational predictive models which aim
to evaluate TSA implant designs via internal fixation strain distributions within the
shoulder, such as those developed through finite element analysis. Continual development
of full-field experimental methods involving DVC can further improve our understanding
of the load transfer of trabecular bone and improve preclinical bench-top testing used to
screen joint replacement components prior to clinical adoption in TSA procedures.
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Chapter 6 - Full-Field Experimental Analysis of the Influence of
Microstructural Parameters on the Mechanical Properties of
Trabecular Bone within the Humeral Head
6
OVERVIEW
The aim of Chapter 6 was to apply full-field mechanical testing methods to characterize
the mechanical properties of trabecular bone using isolated bone cores excised from
humeral osteotomies retrieved from total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) surgeries. Isolated
cubic trabecular bone cores were extracted from the center of humeral head osteotomies
retrieved from (1) patients with end-stage osteoarthritis (OA) undergoing TSA and (2)
normal non-pathologic cadaveric humeral heads. A custom CT-compatible loading
device was used to perform compressive mechanical testing. For ten of the OA
specimens, stepwise loading was performed directly within a microCT scanner and
digital volume correlation (DVC) was used to measure full-field strains throughout the
trabecular structure.5

6.1

Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is becoming increasingly prevalent due to an aging population.1 Within
the shoulder, narrowing of the glenohumeral joint space occurs throughout the progression
of OA which is induced by articular cartilage deterioration. The microarchitecture of the
underlying bone also undergoes adaptive changes (e.g., subchondral sclerosis, trabecular
thickening, etc.) caused by an unstable bone remodeling cycle due to an inefficient load
transfer across the joint.2,3 Symptomatically, OA can cause extreme pain and reduce
mobility of the shoulder joint. Patients with end-stage glenohumeral OA can benefit from

5

A version of this work has been submitted for publication: Kusins, J., Knowles, N., Martensson, N.,
Columbus, M., Athwal, G., Ferreira, L. (2021) Full-field Strain Analysis of Stepwise Compressively Loaded
Trabecular Bone retrieved from the Osteoarthritic Humeral Head. Submitted to the Journal of Orthopaedic
Research.
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total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) which replaces the articular surface of the joint with two
separate synthetic components. Gaining FDA approval in 2015, recent interest has grown
in stemless humeral head implant designs with proposed benefits including bone
preservation, lower blood loss, and decreased surgical times.4 However, fixation and
structural stability of these implants can be influenced by the quality of the patient’s
trabecular bone within the metaphysis of the proximal humerus.5 Therefore, an
understanding of the mechanical properties and local load carrying capabilities of
trabecular bone within the humeral head-neck junction of patients undergoing TSA is
beneficial to ensure the longevity of stemless humeral head implants that continue to be
designed and redeveloped.
The measurement of trabecular bone mechanical properties is commonly performed using
conventional mechanical testing methods applied to isolated bone cores.6 Due to its highly
porous structure, the mechanical behavior of trabecular bone is heavily dependent on the
structural morphometric parameters and local bone density measurements which vary by
anatomic site.7 Specifically, relationships between bone volume fraction (BV/TV) and the
structural fabric tensor, which can be extracted from corresponding micro computed
tomography (CT) imaging, have been shown to be highly effective in predicting the elastic8
and plastic9,10 behavior of trabecular bone at the apparent scale. However, there is a paucity
of experimental studies involving humeral head bone.11 Mechanical testing methods have
recently transitioned to full-field methods that utilize digital volume correlation (DVC)
techniques to measure local strains throughout the trabecular structure rather than apparent
mechanical properties (e.g., specimen stiffness, strength).12,13 At the whole bone level,
DVC has previously been applied as a preclinical assessment tool to evaluate peri-implant
bone strains of cadaveric shoulder specimens treated with TSA components.14,15 However,
as DVC is an emerging experimental technique, it is difficult to comprehend and assess the
risk of failure associated with corresponding full-field strain measurements within bone
specifically for shoulder orthopedic applications.
The aim of this study was to combine conventional mechanical testing methods with fullfield experimental DVC techniques to characterize the mechanical properties of trabecular
bone within the humeral head. Using isolated trabecular bone cores, the objective of this
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study was two-fold: (1) at the apparent-level, quantify the relationships between bone
density and morphometric parameters on corresponding mechanical strength; and (2) at the
tissue-level, quantify the magnitude of internal strain within regions of trabecular bone that
lead to fracture.

6.2

Materials and Methods

Mechanical properties of trabecular bone cores, isolated from the humeral head-neck
junction, were characterized using a custom CT-compatible loading device. Mechanical
strength was quantified for two groups of trabecular bone pertaining to cores retrieved
from: (1) patient OA humeral heads undergoing TSA (n = 15) due to end-stage OA, and
(2) non-pathologic humeral heads of pre-screened cadaveric humeri (i.e., controls, n = 15).
Corresponding density and morphometric parameters were used to derive respective
mechanical property relationships. For ten trabecular bone cores, randomly chosen from
the OA group, full-field mechanical testing methods were employed to measure full-field
internal strains throughout the trabecular structure under compressive loading. The sample
size (n = 10) was reduced for full-field mechanical testing due to the increased resources
(e.g., microCT scanning, post-processing, etc.) required to resolve internal bone strains
which is consistent with sample sizes used in previous studies implementing similar
methodology.13,16 MicroCT scans (resolution = 4.75 µm) of the cores were collected at
consecutive stepwise compressive loading increments until macroscopic failure occurred.
Digital volume correlation (DVC) was used to measure full-field strains at a loading
increment prior to macroscopic failure. Third principal strains were compared between
trabecular regions of fracture and non-fracture.

6.2.1

Specimen Acquisition and Preparation

Thirty cubic trabecular bone cores, representative of bone at the humeral head junction,
were prepared for mechanical testing and collected in accordance with institutional ethics
(HSREB#113023). The trabecular bone cores were excised from the center of humeral
head osteotomies. The OA patient humeral head osteotomies were collected at time of
surgery of patients undergoing TSA due to end-stage OA. The resection surface of the
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humeral head osteotomies was made at the discretion of the fellow-ship trained orthopaedic
surgeon at time of surgery. The non-pathologic control humeral osteotomies were prepared
from pre-screened cadaveric humeri in a similar fashion to the OA patient group. After
each humeral head osteotomy was collected, the sample was wrapped with phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) soaked gauze and stored frozen. To allow for mechanical testing,
isolated cubic trabecular bone cores (5 mm edge length) were prepared from trabecular
bone lying on the resection surface of the humeral osteotomies. First, a cylindrical core
was removed from the center of the osteotomy, perpendicular to the resection plane, using
a diamond tipped hole saw (diameter = 13 mm). The cylindrical bone core was then
trimmed to a length of 5 mm using a slow-speed diamond-blade saw (IsoMet™ Low Speed
Precision Cutter. Buehler, Illinois, USA) with the resection surface used as a reference
plane. A cubic trabecular core was prepared from the 5 mm long cylindrical core using the
slow-speed saw in conjunction with a custom jig and two parallel saw blades
simultaneously to ensure uniformity with square and parallel sides. Custom endcaps were
affixed to the medial-lateral ends of the cubic cores using cyanoacrylate adhesive to
facilitate mechanical testing (Figure 6.1). Finally, the specimen was submerged in PBS
solution and stored frozen until mechanical testing.
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Figure 6.1: Preparation of isolated cubic trabecular bone cores extracted from humeral
osteotomies
Note: The intermediate cylindrical bone core extraction is not shown.
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6.2.2

Mechanical Testing of Trabecular Bone Cores

Mechanical testing of the isolated bone cores was performed using a custom CTcompatible loading device (Figure 6.2). The loading device was composed of a Stewart
platform retrofitted with custom fixturing to allow for compressive mechanical testing
directly within a cone beam microCT scanner (Nikon XT H 225ST; Nikon Metrology, Inc.,
Michigan, USA). The Stewart platform was sourced from a third-party supplier (Picard
Industries) in accordance to provided design specifications. A radiolucent carbon fiber
specimen loading chamber allowed for compressive loading up to 750 N and simultaneous
microCT imaging with resolutions as low as 4 µm. A load cell (Nano 25; ATI Industrial
Automation, North Carolina, USA) was instrumented within the loading device to measure
the real-time applied force.
Prior to mechanical testing, a hydroxyapatite calibration phantom (Micro-CT HA, QRM,
Moehrendorf, Germany) was imaged within the specimen loading chamber to measure
bone density parameters for each core. Following the calibration scan, the phantom was
removed, and the trabecular bone core was placed within the loading chamber. A preloaded microCT scan (4.75 µm isotropic voxels, 150 kVp, 85 µA, 1571 projections, 1000
ms exposure) was acquired under a 5 N applied force. For all thirty samples, compressive
loading was applied in a stepwise manner with target loads of 50 N, 100 N and subsequent
25 N load increments applied at a rate of 0.1 mm/s until fracture occurred as indicated by
an observed non-linearity in the force measurement captured by the load cell.
For the subset of ten patient OA cores undergoing full-field testing, the stepwise loading
protocol was applied directly within the microCT scanner. Volumetric images were
acquired at each loading increment to extract full-field trabecular strains using digital
volume correlation (DVC) methods detailed further in Section 6.2.3. Prior to acquiring any
post-loaded microCT scans, a settling time of 20 minutes was allowed for load
stabilization.17 After failure of the trabecular bone occurred, the load was removed and a
post-fracture microCT scan of the bone core was acquired. Two pre-loaded scans under the
same conditions were acquired of the first specimen to perform a standard uncertainty
analysis associated with the DVC experimental technique.18,19
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Figure 6.2: A custom CT-compatible loading device was used to apply compressive
stepwise loads to an isolated trabecular bone core directly within a microCT scanner
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6.2.3

DVC Analysis and Fracture Zone Identification

Digital volume correlation (DVC) software was used to quantify full-field strains
throughout the trabecular structure for a subset of 10 OA bone cores (Figure 6.3). For each
core, DVC registrations were performed between the pre- and post-loaded microCT image
prior to macroscopic failure. Prior to the registrations, each microCT image was preprocessed in a similar manner; first, a Gaussian blur filter (σ = 0.75, support = 2) was used
to remove high frequency noise (Mimics V22; Materialise, Leuven, Belgium), then a
specimen-specific threshold was applied to segment bone and any voxel left unsegmented
was assigned a constant null value. The pre- and post-loaded images were then rigidly
registered to one another (Dragonfly 2020, Object Research Systems, Quebec, Canada) and
converted to 8-bit images (ImageJ) as required for DVC.
DVC registrations were performed using DaVis 10.1 (LaVision Inc., Michigan, USA)
software. DaVis DVC is a local DVC approach that employs a direct correlation method
that has been previously detailed.20 Briefly, DVC first divides the pre- and post-loaded
volumetric images into smaller sub-volumes specified by the user. Displacement vectors
between the pre- and post-loaded images are calculated by attempting to align the spatial
patterns contained within the sub-volumes between the images. The quality of match
between two aligned sub-volumes is expressed in terms of a correlation value which is
calculated by summing the product of grey level values between the volumes. After the
local displacement vectors between the two images are determined, strains are calculated
using a centered finite difference (CFD) technique. Strain accuracy and precision
uncertainties associated with DVC were calculated using a standard zero-strain analysis
using the two previously collected pre-loaded microCT scans. To explore the influence of
strain measurement resolution on resultant strain magnitude, the DVC registrations were
performed at three sub-volume sizes: 152 µm (accuracy and precision both < 532 µstrain),
304 µm (accuracy and precision both < 299 µstrain), and 608 µm (accuracy and precision
both < 150 µstrain).
For each of the ten OA cores loaded within the microCT scanner, the trabecular fracture
zone was segmented using an automatic image registration scheme which uses the
microCT scans of the core in the pre-loaded and post-fracture state.21,22 To identify the
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trabecular fracture zone, the pre-loaded and post-fracture images were first down sampled
to an isotropic voxel size of 20 µm to be consistent with parameters used in the validation
study associated with the technique.21 Following, two rigid registrations were performed
(Dragonfly 2020, Object Research Systems, Quebec, Canada) to align the top and bottom
20 slices of the post-fracture microCT image to the pre-loaded state. The rigid
transformations from both registrations were applied to the post-fracture image
independently and two subsets of post-fracture images were exported. To identify the
fracture zone of the core, a custom-written script (Matlab R2021a, Massachusetts, USA)
then analyzed each slice independently, determining the level of agreement or overlap
between the trabeculae within the pre-loaded image compared to the post-fracture images.
A trabeculae was identified as fractured if an overlap inferior of 30% was recorded between
the pre-loaded image and both post-fracture images.21 Finally, to generate a 3D volume of
interest (VOI), each trabecular ROI identified as fractured was dilated in every direction
by 10 pixels (0.2 mm in radius). A smaller dilation magnitude was used in the current study
compared to the previous reported automatic registration technique (25 pixels, 0.5 mm in
radius)21 due to a relatively smaller size of the trabecular bone cores tested within the
current study.
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Figure 6.3: Trabecular bone cores were compressively loaded within a microCT scanner
MicroCT scans were acquired at 4.75 µm isotropic voxel resolution of pre-loaded, postloaded, and post-fractured states. DVC registrations were performed to quantify fullfield third principal strains. The post-fracture unloaded microCT scan was used to
identify fractured regions of trabecular bone.
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6.2.4

Bone Density, Morphometric Parameter Measurement and
Statistical Analysis

Relationships between bone density and morphometric parameters on the ultimate
mechanical strength (σultimate) of the cores were generated for both humeral head groups
(OA and normal). Bone analysis software (CT-Analyzer, Bruker, MA, USA) was used to
calculate morphometric parameters of each core which included: bone volume fraction
(BV/TV), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), and trabecular
number (Tb.N). Tissue mineral density (TMD) and bone mineral content (BMC),
calculated as the product between TMD and total bone volume, was used to quantify local
density of the trabecular bone cores using the calibration equations obtained from the
corresponding imaging phantom scan.23 The mechanical strength of each trabecular bone
core was quantified using the maximum force in the loading direction recorded by the load
cell and divided by the cross-sectional area. To quantify the relationship of bone density
and morphometric parameters on the mechanical strength of the cores, linear regression
was performed. An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to compare the computed
relationships between groups (OA and normal).
For the ten OA patient cores subjected to full-field mechanical testing, the magnitude of
bone strain was quantified at the apparent (𝜀apparent) and local (𝜀local) level. 𝜀apparent was
calculated by dividing the difference in averaged local DVC displacements in the loading
direction at the medial and lateral ends by the overall length of the specimen. 𝜀local-median
and 𝜀local-95th percentile was calculated using the full-field distribution of third principal strains
quantified by the DVC registrations for each core (Section 6.2.3). To analyze the influence
of strain measurement resolution (sub-volume sizes of 152, 304, and 608 µm) on the
magnitude of third principal strain, the median, and 95th percentile measurements of each
core was compared using repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA). In
addition, bone strain measurements were compared within and outside the previously
segmented fracture zone for each trabecular bone core. Strain between the fracture and
non-fracture regions were compared using t-tests.
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6.3
6.3.1

Results
Density and Morphometric Values of the Trabecular Bone
Cores

There were no statistically significant differences in TMD (p = 0.87), BMC (p = 0.54), and
any of the morphometric parameters measured (p ≥ 0.27) between the OA and normal
trabecular bone group (Table 6.1).
Table 6.1: Tissue mineral density, bone mineral content, and morphometric parameters of
trabecular bone cores isolated from OA or normal humeral heads
OA
Normal
p-value
TMD
1055
1052
0.87a
[mg HA/cc]
(916-1168)
(978-1102)
BMC
22595
21141
0.54b
[mg HA]
(16401-45565)
(15651-27910)
BV/TV
17.4
16.1
0.55b
[%]
(11.8-39.8)
(10.1-22.0)
Tb.Th
0.16
0.14
0.27b
[mm]
(0.11-0.26)
(0.12-0.18)
Tb.Sp
0.74
0.75
0.73a
[mm]
(0.55-1.11)
(0.56-0.89)
Tb.N
1.09
1.11
0.70a
[1/mm]
(0.69-1.56)
(0.81-1.52)
Values are reported as mean (range). All morphometric values were calculated using SkyScan CTAn (Bruker
micro-CT, Kontich, BE) based on 3D morphometric calculations. TMD – Tissue Mineral Density; BMC –
Bone Mineral Content; BV/TV – Bone Volume/Total Volume; Tb.Th – Mean Trabecular Thickness; Tb.Sp
– Mean Trabecular Separation; Tb.N – Trabecular Number. aUnpaired t-test. bMann-Whitney Rank Sum Test.

6.3.2

Mechanical Strength
Trabecular Bone

Relationships

for

Humeral

Head

A higher variability in ultimate strength (σultimate) was measured for the OA group (range:
2.8 to 7.6 MPa) compared to the normal group (range: 2.2 to 5.4 MPa) but no significant
differences between the groups was found (p = 0.06) (Figure 6.4). Strong positive
correlations were observed when comparing σultimate to BV/TV (OA r2 = 0.72; normal r2 =
0.76) and BMC (OA r2 = 0.79; normal r2 = 0.77) for both the OA and normal groups. When
comparing the slope of the linear regression, there were no statistically significant
differences between the OA and normal group for both BV/TV (p = 0.13) or BMC (p =
0.74). For the OA humeral head bone cores, moderate correlations were observed for the
trabecular morphometric parameters (Tb.Th (r2 = 0.52), Tb.Sp (r2 = 0.54), and Tb.N (r2 =
0.57)) (Table 6.2).
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Figure 6.4: Ultimate strength comparisons for the trabecular bone cores for the OA and
normal group
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Table 6.2: Linear regression results between ultimate strength (σultimate in MPa) and tissue
mineral density, bone mineral content, and morphometric parameters of trabecular bone
cores for OA, normal, and pooled groups
OA
Normal
Pooled
b
r2
m
b
r2
m
b
r2
TMD
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
[mg HA/cc]
(p = 0.31)
(p = 0.11)
(p = 0.16)
BMC
1.55E-4
1.21 0.79 2.09E-4
-0.56
0.77
1.72E-4
0.52
0.74
[mg HA]
(p < 0.001)
(p < 0.001)
(p < 0.001)
BV/TV
0.16
1.80
0.72
0.25
0.23
0.76
0.19
1.16
0.68
[%]
(p = 0.007)
(p < 0.001)
(p < 0.001)
Tb.Th
26.0
0.60
0.52
28.2
0.22
0.28
28.2
0.03
0.47
[mm]
(p = 0.003)
(p = 0.045)
(p < 0.001)
Tb.Sp
-7.24
10.0
0.54
N.S.
-6.80
9.34
0.41
[mm]
(p = 0.002)
(p = 0.40)
(p < 0.001)
Tb.N
5.56
-1.34
0.57
3.96
-0.57
0.55
4.60
-0.78
0.45
[1/mm]
(p = 0.001)
(p = 0.001)
(p < 0.001)
Linear regression results are reported as σultimate = m(x) + b. Regression equations with r 2 > 0.7, indicating
strong relationship, are bolded.
m

6.3.3

Full-Field Strain Measurements of Humeral Head Trabecular
Bone

The spatial resolution associated with the strain measurement was found to have an impact
on the magnitude of 𝜀local-95th percentile (p < 0.001) but not 𝜀local-median (p = 0.17) (Figure 6.5).
At the trabecular level (strain measurement resolution of 152 µm), absolute 95th percentile
third principal strains exceeded 19,000 µє (range: -19,551 to -36,535 µє) prior to
macroscopic failure. Within the same cores, but at a strain resolution measurement of 608
µm, the absolute 95th percentile third principal strains were marginally lower (p < 0.001,
range: -8,535 to -22,946 µє). The magnitude of local trabecular strains (𝜀local-median or 𝜀local95th percentile)

was not correlated with any of the density or trabecular morphometric

parameters measured (r2 < 0.5).
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Figure 6.5: Strain measurements of trabecular bone cores under compressive loading
DVC registrations at varying sub-volume sizes (152, 304, or 608 µm) were used to
measure full-field trabecular strains (𝜀local-median and 𝜀local-95th percentile) throughout the
trabecular structure of the core. 𝜀apparent was calculated using the averaged measured
DVC displacements at the ends of the bone core. * represents p < 0.05.
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For DVC registrations with sub-volume sizes of 152 or 304 µm, 95th percentile third
principal strains were found to be higher within trabecular bone regions identified as
fracture rather than non-fracture (p ≤ 0.013) (Figure 6.6). The difference between measured
strains was higher for DVC registrations with a sub-volume size of 152 µm (fracture strain
= -40,082 ± 9,916 µstrain, non-fracture strain = -26,301 ± 5,627 µstrain, p = 0.003). No
differences in strain were observed between the fracture and non-fracture regions (p = 0.47)
when the DVC registrations were performed with a sub-volume size of 608 µm.

6.4

Discussion

This study performed full-field mechanical testing on isolated trabecular bone cores to
elucidate relationships between bone density and morphometric parameters on the apparent
ultimate strength and local trabecular strains. The OA subgroup tested was representative
of trabecular bone of patients receiving TSA as the cores were directly isolated from
humeral osteotomies retrieved at time of surgery. In-line with previous findings, BV/TV
and BMC was found to be strongly correlated with ultimate strength.6,11 Compared to other
anatomic sites, the magnitude of ultimate strength of humeral head bone was lower
compared to trabecular bone retrieved from the femur but comparable to that of the
vertebra.10,24,25 This is an important consideration for continual development of preclinical
assessments of TSA components which normally rely on synthetic foamed bone surrogates
to replicate the mechanical properties of bone (“ASTM International. F2028–17”). Within
the OA group alone, a relatively large range of ultimate strength was measured (2.8 to 7.6
MPa) with over 70% of this variation accounted for when considering either BV/TV or
BMC measurements. While good quality trabecular bone is often recommended to ensure
the sufficient fixation of a stemless humeral head component, there lacks consensus on an
adequate threshold to define quality.27 While technological barriers limit the feasibility to
preoperatively acquire microstructural parameters of trabecular bone (BV/TV, Tb.Th,
Tb.Sp, Tb.N), local bone density measurements could be acquired with proper calibration.
As the clinical adoption of stemless humeral head implants continues to grow, the strong
dependence between bone density and the localized strength of trabecular bone could be
an important consideration to preoperatively evaluate fixation and long-term structural
stability of these implants to ensure optimal patient outcomes.
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Figure 6.6: 95th third principal strains of trabecular bone measured using DVC
registrations performed at either 152, 304, or 608 µm sub-volume size
Third principal strains were quantified at a loading step prior to fracture and a postfracture microCT scan was used to identify non-fracture (light grey) and fracture (dark
grey) regions using an automatic segmentation technique. * represents p < 0.05.
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In addition to ultimate strength measurements, third principal strains throughout the
trabecular structure were quantified under compressive loads prior to macroscopic fracture.
The measurement of trabecular strains is particularly important for orthopedic applications
as it can be used to predict bone remodeling and assess localized fracture risk.28 Within
this study, strains were measured using DVC at varying measurement resolutions (152 to
608 µm) which represents tissue- to apparent-level strains with the latter more in-line with
previous DVC studies involving the shoulder.14,15,17 Our results indicate that strain
measurement resolution has a statistically significant impact (p < 0.001) on the 95th
percentile of third principal strain measured within trabecular bone. As such, future studies
implementing DVC should keep this in mind when attempting to assess fracture risk of
trabecular bone at the peri-implant-bone interface.
While apparent ultimate stress exhibited strong dependence on BV/TV and BMC, the
localized strain developed within the trabecular structure did not show a strong correlation
with any of the bone density or morphometric parameters quantified. At the apparent scale,
this is not surprising, as previous studies have shown weak dependence of apparent-level
strain measurements compared to morphometric parameters.7 The magnitude of 95th
percentile tissue-level strains measured (range: -19,551 to -36,535 µє) was greater
compared to previously reported studies that used extensometers to measure strain6 but
comparable to experimental methods that utilize full-field DVC measurements.13 At the
tissue-level, third principal strains with a sub volume size of 152 µm within the cores were
found to be greater within regions identified as fracture compared to non-fracture regions
(p = 0.003). This suggests that at an adequate imaging resolution, clinical strain
measurements involving DVC could potentially be used to screen for high-risk fracture
regions within orthopaedic applications. As clinical imaging resolution continues to
improve, it may be worthwhile to explore the clinical utility of implementing DVC
techniques to evaluate peri-implant bone strains to predict long-term stability post
operatively.
Within this study, no statistical differences in apparent strength were found between the
OA and normal trabecular bone group. This is most likely attributed to the fact that the
trabecular bone cores were isolated from the surface of the humeral osteotomy, rather than
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the articular surface, in turn removing the pathologic bone.2 During specimen preparation,
it was observed that the shape and overall depth of the humeral osteotomies varied
considerably amongst the specimens, compared to the more uniform normal control group.
While these variations did not produce differences in the average ultimate strength between
the groups, a higher variation was observed within the OA group.
There were limitations with this study. First, the trabecular bone cores tested within this
study were retrieved from humeral osteotomies, which is the opposite side of the resection
plane which supports the implant component. This limitation was accepted to measure
mechanical properties of patient relevant bone, retrieved at the time of surgery, that
otherwise cannot be collected. Second, the trabecular bone cores were mechanically tested
in an isolated manner subjected only to compressive forces, whereas in-vivo, trabecular
bone would be subjected to combined loading which includes tensile and shear forces.
Future work should investigate similar relationships between the trabecular morphometric
parameters and the experimental full-field mechanical response of trabecular bone within
implanted cadaveric shoulders. As well, the mechanical strains quantified within this study
were measured at an interval of load prior to fracture. Therefore, the reported strains are
likely an underestimate of the true ultimate strain that trabecular bone can withstand prior
to fracture. Synchrotron imaging could potentially be implemented to reduce imaging time
and decrease the intervals between stepwise loads, but the tradeoff between image quality
and tissue damage must be accounted for with this imaging modality.29
The results of this study further emphasize the importance of considering bone volume
fraction (BV/TV) and bone mineral content (BMC) in determining the localized strength
of trabecular bone, which is crucial to provide initial fixation and structural stability to
stemless humeral head implant designs. Additionally, with the use of full-field
experimental methods, localized strains that trabecular bone can withstand prior to
macroscopic failure was quantified at varying sub-volume sizes; an important
consideration for future development of preclinical assessments of joint replacement
components involving full-field experimental techniques.
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Chapter 7 – General Discussion and Conclusions
7
OVERVIEW
This concluding chapter reexamines the overall objectives and hypotheses of this
dissertation. The research findings of each chapter are summarized, and the general
strengths and limitations associated with the current body of research is outlined. Potential
future directions and applications are presented before commencing with the conclusion
of this dissertation.

7.1

Summary

The primary aim of this dissertation was to apply full-field experimental measurement
techniques to the shoulder to better understand the internal deformations of bone by
combining mechanical loading, microCT imaging, and DVC. The ability to experimentally
measure the internal deformations of bone is of particular interest within the orthopaedic
field to assess load transfer alterations within the musculoskeletal joint due to treatment or
disease.1 Continuum-level FEMs are a commonly used engineering tool to preclinically
assess internal joint deformations from varying design or clinical variables associated with
orthopaedic joint replacement components.2–4 Chapters 2 to 4 within this dissertation used
full-field experimental methods to directly validate local displacement and strain
predictions generated by continuum-level FEMs of the scapula and proximal humerus.
Chapters 5 and 6 built upon the experimental framework developed and applied stepwise
destructive testing within a microCT scanner to measure internal strains carried throughout
the trabecular structure at a compressive loading step prior to macroscopic fracture.
Collectively, five specific objectives were completed within this dissertation and
summarized below.
The first objective (Objective 1a) was to develop a multi-axis CT-compatible loading
apparatus capable of applying mechanical loads to scapular specimens within a cone beam
microCT scanner. This was accomplished with use of a Stewart platform augmented with
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carbon fiber struts and retrofitted with custom fixturing. A standard uncertainty analysis
was conducted to quantify the experimental uncertainties associated with the DVC
measurements in Chapter 2. The results demonstrated that the precision errors of the local
displacement measurements were low (error along x, y, and z direction lower than 2.5 µm)
when using the developed loading apparatus, confirming hypothesis 1a. Objective 1b
included application of the CT-compatible loading apparatus to experimentally measure
local displacements for comparisons to corresponding continuum-level FEMs with varying
types of boundary conditions (BCs) (DVC-derived, idealized-force, and idealizeddisplacement). The results of Chapter 2 confirm hypothesis 1b and demonstrated that errors
in local displacements predicted by shoulder FEMs can be minimized with the use of DVCderived BCs (slope ranging from 0.87 to 1.09; r2 ranging from 0.79 to 1.00) compared to
the simulated idealized BCs (slope ranging from -0.40 to 2.84; r2 ranging 0.01 to 0.98).
Percentage errors in reaction forces were also minimized with the use of DVC-derived BCs
(compressive load: average error = 32%, range = 8 to 44%, off-axis load: average error =
26%, range = 6 to 50%) compared to idealized-displacement BCs (compressive load:
average error = 333%, range = 169 to 429%, off-axis load: average error = 350%, range =
152 to 520%).
Objective 2 included expanding the FEM validation approach to evaluate local strains
predicted by scapula FEMs using three different density-modulus equations commonly
used. The second objective was accomplished using a similar experimental set-up as
Objective 1a with strain measurements acquired at a spatial resolution of ≈ 1 mm using
BoneDVC (corresponding strain accuracy equal to 220 µstrain and strain precision equal
to 366 µstrain). The results of Chapter 3 confirmed hypothesis 2a, such that the FEM strain
predictions were independent of the density-modulus relationship used for DVCdisplacement BCs (p > 0.05). It was found that fair agreement could be achieved with the
use of DVC-displacement BCs (slope range: 0.54 to 0.59, r2 range: 0.73 to 0.75) but the
highest errors were obtained at regions closest to the loading platen (RMSE% ≈ 20%).
Experimental strains within this region exceeded 10,000 µstrain which may suggest that
local experimental plastic deformation occurred within the ROI closest to the loading
platen. Material non-linearity was not accounted for by the FEMs, which may partially
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explain the disagreement between the local strains measured experimentally compared to
the predictions of the simulation within this region.
The third objective (Objective 3) included performing mechanical loading within a
microCT scanner to measure internal strains within trabecular bone from humeral head
osteotomies acquired during total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) procedures. Like the
experimental protocol implemented for the scapula, BoneDVC was used to measure
resultant strains between pre- and post-loaded microCT images of the humeral head at a
sub volume size of ≈ 1 mm. Chapter 4 results confirmed hypothesis 3a, such that the highest
third principal strains for all specimens were measured within the ROI closest to the multipegged indenter. While the highest magnitude of average strain was measured underneath
the 12 o’clock peg for four of the six specimens, peg position was found not to produce a
statistically significant effect on resultant third (p = 0.297) or first (p = 0.688) principal
strains. When comparing the experimental measures to the simulations, strong correlations
(0.81 < r2 < 0.94) were observed for all six specimens with the use of DVC-driven BCs;
conversely, only weak to moderate correlations (0.02 < r2 < 0.62) were observed with the
use of force-driven BCs. These results confirmed hypothesis 3b but with largest
disagreement observed within the ROI that experienced the highest magnitude of strain
(i.e., closest to the indenter). RMSE was found to be higher within this region when using
force-driven BCs (RMSE% = 25.4 ± 5.6%) compared to an FEM with DVC-driven BCs
(RMSE% = 10.9 ± 2.7%).
Objective 4 included expanding the mechanical loading protocol to perform destructive
testing of trabecular bone within humeral head osteotomies while capturing full-field
deformation measurements. Stepwise loading was performed using the previously
developed multi-pegged indenter, applied directly within a cone beam microCT scanner.
Bone morphometric parameters and internal strains developed within the humeral
osteotomies were measured using DaVis DVC. The 95th percentile third principal strains
measured within the specimens ranged from -8,523 to -16,706 µstrain within regions that
eventually fractured. Of the morphometric parameters tested, bone volume fraction was
found to be the best predictor if fracture would occur within a specific ROI (p = 0.012,
accuracy classification rate = 81%) confirming hypothesis 4b. Furthermore, aside from the
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bone morphometric parameters, third principal strains measured within these regions was
significantly higher in fractured ROIs compared to non-fractured ROIs (p < 0.001,
accuracy classification rate = 93%).
The final objective of this dissertation (Objective 5) included the application of full-field
experimental methods to explore the relationships between bone density measures and
trabecular morphometric parameters on the ultimate strength and localized strains
measured by DVC within isolated trabecular bone cores. MicroCT scans were collected at
4.75 µm isotropic voxel resolution and strains were measured at three DVC sub volume
sizes of 152, 304, and 608 µm. The results of Chapter 6 accepted hypothesis 5a such that
no differences were found between the apparent mechanical properties between isolated
trabecular bone cores prepared from the humeral osteotomy resection surface from either
normal or OA humeral heads. Hypothesis 5b was also accepted, such that both bone
mineral content and bone volume fraction were strongly correlated (r2 > 0.7) with the
ultimate strength measurements of the isolated cores. Furthermore, the final hypothesis
(hypothesis 5c) was rejected such that the magnitude of 95th percentile of local strains
measured within the trabecular cores reached -30,529 ± 5523 µstrain prior to macroscopic
failure. The magnitude of local strain measurements was found to be sensitive to the sub
volume size associated with the strain measurement (p < 0.001), but the median strain
measured was not (p = 0.17). Furthermore, third principal strains were found to be higher
within localized regions that led to macroscopic fracture (p ≤ 0.013) for sub volume sizes
of 152 or 304 µm.

7.2

Strengths and Limitations

The ability to directly measure the full-field deformations of bone using DVC has
previously been applied to better understand the internal load transfer throughout the
shoulder joint.5-7 Within this dissertation, full-field measurement techniques were applied
to assess the accuracy of local displacement and strain predictions generated by subjectspecific FEMs of the scapular and humerus. Previously, FEM validation studies performed
on the shoulder have been limited to strain measurements located on the outer cortical shell
using strain gauges or digital imaging correlation methods.8,9 Furthermore, the full-field
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measurement techniques were applied to measure and better understand the internal strains
carried by trabecular bone prior to macroscopic failure. While the research findings within
this dissertation provide fundamental knowledge in progressing full-field measurements
applied to the shoulder, limitations were present.
Within Chapters 2 to 4, the subject-specific FEMs generated were based on QCT images
and assumed linear-isotropic material properties consistent with previous models
implemented for the shoulder.10 While more complex material models exist (e.g.,
anisotropic, non-linear material behavior) for continuum-level FEMs of the tibia11, femur12
or vertebra13, these material models were not incorporated within this dissertation. The
evaluation of local strain predictions generated by the FEMs (Chapters 3 and 4) were also
limited to comparisons within region-averaged volumetric ROIs rather than a full-field
point by point comparison. Therefore, the strain validation assessment performed was more
reflective if the FEM can replicate the overall pattern of experimental strain rather than
predictions at an instantaneous point, like the local displacement validation performed in
Chapter 2. As higher experimental uncertainties are present with strain measurements
acquired using DVC, the spatial resolution of the full-field validation procedure was
limited to the macroscopic scale.14 Imaging modalities, such as synchrotron radiation CT,
capable of resolving bone at finer resolutions (i.e., nano scale) could be used to resolve
strain with better resolution and similar validation studies at the trabecular level could be
performed. Nevertheless, the full-field comparisons performed within Chapters 3 and 4
provided a thorough validation tool to assess the accuracy of internal strains predicted by
continuum-level FEMs of the shoulder.
Within Chapters 5 and 6, destructive testing of trabecular bone was performed to measure
the local strain experienced by bone prior to failure using DVC experimental methods. A
key requirement for DVC is the necessity to acquire volumetric images in a pre- and postloaded state to perform the registrations. As a result, a stepwise loading protocol was
implemented with microCT images acquired at incremental loading steps. Therefore, the
DVC experimental strains measured were not directly at the yield point of bone but rather
a loading increment prior to failure. Therefore, the experimental strains measured in
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Chapters 5 and 6 are likely lower in magnitude compared to the strain at the instantaneous
point of failure.
Within Chapter 6, the mechanical properties of trabecular bone (ultimate strength, local
DVC strain) were measured using isolated cores excised from humeral osteotomies of
patients undergoing TSA due to end-stage OA. While the mechanical properties of
trabecular bone measured within this chapter is relevant for the continual design of stemless
humeral head arthroplasty; the trabecular bone isolated from humeral osteotomies is
consequently the other side that normally supports the implant component. This limitation
was accepted to mechanically test patient bone and derive relevant mechanical
performance correlations using bone density measurements and local trabecular
morphometric parameters. As well, these relationships were only derived from the centre
of the humeral osteotomy where the fabric tensor was relatively consistent amongst the
specimens. Further work may include deriving correlations within different regions of the
humeral osteotomy (i.e. spaced peripherally) to investigate the impact that a varying fabric
tensor may have on the derived correlations.
As well, a relatively low sample size (n < 10) was used within Chapters 2 to 5 which is
normally associated with the DVC approach. The sample size used within these chapters
are in-line with previous studies implementing DVC but any results from these chapters
should be considered with this limitation in mind.15 A low sample size should also be noted
for the DVC measurement uncertainty analysis performed within each Chapter of this
dissertation. As the application of DVC continues to expand, these uncertainty assessments
should be reperformed with additional metrics (e.g., scanning settings, DVC software used,
morphometric parameters of the bone specimen) ideally with larger sample sizes.

7.3

Future Directions

Within this dissertation, full-field experimental measurement techniques were applied to
advance fundamental knowledge specific to the internal load transfer of the human
shoulder joint. Chapters 2 to 4 evaluated the internal predictions of continuum-level FEMs
of the shoulder that are commonly used for a variety of clinical applications.1 While the
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results of these chapters indicate that fair agreement in predicted strains compared to the
experimental measurements can be obtained with the use of BCs extracted from DVC
measurements, differences were still present. The highest disagreement between the
simulation and experimental measures was found within ROIs that experienced the highest
magnitude of strain. Therefore, this may indicate that experimental local trabecular damage
occurred which may not have been captured by the linear material equations assumed by
the simulation. Intuitively, a likely future direction would be to implement non-linear
material models specific for the scapula in attempt to improve the accuracy of the
continuum-level FEMs. The local measures of DVC provide a robust opportunity for direct
validation procedures. As well, the ability to accurately predict local damage would also
aid in future applications involving the assessment of local trabecular fracture risk based
on varying designs of joint replacement components.
In addition, the FEM validation procedure performed within Chapters 2 to 4 were
performed at the continuum-level. Tissue-level microFEMs of the shoulder have
previously been developed which offer the ability to preserve the inner trabecular network
of bone and potentially provide more accurate trabecular bone deformation predictions.16
However, a trade-off associated with this approach is the computational resources required
to run these models, but more efficient methods continue to be developed.17 The validation
procedure performed within Chapters 2 to 4 could be readily implemented to validate
simulations of loaded trabecular bone cores retrieved from either the OA or normal humeral
head like in Chapter 6. These validation studies could be used to assess the impact of
material property assumptions required at the tissue-scale (e.g., homogeneous or
heterogeneous) on the accuracy of full-field predictions generated by microFEMs. As well,
like the continuum-level FEMs, failure criterion at the tissue-level could also be evaluated.
Within this dissertation, the full-field experimental approaches were limited to research
applications involving cadaveric samples. DVC has recently begun to be introduced within
clinic applications for other joints to predict the fracture risk of bone.18,19 As clinical
imaging resolutions continue to improve with technological advancements, the application
of DVC could potentially be expanded to evaluate in-vivo strains within the shoulder which
may indicate the likelihood of bone remodeling or fracture risk post-operatively. The
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feasibility associated with the use of DVC to measure peri-implant strains has previously
been demonstrated, but only with the use of microCT imaging which is currently not
clinically feasible.6,7 Therefore, it may be worthwhile to continually explore the use of
DVC at reduced imaging resolutions to evaluate the local strength of bone for clinical
applications.

7.4

Conclusion

The ability to measure and predict the internal deformation of bone under external loading
is fundamental to ensure optimal clinical outcomes for a wide array of shoulder orthopaedic
applications. For the first time, full-field experimental techniques were used to assess
continuum-level FEMs of the human shoulder which are commonly implemented to predict
the clinical outcomes of joint replacements pre-operatively. Within the biomechanics field,
the experimental framework developed within this dissertation provides a foundation for
future validation studies seeking to directly assess local displacement and strain predictions
generated by corresponding FEM simulations. The experimental methodology was also
used to further understand the local load carrying characteristics of trabecular bone specific
to patients receiving total shoulder arthroplasty at varying length scales. Collectively, this
work contributes to the expanding use of full-field experimental methods that have the
potential for vast clinical applications to evaluate the likelihood of bone remodeling or
trabecular bone fracture risk for a variety of orthopaedic procedures.
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Appendix A – Glossary
ANOVA:

Analysis of Variance, a statistical analysis used
to test the hypothesis between two means

Apparent Density:

Wet mass of tissue per total volume

Anisotropic:

Non-uniform in all directions

Attenuation:

A reduction in intensity through a medium

Bone Density:

The mass of bone per volume of bone

Bone Volume Fraction

The volume of mineralized bone per total
volume of the sample

Computed Tomography:

A medical imaging technique where multiple
projections of X-rays are collected and
processed to generate cross-sectional images

Distal:

Located further away from the center of the
body or part

Elastic Modulus:

A metric that relates to the object’s resistance
to being elastically deformed

Excise:

Remove

Heterogeneous:

Non-uniform distribution of properties

Homogeneous:

Uniform distribution of properties

In-vitro:

Outside the living body
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In-vivo:

Within the living

In-silico:

Performed via a computer simulation

Isotropic:

Uniform in all directions

Morphometric:

A quantitative analysis of form

Osteoarthritis:

A degenerative disease characterized by a loss
of articular cartilage within the joint

Pathologic:

Caused by disease

Proximal:

Located closer to the center of the body or part

Strain:

Measure of deformation of the relative
displacement in a material body

Stress:

Measure of internal resistance exhibited by a
body or material when an external force is
applied to it

Subchondral:

Layer of bone immediately below cartilage in a
joint

Third Principal Strain:

The measure of strain the relates to the
minimum compressive strain which acts
normal to the plane in which shear strain is
zero

Ultimate Strength:

The maximum stress a material can withstand
prior to failure
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Wolff’s Law:

The belief that bone adapts based on the local
mechanical stimuli placed on it
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Appendix B – Copyright Releases
Chapter 1 – Figure 1.5

Chapter 2 – Performance of QCT-Derived Scapula Finite Element Models in Predicting
Local Displacements Using Digital Volume Correlation
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Chapter 3 - Full-Field Comparisons Between Strains Predicted by QCT-Derived Finite
Element Models of the Scapula and Experimental Strains Measured by Digital Volume
Correlation

Chapter 4 - The Application of Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) to Evaluate Strain
Predictions Generated by Finite Element Models of the Osteoarthritic Humeral Head
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Appendix C – Supplementary Data for Chapter 5
Results of specimen-specific first principal and von Mises equivalent strain
Table C.1: Specimen-specific median and 95th percentile measurements of
strain for fractured and non-fractured ROIs
Median
95th Percentile
Fractured Non-Fractured
Fractured Non-Fractured
Specimen
ROIs
ROIs
ROIs
ROIs
#
(µstrain)
(µstrain)
(µstrain)
(µstrain)
1
646
688
-655
201
2
932
686
-121
-530
3
2503
2130
200
393
4
1967
1409
418
119
5
1437
434
-586
-298
6
1514
150
-410
-475

first principal

pvalue
0.024
0.037
0.550
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Table C.2: Specimen-specific median and 95th percentile measurements of von Mises
equivalent strain for fractured and non-fractured ROIs
Median
95th Percentile
pFractured
Non-Fractured
Fractured
Non-Fractured
Specimen
value
ROIs
ROIs
ROIs
ROIs
#
(µstrain)
(µstrain)
(µstrain)
(µstrain)
1
2696
1143
9261
4329
<0.001
2
3746
1059
9362
1646
<0.001
3
3561
2266
6763
4111
<0.001
4
3538
1064
6852
3648
<0.001
5
1804
1036
4353
1364
<0.001
6
2722
1096
6135
1914
<0.001
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Appendix D – Matlab® Scripts Used to Generate and PostProcess DVC and FEA Continuum-level Models
OVERVIEW
The following appendix provides the Matlab® scripts used in Chapters 2 to 4. The first
script was used to assign DVC boundary conditions from experimental displacements
quantified using BoneDVC. The script requires nodes from the FEA model as a .inp file
and uses tri-linear interpolation to assign the local displacements in the X, Y, and Z
direction. The local boundary conditions are then formatted to allow for the simulation to
be performed using Abaqus®. The second script was used for post-processing and
generating the local displacement correlations reported in Chapter 2. Output files (.odb)
were extracted for each node, simulated using Abaqus®, and were compared to output files
(.txt) from BoneDVC. The third script was used for post-processing to allow for the
comparison between local strains between the experimental and simulation predictions.

D.1 – DVC Boundary Condition Assignment Script
The output of this script is to write a .inp file that contains boundary conditions extracted
from DVC measurements. The script requires the intended nodes to be driven via a .inp
which contains the node number and location in the X,Y,Z position. As well, the
experimental local displacement map (.txt) is required to assign the local displacements to
the FEA model. Within this script, tri-linear interpolation was used to assign the local
displacements from the DVC grid. The output file (.inp) can be copied into the global input
file for compatibility with Abaqus®.
clear all
% Import data from text file.
% Script for importing data from the following text file:
%
%
D:\Jonathan\SCAPOLA Loading
Project\D_FEAModels\B_MeshGeneration\A_TetMesh\Z_DVC_Node_Seletor\Tet4_1\FEA_Nodes.inp
%
FEA_Nodes = importdata('OA_HH_Specimen1_Nodes.inp'); %Import all FEA nodes
DVC_Disp = importdata('OAHead_Spec1_output_map.txt'); %DVC Experimental displacement map
from BoneDVC
NodestoD = importdata('OA_HH_Specimen1_TopNodes.inp'); %Nodes to drive FEA model
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Nodes = FEA_Nodes(:,1);
FEAx = FEA_Nodes(:,2);
FEAy = FEA_Nodes(:,3);
FEAz = FEA_Nodes(:,4);
DVC_Disp = DVC_Disp(:,2:7);
DVCx = DVC_Disp(:,1)*0.001+15.9589; %These variables are to account for offset between
microCT and DVC (microCT was cropped for DVC registrations)
DVCy = DVC_Disp(:,2)*0.001+9.1590;
DVCz = DVC_Disp(:,3)*0.001+17.0814;
DVCdu = DVC_Disp(:,4)*0.001;%Magnitude of DVC displacements in x(u),y(w),z(v)
DVCdv = DVC_Disp(:,5)*0.001;
DVCdw = DVC_Disp(:,6)*0.001;
DVCxyz = [DVCx DVCy DVCz DVCdu DVCdv DVCdw];
DVCxyz = DVCxyz(all(DVCxyz,2),:);%Remove Zeros
Nodeset = NodestoD;
SizeTopNodes = size(Nodeset);
FEAnodes =[];
for i = 1:SizeTopNodes(1,1)
for j = 1:SizeTopNodes(1,2)
if Nodeset(i,j) > 1
FEAnodes = [FEAnodes ; Nodes(Nodeset(i,j),:) FEAx(Nodeset(i,j),:) FEAy(Nodeset(i,j),:)
FEAz(Nodeset(i,j),:) ];
else
end
end
end
pts = [FEAnodes(:,2) FEAnodes(:,3) FEAnodes(:,4)];
T2 = [0.76403 0.25479 -0.59273 0; -0.045924 -0.8949 -0.44388 0; -0.64354 0.36636 0.67204 0; 90.2474 76.8279 -7.4442 1] %T matrix from QCT model to DVC
% T2 = [1 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0; 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 1]
T2 = transpose(T2);
Px = T2(1,1).*pts(:,1)+T2(1,2).*pts(:,2)+T2(1,3).*pts(:,3)+T2(1,4)*1;
Py = T2(2,1).*pts(:,1)+T2(2,2).*pts(:,2)+T2(2,3).*pts(:,3)+T2(2,4)*1;
Pz = T2(3,1).*pts(:,1)+T2(3,2).*pts(:,2)+T2(3,3).*pts(:,3)+T2(3,4)*1;
pts2 = [Px Py Pz];
FEANodes = [FEAnodes(:,1) Px Py Pz]
%%%%%%%%%%%%linear Interp
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%DVC interp Grid%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
DVCgrid = [DVCxyz DVCdu DVCdv DVCdw];
[DVCGridX,DVCGridY,DVCGridZ] =
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meshgrid(unique(DVCxyz(:,1)),unique(DVCxyz(:,2)),unique(DVCxyz(:,3)));
DVCdugrid = reshape(DVCgrid(:,4),
length(unique(DVCxyz(:,2))),length(unique(DVCxyz(:,1))),length(unique(DVCxyz(:,3))));
DVCdvgrid = reshape(DVCgrid(:,5),
length(unique(DVCxyz(:,2))),length(unique(DVCxyz(:,1))),length(unique(DVCxyz(:,3))));
DVCdwgrid = reshape(DVCgrid(:,6),
length(unique(DVCxyz(:,2))),length(unique(DVCxyz(:,1))),length(unique(DVCxyz(:,3))));
DVCinterpdu =
interp3(DVCGridX,DVCGridY,DVCGridZ,DVCdugrid,FEANodes(:,2),FEANodes(:,3),FEANodes(:,4),'*
linear')
DVCinterpdv =
interp3(DVCGridX,DVCGridY,DVCGridZ,DVCdvgrid,FEANodes(:,2),FEANodes(:,3),FEANodes(:,4),'*
linear')
DVCinterpdw =
interp3(DVCGridX,DVCGridY,DVCGridZ,DVCdwgrid,FEANodes(:,2),FEANodes(:,3),FEANodes(:,4),'*
linear')
DVCdispnodes = [];

for i = 1:length(DVCinterpdu)
DVCdispnodes = [DVCdispnodes; FEANodes(i,1:4) DVCinterpdu((i),:) DVCinterpdv((i),:)
DVCinterpdw((i),:) ];
end
indices = find(isnan(DVCdispnodes(:,5)));
DVCdispnodes(indices,:) = [];
Nset = [];
Nsetjoined = [];
Nset=string(Nset);
str = string('*Nset,nset=DVC-Top');
n_strPadded = sprintf( '%04d', i) ;

%%%The rest of the code is set up to generate INPs for abaqus for the
%%%analysis
for i = 1:length(DVCdispnodes(:,5))
i_Padded = sprintf( '%04d', i) ;
i_Padded = strip(i_Padded,'left','0');
Nset = [Nset;str i_Padded]
Nsetjoined =[Nsetjoined; strjoin(Nset(i,:),'')];
end

fid = fopen('DVCInterpSurfaceNodes.txt','wt');
for i = 1:length(DVCdispnodes(:,5))
fprintf(fid, '%s',Nsetjoined(i,:));
fprintf(fid, '\n');
fprintf(fid, '%.f',DVCdispnodes(i,1));
fprintf(fid, '\n');
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end
for i = 1:length(DVCdispnodes(:,5))
fprintf(fid, '** Name: DVC-Top');
fprintf(fid, num2str(i));
fprintf(fid, ' Type: Displacement/Rotation\n');
fprintf(fid, '*Boundary\n');
fprintf(fid, 'Part-1-1.DVC-Top');
fprintf(fid, num2str(i));
fprintf(fid, ', 1, 1, ');
fprintf(fid, '%03d',DVCdispnodes(i,5));
fprintf(fid, '\n');
fprintf(fid, 'Part-1-1.DVC-Top');
fprintf(fid, num2str(i));
fprintf(fid, ', 2, 2, ');
fprintf(fid, '%03d',DVCdispnodes(i,6));
fprintf(fid, '\n');
fprintf(fid, 'Part-1-1.DVC-Top');
fprintf(fid, num2str(i));
fprintf(fid, ', 3, 3, ');
fprintf(fid, '%03d',DVCdispnodes(i,7));
fprintf(fid, '\n');
end
fclose(fid);
fid = fopen('DVCNodesUsed.txt','wt');
for i = 1:length(DVCdispnodes(:,5))
fprintf(fid, '%.f',DVCdispnodes(i,1));
fprintf(fid, '\n');
end
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D.2 – Linear Correlation Comparison Between DVC and FEA
Local Displacement Results
This script performs linear correlation on local displacement results outputted from
BoneDVC and local simulation results outputted from Abaqus®. The output of this files
reports the slopes, coefficient of determination, and RMSE of the corresponding
correlations in the X, Y, and Z direction. The script requires data to be uploaded as .txt files
which are directly extracted from Abaqus® and outputted from BoneDVC. The reaction
force is also analyzed within this script for comparisons to the experimental measurements
recorded by a load cell. To limit the comparisons to within a specified ROI, an STL is
required to ignore the driven boundary conditions as discussed in Chapter 2.
clear all
close all
clc

%This code performs a linear correlation between FEA and DVC
%Displacement and strain Results - Required files include:
% Nodal displacement results - FEA displacements
% Nodal displacement results - DVC (output_map.txt)
% Nodal strain results - FEA strain
% Nodal strain results - DVC (Matlab_Results_xyz.txt)
% Stl file of mesh used for FEA for clipping DVC
%%Import Required Files
% FEA_Disp = importdata('L180271-Post-1-TETDVC-NB_HU-EQ1-Displacement.txt');
% DVC_Disp = importdata('L180271_Specimen2-Post1_output_map.txt');
% RxN_Force = importdata('L180271-Post-1-TETDVC-NB_HU-EQ1-RF.txt');
% DVC_Disp = DVC_Disp.data;
% TopDVCNodes = importdata('L180271_TopNodesUsed.txt');
% BtmDVCNodes = importdata('L180271_BottomNodesUsed.txt');
FEA_Disp = importdata('Specimen3-Post1-DvcDriven_Disp.txt');
DVC_Disp = importdata('Spec3-Post1-OutputMap.txt');
RxN_Force = importdata('Specimen3-Post1-DvcDriven_RF.txt');
%DVC_Disp = DVC_Disp.data;
TopDVCNodes = importdata('Specimen3-TopNodesUsed.txt');
BtmDVCNodes = importdata('Specimen3-BottomNodesUsed.txt');
STLClip = 'ClippedSurfaceforSpec3.stl';
DVCMask = 'Specimen3Mask.stl';
Node1 = FEA_Disp.data(:,1);
FEAx = FEA_Disp.data(:,2);%Original FEA Nodeal Positions
FEAy = FEA_Disp.data(:,3);
FEAz = FEA_Disp.data(:,4);
FEAdispx = FEA_Disp.data(:,5);%Deformed FEA Nodal Positions
FEAdispy = FEA_Disp.data(:,6);
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FEAdispz = FEA_Disp.data(:,7);
FEAu = FEAdispx(:,1)-FEAx(:,1);
FEAv = FEAdispy(:,1)-FEAy(:,1);
FEAw = FEAdispz(:,1)-FEAz(:,1);
FEAxyz = [FEAx FEAy FEAz FEAu FEAv FEAw ];
FEAxyz_all = [Node1 FEAx FEAy FEAz FEAu FEAv FEAw ];
DVC_Disp = DVC_Disp*0.001;%Convert to mm to match FEA output
Node2 = DVC_Disp(:,1);
DVCx = DVC_Disp(:,2)+10.318;%Offset depending on specimen
DVCy = DVC_Disp(:,3)+2.345;
DVCz = DVC_Disp(:,4)+5.8625;
DVCdu = DVC_Disp(:,5);%Magnitude of DVC displacements in x(u),y(w),z(v)
DVCdv = DVC_Disp(:,6);
DVCdw = DVC_Disp(:,7);
DVCxyz = [DVCx DVCy DVCz];
DVCNodes = [DVCxyz DVCdu DVCdv DVCdw];
%Plot the DVC Grid & Uncropped Scapula
figure(1)
title('UnCropped Scapula & DVC Grid')
scatter3(DVCxyz(:,1),DVCxyz(:,2),DVCxyz(:,3))
hold on
scatter3(FEAxyz(:,1),FEAxyz(:,2),FEAxyz(:,3))
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Finding Top Height%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%TopDVCNodes = X(:, 1);
[Lia3,Locb3]=ismember(TopDVCNodes(:,1),FEAxyz_all(:,1));
%%%%%%Locb is index of FEAxyz where NodesUsed is Found%%%
Locb3 = Locb3(Locb3>0);%REMOVE ZERO'S FROM ARRAY
TopNodes = FEAxyz_all(Locb3,:);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Finding Bottom Height%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[Lia4,Locb4]=ismember(BtmDVCNodes(:,1),FEAxyz_all(:,1));
%%%%%%Locb is index of FEAxyz where NodesUsed is Found%%%
Locb4 = Locb4(Locb4>0);%REMOVE ZERO'S FROM ARRAY
BottomNodes = FEAxyz_all(Locb4,:);
%The free height is used to remove top and bottom nodes that are either DVC
%driven or at the z boundaries
MinZTop = min(TopNodes(:,4));
MaxZBottom = max(BottomNodes(:,4));
FreeHeight = MinZTop-MaxZBottom;
ClippedBottomHeight = MaxZBottom+0.1*FreeHeight;
ClippedTopHeight = MinZTop-0.1*FreeHeight;
%Removing DVC points outside Mask
fv2 = stlread(DVCMask)
pts2 = [DVCxyz];
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in2 = inpolyhedron(fv2, pts2); % Test which are inside the patch
DVCxyz = [DVCxyz in2];
DVCxyz = DVCxyz(DVCxyz(:,4)==1, :);
DVCxyz = DVCxyz(:,1:3);
DVCNodes = [DVCNodes in2];
DVCNodes = DVCNodes(DVCNodes(:,7)==1, :);
DVCNodes = DVCNodes(:,1:6);

%Crop the FEA mesh to only include nodes that fall within the DVC Grid (to
%reduce points in dserachn)
cropFEA = FEAxyz(FEAxyz(:,1)>min(DVCx)&FEAxyz(:,1)<max(DVCx),:);%Remove x-axis points
cropFEA = cropFEA(cropFEA(:,2)>min(DVCy)&cropFEA(:,2)<max(DVCy),:);%Remove y-axis points
cropFEA = cropFEA(cropFEA(:,3)<max(DVCz),:);%Remove y-axis points
pts3 = [cropFEA(:,1:3)];
in3 = inpolyhedron(fv2, pts3);
cropFEA = [cropFEA in3];
cropFEA = cropFEA(cropFEA(:,7)==1, :);
cropFEA = cropFEA(:,1:6);
% Cropping FEA in Z using bottom height and inSTL
cropFEA = cropFEA(cropFEA(:,3)>(min(DVCxyz(:,3)+1.6)), :); %%%1.6 = crop hight
ReamedSurfaceSTL = stlread(STLClip);
pts = [cropFEA(:,1:3)];
in1 = inpolyhedron(ReamedSurfaceSTL, pts); % Test which are inside the patch
figure(2)
patch(ReamedSurfaceSTL,'FaceColor','g','FaceAlpha',0.2)
hold on
scatter3(cropFEA(:,1),cropFEA(:,2),cropFEA(:,3));
cropFEA = cropFEA(~in1,:);
figure(3)
title('Cropped Scapula & DVC Grid')
scatter3(DVCxyz(:,1),DVCxyz(:,2),DVCxyz(:,3))
hold on
scatter3(cropFEA(:,1),cropFEA(:,2),cropFEA(:,3))
tic
[k,d] = dsearchn(DVCxyz,cropFEA(:,1:3));%k is the indices in DVCxyz that match each
point in cropFEA
toc
%Average the displacements for each
%temp = [k cropFEA(:,4) cropFEA(:,5) cropFEA(:,6)];%The array indicies and FEAu, FEAw,
FEAv in the cropped DVC grid
[C2,ia2,idx2] = unique (k,'stable');
FEAUmean = accumarray(idx2,cropFEA(:,4),[],@mean);%Collect the average values for x (u)
FEAVmean = accumarray(idx2,cropFEA(:,5),[],@mean);%Collect the average values for y (w)
FEAWmean = accumarray(idx2,cropFEA(:,6),[],@mean);%Collect the average values for z (v)
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%Determine if accumarray mean works
%dup=find(k==9886)%31,34,41340,97111,100569
%compare = mean(cropFEA(dup,4))%Compare the u displacements
%WORKING, but need to check before outliers are removed below
%Retain FEAxyx coordinates for plotting
FEAmean_xyz = [cropFEA(ia2,1:3) FEAUmean FEAVmean FEAWmean];
FEAUmean_xyz = [cropFEA(ia2,1:3) FEAUmean];
FEAVmean_xyz = [cropFEA(ia2,1:3) FEAVmean];
FEAWmean_xyz = [cropFEA(ia2,1:3) FEAWmean];
%Collect the DVC nodes and corresponding displacements that were compared
%above

DVC_Compared = DVCNodes(C2,:);%All of the DVCxyz DVCu DVCw DVCv ordered accoring to k
(i.e. aligned with the FEA nodes)
%%%Remove Top Points using STL

DVCU = [DVC_Compared(:,1:3) DVC_Compared(:,4)];
DVCV = [DVC_Compared(:,1:3) DVC_Compared(:,5)];
DVCW = [DVC_Compared(:,1:3) DVC_Compared(:,6)];
%%%%Magnitude Calculations
FEA_MAG = sqrt(FEAUmean.^2+FEAVmean.^2+FEAWmean.^2);
DVC_MAG = sqrt(DVCU(:,4).^2+DVCV(:,4).^2+DVCW(:,4).^2);
%plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd')
outliers_x = fitlm(FEAUmean,DVCU(:,4));
outliers_x_idx =
find((outliers_x.Diagnostics.CooksDistance)>5*mean(outliers_x.Diagnostics.CooksDistance))
;
FEAUmean(outliers_x_idx,:) = [];
DVCU(outliers_x_idx,:) = [];
outliers_y = fitlm(FEAVmean,DVCV(:,4));
outliers_y_idx =
find((outliers_y.Diagnostics.CooksDistance)>5*mean(outliers_y.Diagnostics.CooksDistance))
;
FEAVmean(outliers_y_idx,:) = [];
DVCV(outliers_y_idx,:) = [];
outliers_z = fitlm(FEAWmean,DVCW(:,4));
outliers_z_idx =
find((outliers_z.Diagnostics.CooksDistance)>5*mean(outliers_z.Diagnostics.CooksDistance))
;
FEAWmean(outliers_z_idx,:) = [];
DVCW(outliers_z_idx,:) = [];
%Import Reaction Force and structure into components
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Node = RxN_Force.data(:, 1);
RFX = RxN_Force.data(:, 3);
RFY = RxN_Force.data(:, 4);
RFZ = RxN_Force.data(:, 5);
feaRF = [Node RFX RFY RFZ];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Compacting RF Values
[C,ia,idx] = unique (feaRF(:,1),'stable');
RFXmean = accumarray(idx,feaRF(:,2),[],@mean);
RFYmean = accumarray(idx,feaRF(:,3),[],@mean);
RFZmean = accumarray(idx,feaRF(:,4),[],@mean);
%FEAUmean = FEAUmean_temp(C2);
%test_data = [C2, FEAUmean(C2)];
UniquefeaRF = [C RFXmean RFYmean RFZmean];
UniquefeaRF = UniquefeaRF(any(UniquefeaRF(:,2),2),:);
[Lia1,Locb1]=ismember(TopDVCNodes(:,1),UniquefeaRF(:,1));
Locb1 = Locb1(Locb1>0);%REMOVE ZERO'S FROM ARRAY
TopRFNodes = UniquefeaRF(Locb1,:);
[Lia2,Locb2]=ismember(BtmDVCNodes(:,1),UniquefeaRF(:,1));
Locb2 = Locb2(Locb2>0);%REMOVE ZERO'S FROM ARRAY
BottomRFNodes = UniquefeaRF(Locb2,:);
TopDVCDrivenFxAvg = sum(TopRFNodes(:,2));
TopDVCDrivenFyAvg = sum(TopRFNodes(:,3));
TopDVCDrivenFzAvg = sum(TopRFNodes(:,4));
BottomDVCDrivenFxAvg = sum(BottomRFNodes(:,2));
BottomDVCDrivenFyAvg = sum(BottomRFNodes(:,3));
BottomDVCDrivenFzAvg = sum(BottomRFNodes(:,4));
Force_Mag = sqrt(BottomDVCDrivenFxAvg^2+BottomDVCDrivenFyAvg^2+BottomDVCDrivenFzAvg ^2)
Fx = BottomDVCDrivenFxAvg
Fy = BottomDVCDrivenFyAvg
Fz = BottomDVCDrivenFzAvg
XDifference = abs(FEAUmean - DVCU(:,4));
YDifference = abs(FEAVmean - DVCV(:,4));
ZDifference = abs(FEAWmean - DVCW(:,4));
XAverageDifference = mean(XDifference);
YAverageDifference = mean(YDifference);
ZAverageDifference = mean(ZDifference);
RMSEXDifference = sqrt(mean(XDifference.^2));
RMSEYDifference = sqrt(mean(YDifference.^2));
RMSEZDifference = sqrt(mean(ZDifference.^2));
MaxXerror = max(XDifference);
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MaxYerror = max(YDifference);
MaxZerror = max(ZDifference);
XSTDDifference = std(XDifference);
YSTDDifference = std(YDifference);
ZSTDDifference = std(ZDifference);
%Correlation Analysis - Displacements
[Xl, Xfit] = polyfit(DVCU(:,4),FEAUmean,1);
Xline = polyval(Xl,DVCU(:,4));
Rx=corrcoef(DVCU(:,4),FEAUmean);
Rx=(Rx(1,2))^2;
[Yl, Yfit] = polyfit(DVCV(:,4),FEAVmean,1);
Yline = polyval(Yl,DVCV(:,4));
Ry=corrcoef(DVCV(:,4),FEAVmean);
Ry=(Ry(1,2))^2;
[Zl, Zfit] = polyfit(DVCW(:,4),FEAWmean,1);
Zline = polyval(Zl,DVCW(:,4));
Rz=corrcoef(DVCW(:,4),FEAWmean);
Rz=(Rz(1,2))^2;
%Magnitude Calculation
outliers_Mag = fitlm(FEA_MAG,DVC_MAG);
outliers_Mag_idx =
find((outliers_Mag.Diagnostics.CooksDistance)>5*mean(outliers_Mag.Diagnostics.CooksDistan
ce));
FEA_MAG(outliers_Mag_idx,:) = [];
DVC_MAG(outliers_Mag_idx,:) = [];

%calculating differences in Mag
MagDifference = FEA_MAG - DVC_MAG;
RMSEMagDifference = sqrt(mean(MagDifference.^2));
[Magl, Magfit] = polyfit(DVC_MAG,FEA_MAG,1);
Magline = polyval(Magl,DVC_MAG);
RMag=corrcoef(DVC_MAG,FEA_MAG);
RMag=(RMag(1,2))^2;
%M = [Xl Rx RMSEXDifference MaxXerror Yl Ry RMSEYDifference MaxYerror Zl Rz
RMSEZDifference MaxZerror];
M = [Xl Rx RMSEXDifference Yl Ry RMSEYDifference Zl Rz RMSEZDifference Magl RMag
RMSEMagDifference];
xlswrite('Cortical_and_Trabecular_Bone_Displacements.xls',M)
LIA = ismembertol(FEAUmean,DVCU(:,4),100)
figure(4)%%%%%%%%%%DVC Results
subplot(3,1,1)
scatter3(DVC_Compared(:,1),DVC_Compared(:,2),DVC_Compared(:,3),5,DVC_Compared(:,4),'fille
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d');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-0.5) max(0)])
view([0.75,0.75,0.5])
colorbar
title('X DVC Displacements - (scale is in mm)')
axis equal
subplot(3,1,2)
scatter3(DVC_Compared(:,1),DVC_Compared(:,2),DVC_Compared(:,3),5,DVC_Compared(:,5),'fille
d');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-0.1) max(0.1)])
view([0.75,0.75,0.5])
colorbar
title('Y DVC Displacements - (scale is in mm)')
axis equal
subplot(3,1,3)
scatter3(DVC_Compared(:,1),DVC_Compared(:,2),DVC_Compared(:,3),5,DVC_Compared(:,6),'fille
d');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-1.0) max(1.0)])
view([0.75,0.75,0.5])
colorbar
title('Z DVC Displacements - (scale is in mm)')
axis equal
figure(5)%%%%%%%%%%FEA Results
subplot(3,1,1)
scatter3(FEAmean_xyz(:,1),FEAmean_xyz(:,2),FEAmean_xyz(:,3),5,FEAmean_xyz(:,4),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-0.5) max(0)])
view([0.75,0.75,0.5])
colorbar
title('X FEA Displacements - (scale is in mm)')
axis equal
subplot(3,1,2)
scatter3(FEAmean_xyz(:,1),FEAmean_xyz(:,2),FEAmean_xyz(:,3),5,FEAmean_xyz(:,5),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-0.1) max(0.1)])
view([0.75,0.75,0.5])
colorbar
title('Y FEA Displacements - (scale is in mm)')
axis equal
subplot(3,1,3)
scatter3(FEAmean_xyz(:,1),FEAmean_xyz(:,2),FEAmean_xyz(:,3),5,FEAmean_xyz(:,6),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-1.0) max(1.0)])
view([0.75,0.75,0.5])
colorbar
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title('Z FEA Displacements - (scale is in mm)')
axis equal
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D.3 – Linear Correlation Comparison Between DVC and FEA
Local Strain Results
This script compares the local strains predicted by the FEA model compared to the DVC
experimental measures. The output of the script is the slope, coefficient of determination,
and RMSE between the experimental and computational results. The script requires the
displacement, strain, and element position files to be uploaded as a .txt file which was
directly exported from Abaqus®. As well, the DVC results are inputted from BoneDVC
which contains the displacement, strain magnitude, and corresponding element positions.
A specimen specific offset was also used dependent on the cropping of the original image
that was performed to save computational resources. Within this script, 4 ROIs are required
in STL format. Finally, this script also allows for the comparisons using shape functions,
which directly calculates the strain values at an instantaneous point rather than region
averaging the strain predictions and measurements within the ROI. As imaging resolution
continue to improve, and the error associated with DVC strain measurements lowers, the
use of a shape function may become more relevant.
clear all
close all
clc
%This code performs a linear correlation between FEA and DVC Strain Results within 4
subregions of the FEA Model - Required files include:
% FEA Nodal displacement results - FEA displacements
% FEA Strain Results - Integration points E min
% FEA Element Position - Elements with corresponding Node #s
% DVC Displacement - Nodal DVC Displacements (outputmap)
% DVC Element Strain - Centroid Strains of Elements (ANSYS_results_elements)
% DVC Element Position - Elements with corresponding Nodes (Elements)
% DVC Offset - Offset associated with cropping MicroCT for DVC
% Mask 1-4 - 4 masks uploaded by stl... Stl must be within FEA bone
%%%FEA Nodal Disp, Element Strain and Element Position files as .txt
FEA_Disp = importdata('L180271-Post-1-TETDVC-MIMICS-EQ15-Displacement.txt');
FEA_Strain = importdata('L180271_CONTACT_MIMICS_EQ15_INT_POINT_MIN_PRIN_E.txt');
FEA_ElementPosition = importdata('Specimen2_FEA_ElementPosition.txt');
%%%DVC Nodal Disp, Element Strain and Element Position files as .txt
DVC_Disp = importdata('Specimen2_DVC_NodalDisp.txt');
DVC_Strain = importdata('Specimen2_DVC_ElementStrain.txt');
DVC_StrainPosition = importdata('Specimen2_DVC_ElementPosition.txt');
DVC_Offset = importdata('Specimen2Offset.txt');
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%DVC_Disp = DVC_Disp.data;
Mask1 = 'ROI11.stl';
Mask2 = 'ROI12.stl';
Mask3 = 'ROI13.stl';
Mask4 = 'ROI14.stl';
FEANodes = FEA_Disp.data(:,1);
FEAx = FEA_Disp.data(:,2);
FEAy = FEA_Disp.data(:,3);
FEAz = FEA_Disp.data(:,4);
FEA_NodesXYZ = [FEANodes FEAx FEAy FEAz];
FEA_dispX =
FEA_dispY =
FEA_dispZ =
FEA_DispXYZ

FEA_Disp.data(:,5) - FEA_Disp.data(:,2);
FEA_Disp.data(:,6) - FEA_Disp.data(:,3);
FEA_Disp.data(:,7) - FEA_Disp.data(:,4);
= [FEA_NodesXYZ FEA_dispX FEA_dispY FEA_dispZ];

%%%Reading FEA Elements and grabbing XYZ location of each element based on
ElementNum = str2double(FEA_ElementPosition.textdata(:,2));
FEA_Elements = [ElementNum FEA_ElementPosition.data(:,1:10)];
FEA_ElementsXs = [FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,2),2) FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,3),2)
FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,4),2) FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,5),2) ];
FEA_ElementsYs = [FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,2),3) FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,3),3)
FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,4),3) FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,5),3) ];
FEA_ElementsZs = [FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,2),4) FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,3),4)
FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,4),4) FEA_NodesXYZ(FEA_Elements(:,5),4) ];
FEA_ElementX = mean(FEA_ElementsXs,2);
FEA_ElementY = mean(FEA_ElementsYs,2);
FEA_ElementZ = mean(FEA_ElementsZs,2);
FEA_ElementXYZ = [FEA_Elements(:,1) FEA_ElementX(:,1)
FEA_ElementZ(:,1)];

FEA_ElementY(:,1)

%%%Import Strains - Set up for Emin - May 24-2019
FEA_Strains = [str2double(FEA_Strain.textdata(:,2)) (FEA_Strain.data(:,2)*1000000)];
FEA_Strains1234 = transpose(reshape(FEA_Strains(:,2),[],length(FEA_Strains(:,2))/4));
FEA_StrainAll = [FEA_ElementXYZ FEA_Strains1234];
DVC_Disp = DVC_Disp*0.001;%Convert to mm to match FEA output
Node2 = DVC_Disp(:,1);
DVCx = DVC_Disp(:,2)+DVC_Offset(2);%Offset from DVC Cropping should be loaded as a .txt
file with X (row 2),Y (row 3),Z (row 4) corresponding to offset due to post processing
DVCy = DVC_Disp(:,3)+DVC_Offset(3);
DVCz = DVC_Disp(:,4)+DVC_Offset(4);
DVCStrain1 = DVC_Strain(:, 2)*1000000;
DVCStrain2 = DVC_Strain(:, 3)*1000000;
DVCStrain3 = DVC_Strain(:, 4)*1000000;
DVCElementNodes = [DVC_StrainPosition.data(:,1) DVC_StrainPosition.data(:,2)
DVC_StrainPosition.data(:,3) DVC_StrainPosition.data(:,4) DVC_StrainPosition.data(:,5)
DVC_StrainPosition.data(:,6) DVC_StrainPosition.data(:,7) DVC_StrainPosition.data(:,8)];
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DVCNodalPositionX =
[DVCx(DVCElementNodes(:,1)),DVCx(DVCElementNodes(:,2)),DVCx(DVCElementNodes(:,3)),DVCx(DV
CElementNodes(:,4)),DVCx(DVCElementNodes(:,5)),DVCx(DVCElementNodes(:,6)),DVCx(DVCElement
Nodes(:,7)),DVCx(DVCElementNodes(:,8))];
DVCNodalPositionY =
[DVCy(DVCElementNodes(:,1)),DVCy(DVCElementNodes(:,2)),DVCy(DVCElementNodes(:,3)),DVCy(DV
CElementNodes(:,4)),DVCy(DVCElementNodes(:,5)),DVCy(DVCElementNodes(:,6)),DVCy(DVCElement
Nodes(:,7)),DVCy(DVCElementNodes(:,8))];
DVCNodalPositionZ =
[DVCz(DVCElementNodes(:,1)),DVCz(DVCElementNodes(:,2)),DVCz(DVCElementNodes(:,3)),DVCz(DV
CElementNodes(:,4)),DVCz(DVCElementNodes(:,5)),DVCz(DVCElementNodes(:,6)),DVCz(DVCElement
Nodes(:,7)),DVCz(DVCElementNodes(:,8))];
DVCeleX = mean(DVCNodalPositionX,2);
DVCeleY = mean(DVCNodalPositionY,2);
DVCeleZ = mean(DVCNodalPositionZ,2);
DVCStrain_all = [DVC_Strain(:,1) DVCeleX DVCeleY DVCeleZ DVCStrain1 DVCStrain2
DVCStrain3];
DVCxyz = [DVCeleX DVCeleY DVCeleZ];
%Quick Check - Plot the DVC Grid & Uncropped Scapula
figure(1)
title('UnCropped Scapula & DVC Grid')
scatter3(DVCStrain_all(:,2),DVCStrain_all(:,3),DVCStrain_all(:,4));
hold on
scatter3(FEA_ElementXYZ(:,2),FEA_ElementXYZ(:,3), FEA_ElementXYZ(:,4));
hold on
scatter3(FEA_NodesXYZ(:,2),FEA_NodesXYZ(:,3),FEA_NodesXYZ(:,4));

%Removing DVC points outside Mask
fv2 = stlread(Mask1);
fv3 = stlread(Mask2);
fv4 = stlread(Mask3);
fv5 = stlread(Mask4);

%%%%%%%Clipping DVC Regions based on 4 loaded STLs
DVCpts = DVCxyz
Reg1in = inpolyhedron(fv2, DVCpts); % Test which are inside the patch
DVCReg1xyz = [DVCxyz Reg1in];
DVCReg1xyz = DVCReg1xyz(DVCReg1xyz(:,4)==1, :);
DVCReg1xyz = DVCReg1xyz(:,1:3);
DVCStrainReg1_all = [DVCStrain_all Reg1in];
DVCStrainReg1_all = DVCStrainReg1_all(DVCStrainReg1_all(:,8)==1, :);
DVCStrainReg1_all = DVCStrainReg1_all(:,1:7);
Reg1Ident = 1*ones(length(DVCStrainReg1_all),1) ; % Identifier column to add
DVCStrainReg1_all = [DVCStrainReg1_all Reg1Ident] ;
Reg2in = inpolyhedron(fv3, DVCpts); % Test which are inside the patch
DVCReg2xyz = [DVCxyz Reg2in];
DVCReg2xyz = DVCReg2xyz(DVCReg2xyz(:,4)==1, :);
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DVCReg2xyz = DVCReg2xyz(:,1:3);
DVCStrainReg2_all = [DVCStrain_all Reg2in];
DVCStrainReg2_all = DVCStrainReg2_all(DVCStrainReg2_all(:,8)==1, :);
DVCStrainReg2_all = DVCStrainReg2_all(:,1:7);
Reg2Ident = 2*ones(length(DVCStrainReg2_all),1) ; % Identifier column to add
DVCStrainReg2_all = [DVCStrainReg2_all Reg2Ident] ;
Reg3in = inpolyhedron(fv4, DVCpts); % Test which are inside the patch
DVCReg3xyz = [DVCxyz Reg3in];
DVCReg3xyz = DVCReg3xyz(DVCReg3xyz(:,4)==1, :);
DVCReg3xyz = DVCReg3xyz(:,1:3);
DVCStrainReg3_all = [DVCStrain_all Reg3in];
DVCStrainReg3_all = DVCStrainReg3_all(DVCStrainReg3_all(:,8)==1, :);
Reg3Ident = 3*ones(length(DVCStrainReg3_all),1) ; % Identifier column to add
DVCStrainReg3_all = [DVCStrainReg3_all(:,1:7) Reg3Ident];
Reg4in = inpolyhedron(fv5, DVCpts); % Test which are inside the patch
DVCReg4xyz = [DVCxyz Reg4in];
DVCReg4xyz = DVCReg4xyz(DVCReg4xyz(:,4)==1, :);
DVCReg4xyz = DVCReg4xyz(:,1:3);
DVCStrainReg4_all = [DVCStrain_all Reg4in];
DVCStrainReg4_all = DVCStrainReg4_all(DVCStrainReg4_all(:,8)==1, :);
Reg4Ident = 4*ones(length(DVCStrainReg4_all),1) ; % Identifier column to add
DVCStrainReg4_all = [DVCStrainReg4_all(:,1:7) Reg4Ident];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Clipping FEA
FEApts = [FEA_StrainAll(:,2:4)];
FEAin1 = inpolyhedron(fv2, FEApts);
Reg1FEAStrain_all = [FEA_StrainAll FEAin1];
Reg1FEAStrain_all = Reg1FEAStrain_all(Reg1FEAStrain_all(:,9)==1, :);
Reg1FEAStrain_all = Reg1FEAStrain_all(:,1:8);
FEAin2 = inpolyhedron(fv3, FEApts);
Reg2FEAStrain_all = [FEA_StrainAll FEAin2];
Reg2FEAStrain_all = Reg2FEAStrain_all(Reg2FEAStrain_all(:,9)==1, :);
Reg2FEAStrain_all = Reg2FEAStrain_all(:,1:8);
FEAin3 = inpolyhedron(fv4, FEApts);
Reg3FEAStrain_all = [FEA_StrainAll FEAin3];
Reg3FEAStrain_all = Reg3FEAStrain_all(Reg3FEAStrain_all(:,9)==1, :);
Reg3FEAStrain_all = Reg3FEAStrain_all(:,1:8);
FEAin4 = inpolyhedron(fv5, FEApts);
Reg4FEAStrain_all = [FEA_StrainAll FEAin4];
Reg4FEAStrain_all = Reg4FEAStrain_all(Reg4FEAStrain_all(:,9)==1, :);
Reg4FEAStrain_all = Reg4FEAStrain_all(:,1:8);
Reg1to4DVCxyz = [DVCStrainReg1_all; DVCStrainReg2_all; DVCStrainReg3_all;
DVCStrainReg4_all];
Reg1to4FEAxyz = [Reg1FEAStrain_all; Reg2FEAStrain_all; Reg3FEAStrain_all;
Reg4FEAStrain_all];
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%%%%%%%plotting
figure(2)
title('Cropped Scapula & DVC Grid')
scatter3(Reg1to4DVCxyz(:,2),Reg1to4DVCxyz(:,3),Reg1to4DVCxyz(:,4))
hold on
scatter3(Reg1to4FEAxyz(:,2),Reg1to4FEAxyz(:,3),Reg1to4FEAxyz(:,4));
Strain_RADifference = FEA_RAStrain - DVCStrain(:,4);
Strain_RAAverageDifference = mean(Strain_RADifference);
RMSEStrain_RADifference = sqrt(mean(Strain_RADifference.^2));
Strain_RAMaxerror = max(Strain_RADifference);
Strain_RASTDDifference = std(Strain_RADifference);
Strain_SFDifference = FEA_ShapeStrain - DVC_ProbedStrain(:,4);
Strain_SFAverageDifference = mean(Strain_SFDifference);
RMSEStrain_SFDifference = sqrt(mean(Strain_SFDifference.^2));
Strain_SFMaxerror = max(Strain_SFDifference);
Strain_SFSTDDifference = std(Strain_SFDifference);
%Correlation Analysis - Strains
[Strain_RAl, Strain_RAfit] = polyfit(DVCStrain(:,4),FEA_RAStrain,1);
Strain_RAline = polyval(Strain_RAl,DVCStrain(:,4));
R_RAStrain=corrcoef(DVCStrain(:,4),FEA_RAStrain);
R_RAStrain=(R_RAStrain(1,2))^2;
[Strain_SFl, Strain_SFfit] = polyfit(DVC_ProbedStrain(:,4),FEA_ShapeStrain,1);
Strainline = polyval(Strain_SFl,DVC_ProbedStrain(:,4));
R_SFStrain=corrcoef(DVC_ProbedStrain(:,4),FEA_ShapeStrain);
R_SFStrain=(R_SFStrain(1,2))^2;
%%%%Subregion 1
FE_RAStrain1
FE_RAStrain2
FE_RAStrain3
FE_RAStrain4

=
=
=
=

FEA_RAStrain(DVCStrain(:,5)==1);
FEA_RAStrain(DVCStrain(:,5)==2);
FEA_RAStrain(DVCStrain(:,5)==3);
FEA_RAStrain(DVCStrain(:,5)==4);

FE_SFStrain1
FE_SFStrain2
FE_SFStrain3
FE_SFStrain4

=
=
=
=

FEA_ShapeStrain(DVCStrain(:,5)==1);
FEA_ShapeStrain(DVCStrain(:,5)==2);
FEA_ShapeStrain(DVCStrain(:,5)==3);
FEA_ShapeStrain(DVCStrain(:,5)==4);

DVC_Strain1
DVC_Strain2
DVC_Strain3
DVC_Strain4

=
=
=
=

DVCStrain((DVCStrain(:,5)==1),1:4);
DVCStrain((DVCStrain(:,5)==2),1:4);
DVCStrain((DVCStrain(:,5)==3),1:4);
DVCStrain((DVCStrain(:,5)==4),1:4);

%%%Subregion 1
[SlopeStrain1RA,YintStrain1RA,R2Strain1RA,RMSEStrain1RA] =
strainstats(DVC_Strain1(:,4),FE_RAStrain1);
[SlopeStrain2RA,YintStrain2RA,R2Strain2RA,RMSEStrain2RA] =
strainstats(DVC_Strain2(:,4),FE_RAStrain2);
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[SlopeStrain3RA,YintStrain3RA,R2Strain3RA,RMSEStrain3RA] =
strainstats(DVC_Strain3(:,4),FE_RAStrain3);
[SlopeStrain4RA,YintStrain4RA,R2Strain4RA,RMSEStrain4RA] =
strainstats(DVC_Strain4(:,4),FE_RAStrain4);
[SlopeStrain1SF,YintStrain1SF,R2Strain1SF,RMSEStrain1SF]
strainstats(DVC_Strain1(:,4),FE_SFStrain1);
[SlopeStrain2SF,YintStrain2SF,R2Strain2SF,RMSEStrain2SF]
strainstats(DVC_Strain2(:,4),FE_SFStrain2);
[SlopeStrain3SF,YintStrain3SF,R2Strain3SF,RMSEStrain3SF]
strainstats(DVC_Strain3(:,4),FE_SFStrain3);
[SlopeStrain4SF,YintStrain4SF,R2Strain4SF,RMSEStrain4SF]
strainstats(DVC_Strain4(:,4),FE_SFStrain4);

=
=
=
=

figure(4)%%%%%%%%%%DVC Region Averaged Strain
subplot(2,1,1)
scatter3(DVCStrain(:,1),DVCStrain(:,2),DVCStrain(:,3),5,DVCStrain(:,4),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain DVC - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
subplot(2,1,2)
scatter3(FEA_RAStrain_xyz(:,1),FEA_RAStrain_xyz(:,2),FEA_RAStrain_xyz(:,3),5,FEA_RAStrain
_xyz(:,4),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain FEA - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
figure(5)%%%%%%%%%%DVC Shape Function Strain
subplot(2,1,1)
scatter3(DVC_ProbedStrain(:,1),DVC_ProbedStrain(:,2),DVC_ProbedStrain(:,3),5,DVC_ProbedSt
rain(:,4),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain DVC - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
subplot(2,1,2)
scatter3(DVC_ProbedStrain(:,1),DVC_ProbedStrain(:,2),DVC_ProbedStrain(:,3),5,FEA_RAStrain
_xyz(:,4),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain FEA - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
figure(6)%%%%%%%%%%DVC Shape Function Strain
subplot(4,2,1)
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scatter3(DVC_Strain1(:,1),DVC_Strain1(:,2),DVC_Strain1(:,3),5,DVC_Strain1(:,4),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain DVC Subregion1 - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
subplot(4,2,3)
scatter3(DVC_Strain2(:,1),DVC_Strain2(:,2),DVC_Strain2(:,3),5,DVC_Strain2(:,4),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain DVC Subregion2 - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
subplot(4,2,5)
scatter3(DVC_Strain3(:,1),DVC_Strain3(:,2),DVC_Strain3(:,3),5,DVC_Strain3(:,4),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain DVC Subregion3 - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
subplot(4,2,7)
scatter3(DVC_Strain4(:,1),DVC_Strain4(:,2),DVC_Strain4(:,3),5,DVC_Strain4(:,4),'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain DVC Subregion4 - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
subplot(4,2,2)
scatter3(DVC_Strain1(:,1),DVC_Strain1(:,2),DVC_Strain1(:,3),5,FE_SFStrain1,'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain FE Subregion1 - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
subplot(4,2,4)
scatter3(DVC_Strain2(:,1),DVC_Strain2(:,2),DVC_Strain2(:,3),5,FE_SFStrain2,'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain FE Subregion2 - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
subplot(4,2,6)
scatter3(DVC_Strain3(:,1),DVC_Strain3(:,2),DVC_Strain3(:,3),5,FE_SFStrain3,'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain FE Subregion3 - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
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subplot(4,2,8)
scatter3(DVC_Strain4(:,1),DVC_Strain4(:,2),DVC_Strain4(:,3),5,FE_SFStrain4,'filled');
colormap('jet')
caxis([min(-10000) max(0)])
colorbar
title('Strain FE Subregion4 - (scale is in microstrain)')
axis equal
figure(7)
histogram(DVCStrain(:,4),100)
title('Strain 1 DVC DVC - Histo')
hold on
histogram(FEA_RAStrain_xyz(:,4),100)
figure(8)
histogram(DVC_ProbedStrain(:,4),100)
title('Strain 1 DVC DVC - Histo')
hold on
histogram(FEA_ShapeStrain,100)

% To write to exel use below
% M = [Strain1l RStrain1 RMSEStrain1Difference Strain2l RStrain2 RMSEStrain2Difference
Strain3l RStrain3 RMSEStrain3Difference];
% xlswrite('Cortical_and_Trabecular_Bone_Strain.xls',M)
ADVCStrain1=mean(DVC_Strain1(:,4));
ADVCStrain2=mean(DVC_Strain2(:,4));
ADVCStrain3=mean(DVC_Strain3(:,4));
ADVCStrain4=mean(DVC_Strain4(:,4));
stdevDVCStrain1=std(DVC_Strain1(:,4));
stdevDVCStrain2=std(DVC_Strain2(:,4));
stdevDVCStrain3=std(DVC_Strain3(:,4));
stdevDVCStrain4=std(DVC_Strain4(:,4));
AFEAStrain1=mean(FE_RAStrain1);
AFEAStrain2=mean(FE_RAStrain2);
AFEAStrain3=mean(FE_RAStrain3);
AFEAStrain4=mean(FE_RAStrain4);
stdevFEAStrain1=std(FE_RAStrain1);
stdevFEAStrain2=std(FE_RAStrain2);
stdevFEAStrain3=std(FE_RAStrain3);
stdevFEAStrain4=std(FE_RAStrain4);
M = [ADVCStrain1 ADVCStrain2 ADVCStrain3 ADVCStrain4;
stdevDVCStrain1 stdevDVCStrain2 stdevDVCStrain3 stdevDVCStrain4;
AFEAStrain1 AFEAStrain2 AFEAStrain3 AFEAStrain4;
stdevFEAStrain1 stdevFEAStrain2 stdevFEAStrain3 stdevFEAStrain4;
RMSEStrain1RA RMSEStrain2RA RMSEStrain3RA RMSEStrain4RA];
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xlswrite('Data_Collection_RA.xls',M)
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